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Abstract
Experimental evidence of the location of the ergodic divertor separatrix is shown to agree
with predicted value given by codes. Variation of this position modifies the divertor tightness,
ratio of the divertor to core densities. This effect is governed by laminar transport, i.e.
transport proportional to the magnitude of the perturbation. Operation with feedback control
of the divertor temperature allows one to optimise the choice of injected impurity species. At
10 eV divertor temperature, nitrogen is shown to lead to the largest decrease on energy flux to
the divertor at lowest contribution to Zeff. Parallel energy fluxes as low as 2 MW m"2 are thus
achieved on the target plates. For this impurity, radiation is localised in the divertor volume
thus leading to radiation compression close to 10. The Ergodic Divertor appears as a powerful
tool to control Plasma-Wall interaction with no loss of core confinement or plasma current.

1. Introduction

Despite on going efforts and progress, the design of an optimised divertor for reactor
grade fusion devices remains a challenge. Part of the difficulty stands in the conflicting
performances to be achieved. On the one hand, the divertor must provide the appropriate
configuration to generate H-mode confinement while on the other hand it must ensure control
of particle recirculation to reduce core contamination and allow for helium ash pumping.
Furthermore, the constraint of reducing the energy flux below the technical limitation of
actively cooled components must be satisfied. The ergodic divertor represents an alternative
solution with an open, poloidally and toroidally symmetric divertor volume. Significant
progress has been made in the understanding of this concept [1]. On many aspects, it has been
shown that the physics at hand are comparable to that of axisymmetric divertors [2].
Unfortunately, a set of figures of merit, such as the core energy confinement time, is still
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missing to compare divertor performances. Radiation enhancement with respect the MultiMachine Scaling [3] has first been proposed [4]. Helium and impurity compression have also
been used. Results presented here are focussed on the geometrical means of controlling the
configuration. Two figures of merit are introduced. The divertor tightness, ratio of divertor to
core density [5], and the radiation compression [6], namely the ratio of the divertor to core
impurity concentration, the divertor concentration being measured in terms of radiation
efficiency. In Section 2, experimental evidence is used to confirm the location of the
separatrix as predicted by the codes. Impact of the location of the separatrix on the divertor
tightness are analysed in Section 3. Radiation compression within the divertor volume in
conjunction with the very low parallel energy fluxes is addressed in Section 4. A summary of
the ergodic divertor performances will be found in Section 5.

2. The divertor volume in the ergodic divertor configuration

The divertor geometry is considered as a means to control plasma-wall interaction. In
the standard axisymmetric divertor configuration, this control is twofold. On the one hand, the
magnetic equilibrium and most important the separatrix position allow one to channel the
energy flux to dedicated high heat flux components, while, on the other hand, plasma-facing
components are organised to increase the closure of the divertor volume. The latter scheme is
optimised in terms of neutral confinement and that significant success is reported in the
control of helium and neon [7]. In the ergodic divertor configuration, no mechanical baffling
has been implemented so that the divertor plasma must control particle recirculation. While
the X-point is achieved by a major, and hence measurable, perturbation of the poloidal field,
8Be ~ B e , the stochastic boundary of the ergodic divertor is achieved with typically 6 helical
modes of weak magnitude, 8B r ~ 10'2 Be. As a consequence, there is no direct measurement
available to characterise the geometry in this configuration.
From the theoretical point of view, the divertor volume being defined by the region of
open field lines, one must determine the volume such that the magnetic perturbation is large
enough to generate stochastic diffusion of field lines between neighbouring resonances [1].
The ergodic divertor is therefore defined by the spectrum of the magnetic perturbation
generated by a specific set of coils. In the case of the Tore Supra ergodic divertor, the poloidal
spectrum is rather broad, m = m ± 6 , m = 18, while the toroidal spectrum is narrower,
n = n = 6. Each mode is resonant on a given magnetic surface labelled by q(rm n ) = m / n .
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The magnitude of each mode can be characterised by its island half width, 5j(m,n) oc ^/l E D ,
where IED is the divertor coil current [1]. The non-linear interaction between neighbouring
resonances is evaluated by the Chirikov parameter criterion, <7Chirjkov = S m+1 m / A m+1 m > 1.
5 m + i > m =5 i (m + l,n) + 5i(m,n)

and

A

m+i,m = rm+i,n ~ rm,n

are

respectively the relevant

island width and distance between resonant layers. The radial extent over which the Chirikov
parameter exceeds unity defines the divertor volume insofar that it actually extends to the
wall. For the sake of convenience, the Chirikov parameter is localised at the radius
r

m+i n + rm n although it characterises the whole volume between the two resonances. This

introduces typically a 0.01 m error in the location of the computed separatrix, comparable to
that of standard equilibrium reconstruction.
The divertor volume is both poloidally and toroidally symmetric, a major difference
with respect to the axisymmetric divertor. Indeed, in the latter configuration only the region
from the X-point to the divertor target plate exhibits a sufficient scale to allow for control of
particle influx. Over most of the poloidal circumference, the SOL (Scrape-Off Layer) is very
thin, less than 0.01 m. Another consequence of this geometrical feature is to provide a direct
match between the plasma volume and the current channel since the SOL stored energy is
negligible. In the ergodic divertor configuration, the current channel is restricted to the
volume within the separatrix. The SOL extends over more than 0.1 m radially and accounts
for more than 30 % of the plasma volume. Due to the lack of a measure of the separatrix
position, the whole plasma volume is considered, including the significant fraction of open
field lines. Therefore, the low confinement volume is included in the confinement analysis.
With this definition of the confinement volume, the reference minor radius, aED, is the radius
of the unperturbed magnetic surface tangent to the divertor coil.
Dedicated experiments has been achieved to determine experimentally the location of
the separatrix and compare it to the theoretical prediction defined by (Jchirikov = 1 [8]. On
fig. 1, the theoretical position of the separatrix is plotted in terms of the boundary safety factor
qedge (at p = 1) and of its low field side position, Rext = R + r, where R and r are respectively
the major and minor radius of the unperturbed magnetic surfaces. During current ramp-up,
decreasing qedge, several small regions with aChirikov ^ 1 are connected to the wall. They
correspond to wings at high poloidal mode number of the sine cardinal like spectrum of the
magnetic perturbation [8]. At qedge ~ 3.9, the main stochastic regions comes into contact with
the wall at ReXt ~ 3.17 m. The separatrix then steps in over AReXt > 0.18 m as the configuration
switches from limiter to divertor configuration. Experimentally, one observes the rise of the
Control of divertor geometry and performance with the Ergodic Divertor of Tore Supra Ph. Ghendrih et al.
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energy flux to the divertor target plate and a sharp decrease of iron line emission, fig. 2, when
qedge decreases below 3.9. Pump-out of plasma particles is also observed at this transition [1].
The experimental evidence on figs. (2 & 3) shows that both particle and energy transport
respond to the contact of the boundary aChirikov = 1 with the wall but not to the depth of the
divertor volume. Indeed, as qedge further decreases to the flat top value, there is no evidence of
a weakening of either the energy flux to the target plate nor of the iron screening capability,
although the radial extent of the divertor volume decreases, fig. 1. In fact, it can be shown that
the mean value of the Chirikov parameter in the divertor volume exhibits a maximum at
qedge ~ 3, the value of the so-called resonance of the ergodic divertor [1]. The experimental
investigation of the geometry of the stochastic boundary thus validates the predicted location
of the separatrix [8]. Furthermore, it shows that the plasma response to such a boundary is
more complex than would stem from a purely geometrical effect [8].

3. Control of particle recirculation

Particle recirculation is controlled either by increasing the plasma screening capability
or by changing the effective extent of the stochastic boundary. In the latter case, four different
procedures have been investigated [5, 9]. a) By varying the magnitude of the divertor
perturbation monitored by the divertor current IED, b) by varying qedge, see fig. 1, c) by
introducing the outboard pump limiter ahead of the divertor so that recycling on this
component will occur much closer to the separatrix, d) by using helium as working gas since
its ionisation mean free path is different from that of deuterium.
Atomic processes that contribute to divertor physics depend strongly on the plasma
temperature so that divertor states can only be compared at given temperature [10]. Most of
the experiments have thus been carried out with gas injection feedback on Tdiv, the divertor
temperature measured by Langmuir probes [11]. The balance between the neutral outflux,
measured with 2D image of H a line emission, and the ion outflux, measured by the Langmuir
probe saturation current multiplied by the computed value of the wetted surface [12],
indicates that particle channelling to the target plate is effective, fig. 3. The divertor
temperature is thus a relevant parameter to control the divertor state [10]. Furthermore,
extending the analysis to the whole wetted surface indicates that the gas injection rates
required in the feedback process amounts to less than 4 % of the recycling particle flux [12].
It is convenient to use the divertor tightness Tight = ndiv / <ne> as a figure of merit for
the control of particle recirculation. Without core fuelling, strong control of particle
Control of divertor geometry and performance with the Ergodic Divertor of Tore Supra Ph. Ghendrih et al.
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recirculation will lower the core density <ne>, leading to large values of Tight. The
relationship between core and divertor densities is computed with a 0-D particle flux balance.
Let Fdiv Sdiv exp(-A / X,i) be the core influx, Sdiv being the total wetted surface, Fdiv the average
ion outflux, A the radial extent of the screening region with vanishing confinement time and
Xi the ionisation mean free path. This flux must balance the core plasma outflux : <rie> V / xp.
V is the plasma volume and Tp the core particle confinement time. For a given energy flux to
the target plate one finds :

<ne>

Sdiv c

-A
XJ

(1)

At given Tp and screening efficiency, Tight exhibits a Tdiv"0'5 dependence due to the sound
velocity c s . Such a scaling appears to fit data at maximum perturbation current, fig. 4.
However, allowing for xp to scale like TE and using the ITER96-th scaling law for L-mode
confinement, leads to the scaling :

Tight -

n o.55 T q.i7
V d i v id v

'

/ A \
exp — —

(2)

Since Qdiv, the parallel energy flux to the target plate, and fR, the radiated fraction, remain
roughly constant for Tdiv ^ 1 5 eV, the observed dependence on Tdiv must be governed by the
exponential screening term. In such a regime (Qdiv ~ constant), Tdiv also determines ndjV. The
variation of the achieved core density, fig. 5, with the radial extent of the divertor (IED) is
governed by A in the screening factor. The reduction in core density going from a weak
divertor perturbation, fig. 5, to maximum perturbation is typically of 1019 m"3 for the whole
range of TdiV. The screening capability of the divertor thus impacts directly on the core
performance. Such an effect can only be balanced by core particle fuelling, namely pellet
injection.
At given divertor parameters, it can be seen that Tight exhibits a linear increase with
IED, fig- 6. Such a linear dependence is characteristic of laminar transport [1]. The factor 2
increase of Tight, from IED ~ 15 kA to 45 kA, indicates that the variation in the screening
factor is weak so that A ~ h at IED ~ 15 kA. A fit of the core density <ne> as a function of IED
for Tdiv~ 10 eV, indicates that two particle sources should be considered. A fast neutral
Control of divertor geometry and performance with the Ergodic Divertor of Tore Supra Ph. Ghendrih et al.
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population that accounts for 40 % of the core fuelling at IED ~ 15 kA, and a slower population
that is gradually screened as the divertor perturbation is increased, 80 % of the latter
population being screened out at IED ~ 45 kA. Reasonable agreement is found when the slow
and fast neutral fluxes are comparable with : slow neutrals at ~ 2.5eV [13], a density e-folding
length of ~ 0.025 m [12]. With fast neutrals at -20 eV [13], one finds that typically 20 % of
the neutrals belong to the fast population. This analysis thus indicates that the radial extent of
the low particle confinement region is typically of ~ 0.08 m at 45 kA with 0.06 m due to the
field deflection [1] and ~ 0.02 m due to cross-field transport [12].
As also noticeable on fig. 5, tightness increases as the divertor temperature is reduced,
hence as the edge density increases. Strong decrease of the ionisation cross section, and thus
decrease of the screening efficiency bounds this effect to TdiV ~ 10 eV. Control of particle
recirculation in open configurations is thus very sensitive to the plasma state. A means to
further increase the boundary density while avoiding detachment is to operate with additional
heating. This has allowed for a moderate increase of the divertor tightness [5], in agreement
with the scaling of Eq. 2, fig. 7. A further benefit of the increased energy flux due to
additional heating is the increase in core density. This improves the core performance while
enforcing the divertor tightness [5].
Control of particle recirculation is important with respect to both pumping, and
especially the key issue of He-ash control, as well as impurity influx control. Dedicated
companion papers address these points, achievements of pumping with vented target plates
[9], carbon emission and transport in the vicinity of the target plates [14] and neon
compression [15].

4. Control of power deposition

An outstanding divertor performance is the ability to lower the power deposition on
the target plates in order to meet the technological constraints of actively cooled components.
Operation with the actively cooled target plates of the ergodic divertor on Tore Supra has only
met this limitation during Lower Hybrid acceleration of a beam of electrons at the very
location of the target plates [4]. Routine operation leads to a perpendicular energy flux in the
0.7 MW m'2 range, (~ 5 MW m'2 in the parallel direction) more than a factor 10 below the
design limit [4]. Experiments with extrinsic impurity injection have been performed in order
to further lower the energy flux to the target plates, [6]. Making use of the opportunity of
working at given divertor plasma temperature, nitrogen injection experiments have been
Control of divertor geometry and performance with the Ergodic Divertor of Tore Supra Ph. Ghendrih et al.
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revisited since this impurity allows one to increase the radiation capability at optimum
divertor temperature, Taw ~ 10 eV, despite the sharp decrease of the intrinsic carbon flux [14,
16]. Data for nitrogen injection is compared to standard impurities used in radiative divertor
experiments, namely neon and argon.
A figure of merit of divertor radiation capability is the achieved reduction in energy
flux to the target plate and its cost in terms of core dilution, usually characterised by the
plasma effective charge, Zefr. To illustrate this divertor performance, the contribution of the
injected impurities to Zeff, AZeff, is plotted against the parallel energy flux to the target plate,
fig. 8. The latter parameter is the relevant one for radiative divertor performance.
Furthermore, Langmuir probe data and IR camera measurements are in good agreement [17]
while toroidal dependence of radiation leads to systematic errors in the radiative power
measurement with the bolometer cameras [18]. It is clear from this experimental evidence that
the use of the appropriate impurity for divertor radiation leads to the best results, both the
lowest parallel heat flux, and the lowest contribution to Zeff. On the other hand, Ne and Ar
injection also lead to a significant reduction of the energy flux to the target plate but at the
cost of a large contribution to Zeff. The strongest radiation enhancement with the ergodic
divertor [4] is therefore achieved with nitrogen injection. Let us now consider the core
dilution required for a drop of 10 MW m"2 of the parallel heat flux. Using the data of fig.8,
one finds that the nitrogen, argon and neon contribution to the electron density would then
reach respectively 7 %, 16 % and 23 %. The low performance of neon injection experiments,
despite the observed neon compression in the divertor volume [15], is governed by the plasma
temperature required to reach strong radiation rates. In order to analyse this effect, radiation
compression has been computed from experimental data and 1-D modelling of divertor
radiation [6]. Radiation compression, is the ratio of the radiating impurity concentration in the
divertor to the core impurity concentration. This figure of merit is comparable to the ratio of
divertor radiation to core radiation, the latter being characterised by the Multi-Machine
Scaling proportional to (Z e frl) [3]. It is then found that Ne and Ar exhibit comparable and
small radiation compression, typically ~ 2, while N reaches much higher values, from 8 to 10.
Intermediate values, ~ 5, are reported for the intrinsic impurities, mainly carbon at low
density, together with oxygen and chlorine at varying concentrations at higher densities [6].
Theoretical investigation of radiation in the 3D-temperature field indicates that the
plasma temperature is not monotonic along field lines, in contrast to profiles expected in the
axisymmetric divertor. The temperature variation, and in particular the change in parallel
gradient, is directly related to the radial excursion of the field lines and the temperature
Control of divertor geometry and performance with the Ergodic Divertor of Tore Supra Ph. Ghendrih et al.
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equilibration of a given field line with the background due to cross-field transport.
Temperature drop and density condensation can then occur at the same location leading to a
radiating structure with small "Marfes" [19] distributed in the divertor volume. Cross-field
transport is also a key element to transfer energy to these localised sinks. The increase of
density fluctuation at large densities [20] would then provide an alternative energy transport
when parallel energy transport collapses at low temperature [18].

5. Conclusion

Ten years of operation of the ergodic divertor on Tore supra have allowed remarkable
achievements. It is shown that core performances are not affected in this configuration and in
particular that nor the plasma current nor the energy confinement are changed when the outer
36 % of the volume of closed field lines is changed into a volume of open field lines. Unlike
the axisymmetric divertor, the ergodic divertor does not require an Edge Transport Barrier to
recover the performance level achieved when using the whole magnetised volume.
Regarding the control of plasma surface interaction, the latest experimental evidence
from the final campaign in 1999, enforces previous results. Particle control with channelling
of the particle flux to the vented target plate, as well as the strong ionisation of the recycling
particle flux within the divertor volume, the so-called tightness, are shown to be effective.
This effect appears to scale like the laminar transport and is therefore sensitive to the
geometry of the magnetic field perturbation. This leaves some flexibility for further
optimisation of pumping with the vented target plates.
Finally, radiation compression within the divertor volume as well as impurity control
provide a means to achieve very low energy fluxes to the target plates, typically a factor 10
below standard SOL values. It is remarkable that nearly all the parallel energy flux recorded
in the experiments could be removed with the ergodic divertor components orthogonal to field
lines. In practise, such a magnitude of incident energy flux has been achieved locally on
leading edges of the target plates due to shortfalls in the design of the vented structure.
Future of the ergodic divertor concept exhibits 3 characteristic time scales. In the near
future, the Textor DED will come into operation [21]. A future ergodic divertor is possible on
Tore Supra provided large power is available to maximise the divertor tightness. Operation in
conjunction with Internal Transport Barriers would be valuable. Extrapolation of the concept
to nuclear grade machines has been analysed and in particular it has been shown that
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reasonable octopolar perturbations of the plasma could still be sustained with superconducting
coils behind 1 m thick neutron shields [22].
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Figure captions

Figure 1 : Radial positions of the separatrix defined by Ochirikov = 1 plotted against the edge
safety factor qedge- The shaded region is the stochastic region. Transition from limiter to
divertor configuration occurs at qedge ~ 3.9, dotted line and optimum configuration is at
Figure 2 : Transition from limiter to divertor configuration as qedge is decreased, top curve for
iron emission, lower curve for parallel energy flux to the divertor.
Figure 3 : Time trace of the total particle flux on one out of the 42 target plate of the Tore
Supra ergodic divertor. Particle flux computed from the Ha signal is measured with a 2D
image of the target plate. The Langmuir probe data is multiplied by the wetted surface of the
target plate, 8 10'2m2.
Figure 4 : Tightness of the ergodic divertor plotted against the divertor temperature Tdiv.
Results of this temperature scan are presented for 3 values of the divertor perturbation,
maximum perturbation at 45 kA.
Figure 5 : Divertor temperature Tdiv plotted versus the volume averaged core density <ne> for
2 values of the divertor perturbation. Note the significant decrease of core density at
maximum perturbation.
Figure 6 : Divertor tightness versus the magnitude of the divertor perturbation for various
values of the divertor temperature.
Figure 7 : Divertor tightness at given divertor temperature versus the scaling in terms of the
power balance, Pdi% is the power to the target plate and fR the radiated fraction.
Figure 8 : Contribution to Zeff of the injected impurities versus the parallel energy flux to the
divertor Qdiv Optimised impurity injection leads to the lowest value of Qdjv and the lowest
contribution to Zefr, AZefr ~ 0.
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Figure 1 : Radial positions of the separatrix defined by <rchirikov = 1 plotted
against the edge safety factor q^^. The shaded region is the stochastic region.
Transition from limiter to divertor configuration occurs at q^^ ~ 3.9, dotted line
and optimum configuration is at q^ ~ 3.
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Figure 2 : Transition from limiter to divertor configuration as c y ^ is decreased,
top curve for iron emission, lower curve for parallel energy flux to the divertor.
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Figure 3 : Time trace of the total particle flux on one out of the 42 target plate
of the Tore Supra ergodic divertor. Particle flux computed from the Ha signal
is measured with a 2D image of the target plate. The Langmuir probe data is
multiplied by the wetted surface of the target plate, 8 10"2 m2.
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Figure 5 : Divertor temperature Tdiv plotted versus the volume averaged core
density <ne> for 2 values of the divertor perturbation. Note the significant decrease
of core density at maximum perturbation.
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Abstract
The active cooling of the Tore Supra plasma facing components, including its operational
limits, is extensively described. The associated calorimetric diagnostic is found to be a powerful
and accurate tool to study the energy balance of plasma discharges.
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Introduction
Tore supra will remain the only tokamak, built at the very end of the XXth century to face
the major technological challenges underlying the design of a thermonuclear reactor. For Tore
Supra, these challenges focus on the control of full steady state quasi-thermonuclear plasmas, on a
time scale of the order of few hundred seconds. Among the very specific systems required to
reach this goal, some on Tore Supra, have already been brightly highlighted,the famous being the
cryomagnetic system. It requires specific thermal screens and insulation materials, making
possible the neighboring of the most extreme temperatures: few 107 K on plasma axis and 1.7K in
the helium bath inside the toroidal field coils. Another is the plasma heat removal system based
on actively cooled Plasma-Facing Components -pfcs-.

* Corresponding author: Tel +33 4 42 25 61 62, fax +33 4 42 25 62 33, e-mail: vallet@drfc.cad.cea.fr

The active cooling of all the pfcs is provided by the Pressurized Water Loop -PWL30-.
The various screens and pfcs correspond to about 50 elements connected in parallel to the
PWL30, providing, in principle, the capability to extract all the input energy. Each element is
diagnosed. This makes of Tore Supra a unique tool to study the energy balance of plasma
discharges as well as the spatial distribution of the output plasma fluxes.
This paper is divided in three parts. In the first one, the PWL30, including its operational
regime, instrumentation and calorimetric measurements is extensively described. The second part
is devoted to the calorimetric analysis. The influence of the ripple losses and of the RF power
calibration will be analyzed. In the third part, the specific problems encountered to produce long
plasma pulses will be recalled. The specific operating problems of an actively cooled tokamak -i.e.
the in-vessel water leaks- will be briefly analyzed.
1) Cooling system and calorimetric measurements
The PWL30 is made of two parts. The in-vessel part is a hydraulic net where all the pfcs
are connected in parallel. The out-vessel part is essentially made of a single pipe, onto which the
different systems needed to operate the loop are installed: The pressurizer, the heat exchanger,
the electrical heater and the pump (Fig.l). The mass of the circulating water is about 18.5tons,
pressurized to about 28 bars. During plasma operation the mass flow induced by the pump is
about 280t/h -read tons/hour. The electrical heater is used to bake out the vessel, up to 200°C.
The heat exchanger, so far, due to its limiting working flow (30t/h) is only used after baking to
cool down the water of the loop to 150°C before the beginning of each experimental session.
During plasma operation, the behavior of the coolant temperature is the result of the
competition between the thermal losses of the PWL30 -Typically 45kW or 2°C/h at 150°C- and
the energy gained during plasma discharges
The actively cooled components, in Tore Supra can be classified in five groups:
1) The thermal screens (SCR) include the Inner First Wall (IFW) and the Outer First Wall (OFW),
respectively located on the high and low field of the torus. They cover the most part of the
vacuum vessel, except for small gaps in between and the apertures of the ports, appearing as
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holes in the OFW. The IFW can be used as a toroidal limiter. The OFW, always at least 1 Ocm
away from the plasma boundary, receives only radiated and charge exchange fluxes.
2) The Ergodic Divertor (ED) is made of six magnetic coils installed in front of the OFW. Each
coil integrates mechanical structures (STR), target plates (DTP), conducting wires (CND) and
divertor Titanium pumps (DTiP).
3) The limiters (LIM), with two subgroups: The Outboard Pump limiter (OPL), installed in a
mid-plane port and the bottom limiters (BLM).
4) The RF antennae (ANT) groups, with two Lower Hybrid (LH) grills and three Ion Cyclotron
Range Frequency (ICRF) antennae.
5) The calorimetric ripple loss collectors (RIP), installed in two vertical ports, one, in a bottom
port, collecting fast electrons and one in a top port collecting fast ions.
The Table-1 indicates the number of independent hydraulic elements N, the flow T and the
cooling time constant Tc for each component.
Calorimetric

sensors. The PWL30 is equipped with temperature probes and

flowmeters, in such a way that both global and element by element calorimetric analysis can be
made. Temperature probe locations are schematically given on the fig.l. The global calorimetric
measurements is made from two temperature probes, called Tin and Tout, immersed on the
external pipe, respectively upstream and downstream of the parallel net. Each element, "i", is
equipped with a temperature probe measuring, Ti, the output temperature of the coolant, before
mixing.
Temperature probes are K type thermocouples, sensitivity 40u,V/°C, absolute accuracy
±1.5°C, directly immersed in the coolant, typical time rise 0.8s.
Flowmeters are based on differential pressure measurement, accuracy ±2%. The
measurement of the flow in each element is possible. 15 flow transmitters are simultaneously
available. Before each experimental campaign, a flow table giving the ratio of the flow in each
element to the total flow is established. Moreover, the validity of the flow table can be verified on
each shot analyzing the heat pulse propagation throughout the hydraulic circuit. Typical values

for the transit time Tj and T2 respectively from Tin to Ti and from Ti to Tout are given table 1,
for a total flow of 280t/h.
Measurements. The about 65 calorimetric measurements are recorded for each shot
during an acquisition window of 480s - i.e. two cycles time of the coolant in the PWL30- starting
about 30s before the breakdown of the plasma.
So far, the heat exchangerbeing not, it is observed that the heat extracted from the torus,
measured at a time t on Tout is detected Tout later on Tin. Tout-120s is the transit time of the
coolant in the external pipe of the PWL30. This phenomenon is called the "hot water pulse".
Though it makes the calorimetric analysis more complicated, it has been found very useful to
measure the various transit time and also to verify the low level of the in-vessel thermal losses.
The flows being constant in time, a typical behavior of the time variation of the thermal power P
circulating in the PWL30 (fig.2.a), as measured on Tin and Tout, and for each component (fig.2.b)
are shown figure 2, with Pj=Cprj(Tj(t)-Tj(O)). Ti standing either for Tin, Tout or for the averaged
temperature of a given component. Fi is the corresponding flow. For comparison with Pout, the
Pi displayed on fig2.bhave been translated with respect to their transit time, %2h (see table-1).
The figure 2.a. also shows, for comparison with Pout, the behavior of Scomp=XPi(t+T2j). To get
an optimal comparison, the heat diffusion into the coolant has been taken into account.
For the global energy balance, the analysis from Tin and Tout has been preferred. To
avoid writing the energy balance as a sum of 50 terms, where errors can accumulates. Doing this,
due to the thermal dilution, one is facing the problem of the temperature measurement sensitivity.
Previously, the temperatures have been measured with industrial equipment limiting the
sensitivity to a digital noise level corresponding to ±0.2°C. Such sensitivity has restricted
accurate calorimetric analysis to discharges with input energy larger than 50MJ -i.e. about three
times the ohmic power. A statistical analysis, performed on ohxnic shots has shown that the
sensitivity of the temperature measurements could be largely improved using a technique of
coherent addition. Then a better electronic, has been developed, providing a sensitivity limit of
the order of ±0.02°C
2) Energy balance and calorimetric analysis.

The energy balance is the result of the comparison of the total input energy, Ein, -as
measured from the power sources- with the total dissipated energy, Eout, partly measured and
partly estimated from calorimetric data.
Eout is the sum of several terms. The most important one is the energy extracted by the
PWL30: EL30, evaluated from Tin and Tout. With the improved temperature measurements,
reliable estimate of EL30 can be found down to 10MJ. Thermocouples having an absolute
accuracy of ±1.5°C and recording temperature variations of the order of 0.5°C for ohmic shot,
only the temperature variations can be considered. This fact raises the problem of the estimate of
the in-vessel thermal losses. It is possible to eliminate the "static" thermal losses by mergingthe
offsets of the two measurements. During plasma experiments, some in-vessel "transient" losses
could appear, due to the thermal excursion of the coolant. These losses have been checked,
analyzing the hot water pulse. If one considers high energy input discharges, typically
EL30-100MJ, (fig.4) for which the signal to noise ratio is such that the determination of the
offset,

off,

EL3o(t) =

is

straightforward,

one

observes

that,

on

du.r.Cp.(Tout(u)-Tin(u + x)-off), an oscillation appears during the hot water
Jo

pulse. Now, if one takes into account the spreading of the hot water pulse due to the differential
transit time throughout the components by substituting Tis(t + x) = xTin(t + ti).
i

to Tin.
TL30

Where Ti and Fi are respectively the total in-vessel transit time and the flow for each component
"i", a completely flat behavior of EL30 is obtained during the hot water pulse. This point indicates
that the dynamic losses are completely negligible. The time behavior of the EL30, is almost
"universal", and it depends more on the characteristics of the components than on the total input
energy. In fact, for the very low input energy discharges, EL30<20MJ, the estimate of, off, has to
be done with an accuracy of the order of 0.01 °C. Thus in this case, the chosen estimate of off will
be the one, which provide a behavior of EL30 closest to the one found for high-energy discharges
(fig.4).
For ohmic discharges, the total input energy is Ein=EOH+EED, where EOH is the ohmic
energy calculated from magnetic measurements and EED is the electrical energy dissipated in the

Ergodic Divertor coils. The total dissipated energy Eout is the sum of four terms,
Eout=EL30+Evael+E^TR + EopL- The second Evel is the radiated energy reaching the wall of the
vacuum vessel due to the incomplete coverage of the OFW. Evaess~ 0.7*EOFW, EOFW is the
energy removed from the OFW. The factor 0.7 is the ratio of ports and gaps area to the exposed
area of the OFW. The two last terms E^TR and

EQPL

correspond to the part of the thermal

energy, stored in the semi-inertial components STR and OPL, which is released on a time scale
longer than the acquisition window. These terms are calculated by e-folding extrapolation. One
finds that EsTR=0.4ESTR and E5PL=1.3EOPL. ESTR and EOPL are the energy extracted from the
semi-inertial components up to t=250s. Finally, in ohmic regime the energy balance can be
written:
EOH+EED=EL30+0.7EOFW+0.4ESTR+1.3EOPL.
Following this procedure, for ohmic shots, one gets a good coherence between the measurements
of the input and output energies (Fig.5 & Table.2).
RF heating scenarios: If, for ohmic plasmas, the input and output energies are well
balanced, the result is quite different for RF heating experiments. On Tore Supra the auxiliary
power sources are RF only. In the range of 42-56MHz -ICRF, 6MW generator- the more
commonly used heating scenario is ICRH Hmin. At 3.7GHz -LH, 8MW generator- the RF source
is used for current drive experiments -LHCD-. For the energy balance, RF power and heating
scenarios introduce two new questions. First, the estimate of the RF power injected inside the
torus, based on RF measurements, is known to be difficult and may present a quite large error.
Second, new types of losses appear, and have to be quantified. Such losses may be the direct RF
losses -i.e. RF power escaping from the torus- or in the experimental scenarios considered here generating fast particles-, the ripple losses.
Ripple losses: low collisional trapped particles having their banana tips localized outside
the good confinement zone migrate vertically according with the curvature drift. Finally, they
intercept the thermal screens or they enter into the 12 vertical ports. During the last experimental
campaign, to study the ripple losses two sets of diagnostics, two arrays of electrostatic collectors
and two arrays of calorimetric collectors [1], were respectively available for ions and electrons.

Electrostatic and calorimetric collectors provide respectively the number of trapped particles NrjP
and the thermal energy Erip, which enter into the port. The total number of particles and the total
thermal energy lost are assumed to be 18 times the measured values - 18 being the number of
toroidal field coils. The calorimetric deficits due to the ripple are assumed to be 11 times the
measured energies Erip. This assumption of the symmetry of the ripple losses can be partly
verified, when power is delivered from different antennae installed at different toroidal location
with respect to the location of the collectors [2].
During the last campaign, it has been found that the average energy per lost ion Ei = EJ.ip /Nrip is
2.5 to 3.5 larger than a previous estimate [1], and corresponds to global ion ripple losses E^,
varying between 10 and 30 % of the ICRH power [2]. Electronic ripple losses E^p are always
lower than 10%.

The energy balance with RF heating power can finally be written.
Ein =Eout

Where
EJCRH

E|CRH
an

d

with

Ein=EoH+EED+(E1CRH-Ef2fH)+(ELH- EffP)

and

Eout= EL30+0.7EOFW+0.4ESTR+1.3EOPL+11 E<ip+11 Eenp

and ELH are the ICRH and the LH input power obtained from RF measurements.

ELHS

are tne

expected missing energy including direct RF loss terms and eventual

inaccuracy of RF power estimate. These two terms, so far, cannot be directly estimated except
from the energy balance itself. The energy balance analysis applied to separated heating
experiments allows determining the missing energy

EJCRH

an

^

ELHSS

(fig.6a and 6b). For ICRH,

(fig6.a) the part of the auxiliary energies which are effectively coupled to the plasma: (E[CRHEJCRH) =

Eout-EoH-EED is plotted versus

shots, the component
EJC'RH

E O H+E E D

EJCRH-

The assumption is that, as shown for ohmic

of the total input energy is fully recovered. Then, one finds that

is of the order of 20% of EICRH (fig.6a). This value seems too high to be only due to direct

RF losses escaping from the torus and points to a problem of the ICRH power calibration. Fig.6a,

the total energy lost by ripple ions, 18*Erip, is also plotted versus EiCRH. The same study made
for LH shows the same characteristics (Fig.6b).
Comparison power-balance / energy-balance. The global energy balance presented
above, for ICRH ED shots, confirms the existence of a deficit in the output power previously
estimated from the power balance analysis. The power balance can be written:
Pbal=(Poh+Picrh-dW/dt)-(Prad+Pcond)
Where Poh and Picrh are respectively the ohmic and ICRH power, dW/dt is the time derivative of
the plasma stored energy. Prad and Pcond are the estimates of the total radiated and conducted
powers, respectively obtained from the analysis of the bolometry and IR thermography.
Statistical analyses have shown that if Pbal is close to zero in ohmic regime, it remains largely
positive during ICRH. Pbal is found to be of the order of 30 % to 40 % of the ICRH power [3,4].
A good agreement is found with the calorimetric energy balance.
Spatially resolved calorimetry: In addition to the global energy balance analysis, the
calorimetry of the actively cooled components, which are made of diagnosed elements, having
finite poloi'dal and toroidal extension, can be used to study the local heat depositions. These
studies gave results in four fields. Firstly, they contributed to solve the problem of the artifact
appearing on top port bolometer arrays, during ICRH Hmin experiments. It has been found that
this artifact is due to charge exchange reactions occurring between lost ions and the residual
neutral gas present in the port [5]. Secondly, with the calorimetric data it has been possible to
address the problem of the 3D structure of the plasma emissivity in ED experiments [4,6,7]. In
particular it is found that the total radiated power Prad-fp.Pradh is larger than the estimate
provides by the horizontal bolometer array Pradh , by a factor fp defined as the toroidal peaking
factor. Typically, one finds that fp is varying between 1 and 1.8 depending on plasma parameters
such as the density and the plasma impurity content [4]. Thirdly, it is possible to study the
splitting of the conductive flux between target plates and coils structures, respectively 30 % and
70 %, and also to determine an e-folding decay length of the heat flux A.q ~25mm in ohmic ED
experiments. Results are qualitatively in agreement with those found in [8].
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Fourthly, for plasma leaning on the IFW the calorimetric analysis of the six IFW panels
allows to deduce an estimate of Xq ~12mm. This result has to be include in a more complete
analysis, requiring an abnormal component to explain the poloidal structure of the heat deposition
on the IFW [9,10]
3) Limits of the TORE SUPRA cooling system
Long pulses, density control and ripple losses: On Tore Supra the ability to extend the
plasma pulse duration is based on the capability of the LH power to generate the largest fraction
of the plasma current. The current drive by the LH wave can be conventionally written:
PLH

ICD = T|CD

, where PLH is the hybrid power, Ro the major radius, <ng> is electron

< ne > Ro
density and T]CD the current drive efficiency. Experimentally, on Tore Supra, one finds that at
zero loop voltage
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pulse length is linked to an uncontrolled rise of the plasma density (fig.7).
The detailed analysis shows that the density rise is due to desorbed water trapped in the
walls of the ports. These uncooled and poorly conditioned surfaces can be heated by energy
fluxes arising from the plasma [12].
Reconsidering the problem of the ripple losses, one find that the energy introduced in the
vertical ports by fast particles is at least 10 times higher than from plasma radiation. This
phenomenon is probably more efficient to desorb trapped water than the plasma radiation
previously proposed as main reason [12].
However, whatever the mechanism, the conclusion remains unchanged: To extend the
plasma pulse duration, each part of the machine receiving energy fluxes has to be efficiently
conditioned and must have a controlled thermal excursion.
pfcs safety and water leaks: In a tokamak where all the pfcs are actively cooled, the
major problem is the in-vessel water leak. Principally, such leaks can have three different origins,
directly linked to plasma operations: Disruptions, control of safety variables or flux excursion on
pfcs exceedingthe design values. During about 12 years of experiments, Tore Supra had to face
more than 15 water leaks due to plasma operation [13].
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Concerning disruptions, two types of problems have been encountered: Firstly
electromechanical forces on water pipes have not to be underestimated. Secondly, it was found
that the runaway production has to be minimized and managed, ultimately, bumpers such the
OPL, are designed to intercept and withstand the runaway flux.
Concerning the management of the safety variables, one can note that the PWL30 safety is
fully passive. The pfcs, expected to be thermally loaded or not, are fed according with their
nominal request. This, though it often complicates the calorimetric analysis, is found to be very
reliable for the pfcs safety. This has been clearly illustrated during the test of an actively cooled
limiter having a cooling request incompatible with the PWL30 parameters: T~50°C during plasma
experiments. Thus, this limiter has been fed by an independent and configurable cooling loop. The
test abruptly ended, when a fault in the safety parameter management led to use it without
coolant flow in it destroying the component.
The last water leak, which prematurely ended the last experimental campaign, has recalled
that it can be hazardous to explore some unknown parameter domain -in this case, the low plasma
density with high LHCD power- without a reliable surface temperature measurement of the more
thermally loaded components. In this example, a very thin electron beam has led to an abnormal
flux deposition on the more exposed tile of the IFW (ahead of only 0.2mm from the surrounding).
This led probably to an excess flux event. In the context of the imminent CIEL project [14], this
has re-emphasized that an I.R. thermographic system is absolutely needed to ensure the safety of
very performant pfcs.

Conclusions
Tore Supra, with the present in-vessel components, has reached its operational limits, in
terms of long pulse and heat removal capability. At moderate input power Pin<6MW, the
limiting factor is rather the incomplete coverage of the vacuum vessel than the active cooling
system.
Provided that the temperature measurements are sensitive enough, the calorimetric
diagnostic coupled to the cooling system is found to be a very fruitful and accurate tool to study
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the energy balance in Tore Supra. It allowed accurate quantifying of the ions and electrons ripple
loss rates. It allowed pointing out the problem of the estimate of the RF power injected inside the
torus. On Tore Supra the RF sources, to be able to deliver very long pulses are also actively
cooled by a dedicated pressurized water loop. An upgrade of the coupled calorimetric diagnostic
will allow in a very near future to get an absolute calorimetric calibration of the RF measurements.
In addition to the global energy balance, the calorimetric diagnostic allows a spatially resolved
analysis of the energy deposition on the discrete elements of the pfcs, and this both for
conductive and radiative fluxes.
The daily management, during more than 11 years, of an actively cooled tokamak, and the
need to face the difficult problem of the in-vessel water leaks, has allowed to develop a genuine
culture of the thermohydraulic safety of the actively cooled pfcs. This unique experience leads
now to the completion of the CIEL project. The masterpiece of which, the Toroidal Pumped
Limiter is an high heat flux component, designed to extract 15MW steady-state conductive
power, with steady state localized heat flux up to 1 OMW/m2. In this context the cooling system
will continue to play a major role in Tore Supra. It is planed that, by the end of 2002, the mass
flow of the PWL30 will reach 1 lOOt/h - i.e. about 4 times the present flow-, allowing the nominal
performances of the CIEL components with an enlarged safety margin.
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Figure captions
Tablel. Some characteristics of the actively cooled components.
Table2. Calorimetric results of ohmic energy balance analysis.
Figurel. Sketch of the PWL30. The arrow on the pump gives the flow direction.
Figure2. Global and pfcs calorimetric measurements. TS28228 ED shot with ICRH.
(a) Global extracted power Tout, Tin shows the hot water pulse beyond t~15Os.
(b) Thermal power Pi extracted from each component.
Figure3. EL30 estimate. High energy shot EL30-100MJ
(a) Tin, Tout and Tis
(b) EL30 estimate with and without the hot water pulse diffusion.
Figure4. EL30 estimate. Low energy ohmic shot EL30~12MJ
The offset off is adjusted to reproduce a behavior of EL30 as close as possible to the highenergy case.
Figure5. Ohmic power balance, for limiter (IFW) and ED shots. The square corresponds
to an electrical calibration obtained feeding the ED coils without plasma.
Figure6. Power balance with additional heating (a) ICRH, (b) LHCD.
The energy E-Emiss and the total ripple loss energy are plotted versus the heating power.
Figure7. A 2 minutes plasma pulse length, shot 19980 LHCD 2.2MW, showing the
uncontrolled behavior of the electron density.

CAT. Comp.
OFW
IFW
DTP
STR
ED
CND
DTiP
LIM OPL
BLM
LH1
LH2
ANT ICRF1
ICRF2
ICRF3
RIP ION
ELEC
sum PWL30
SCR

N

Flow Tc
ton/h (s)
6
61.1 9
6
45
63.2
5
6
12.2 128
6
5.2 30
6
6
6.6 11
1
5.4 313
4
17.1 —
4.1
1
8
1
27.8 8
1 23.6 8
1
11.4 7
1
23.6 6
1
15.3 —
1
2.4 ...
48
277 —

(s)
65
45
22
20
30
25
50
40
40
35
35
35
35
—
—
—

(s)
40
60
28
100
160
80
120
60
60
60
59
52
59
...
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Table I.
shot
27759
27760
27764
27486
OHLM99

TYPE
OH/IFW
OH/IFW
OH/IFW
OH/IFW
CUMIFW

EOH

27839
27909
28030
28031

OH/DIV
OH/DIV
OH/DIV
OH/DIV

15,4
14,9
16,7
17,2

Table2

11,2
10,6
13,3
15,1
11,8

Ein
11,20
10,60
13,30
15,10
0 11,80

EED
0
0
0
0

6,8 22,20
6 , 7 21,60

off
-0,03
-0,02
-0,03
-0,02
-0,02

0,02
0,05
6,1 22,80 -0,01
6 , 3 23,50 0,05

EL 3 0 EOFW ESTR EOPL Eou Fcal
10,4 0 , 6 0,4 0,1 11,1 0,99
10,3 0,6
0,4 0,1 11,0 1,03
11,6 0,7
0,4 0 , 3 12,7 0,95
13,2
1,6
1,3 0 , 2 15,2 1,01
10,5 0,7
0,4 0,1 11,3 0,95
19,0
19,1
20
20

1,2
1,2
1,5
1,9

2,3
3,2
3,7
3,6

0,8
0,3
0,2
0,2

21,9
21,9
23,1
23,4

0,99
1,01
1,01
0,99
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Enemy and power deposition
on divertor during ELMs.
E. Gauthier, A.Chankin*,P. Coad, G. Matthews*
Euratom-CEA Cadarache, 13108 St Paul, France
*JET, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK
Thanks to A. Herrmann, D.N. Hill, K. Itami
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Outline
Introduction
Diagnostic
Power-Energy calculation
ELMs in JET, Asdex, Dili, JT60
Discussion
Conclusion
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Motivation
• Next step require high confinement time
ELMy discharges
• TypelELMs
drop large fraction of particles and energy
• Possible damage of tiles
limits lifetime of the divertor

Key paramaters
• Energy loss by ELM EELM
• Duration of energy deposition xELM
• Profile of energy deposition S
13th PSI Rosemheim 24th May 2000
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Diagnostics
• Energy loss per ELM is obtained by magnetics probes
• Power flux on divertor are deduced from infrared
camera measurements
• Soft R-ray camera provides ELM duration
• CCD camera gives information on location of ELM
• Few data available from Langmuir probes
• Thermocouples gives energy on Mkll divertor
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Infrared movies
. K13 2IR CAMERA shot: 40443

M773 Time = 68.0038 Ts .= 2DBK '

ELMy discharge
Divertor view
3 6 0 m s (58.02-58.38J)

6ELMs
resolution 2.6ms
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Temperature evolution during ELM
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shot : 40443 Horizontal profile @ line : 35 @ Time = 60.6280

40

60

80

120

100

pixel (radial resol = 7 mm/pix)
shot: 40443 Vertical profile @ colunn : 33 ® Time = 60.6306

28.Ajif.2000

10

15
20
25
pixel (time resol = 65 us/pix)

30

35

Temperature increases up to zuuiru
Maximum achieves in -lOOjiis in JET
Confirmed by soft X-ray and fast CCD cameras
ELM peak power deposition is longer
in Dili and Asdex-up ~lms
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Power profile averaged on 0.5 s
\ \

Shot 40443 ELMy
Average power profile
frame by frame
57.75 to 58.25
8ELMs
Peak power seems
acceptable for PFC
technology !

5MW/m<

1

2.2

l

i

I

1

2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9
•;•"• :

. Major radius (m)
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JT60 similar behaviour
ELM heat flux profile
( Averaged over 100ms )

3.0

Power spread on wider ares
during ELMs
Acceptable Peak power
no time resolution during
ELMs (25 ms)
0

3.1
R(m)

3.2

3.3
K.Itamietal, 1995
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Power flux profile
Peak power reachs
hundreds of MW/m2
Negative values!
Inversion of surface
temperature to
obtain power flux as
function of time
semi infinite model
not valid for short
exposure time

x 10

58
2.8

58

2.6
2.4

time (s)

57.9
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Thermal response during power flux exposure
NB exp.
HC
HC 40 Mm
LC40(jm

800

O

600

3
S
x
Q.

i

400

200l—

o.oo" "o"6T

0.04
Time (s)

0.05

CFC materials do not
follow Planck law on
short time scale
Dust coverage of bulk
material
codeposited layer

0.06

Clement etal, 1999

Thermal response = f (p, X, Cp, d, X& (p)
Assume codeposited layer of 40|jm
Toroidal symetry
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Power flux calculation
KL3.2 IR CAMERA shot : 40443

M1780 Time « 60.6280 Ts = 2C

KL3.2 IR CAMERA shot : 40443

M1781 Time = 60.6306 Ts * 2C

KL3.2 IR CAMERA shot: 40443

M1782 Time • 60.6332 Ts > 208K
1760

40
120
18-May-2000

E.GAUTHIER

Peak power deposition lasts less than one frame
Elm energy is -included within a single frame
line mode analysis (toroidal symetry)
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Power flux during ELM
1GW/m2
x 10

Power (W/m2)6

2.8

x10"

2.B

Time(ms)

0

2.2

2.4

Major radius

Power flux in the range of GW/m2 in JET during lOOjus
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Energy flux profile in JET
o
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Power flux integrated
over 1 frame
Peak energy flux
~0.3MJ/m2
2/3 on inner div
ELMs energy is
deposited on the divertor
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Asdex-up Dili
similar behaviour
ITER-3MJ/m2
13
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ELM Energy deposition vs the magnetic configuration

220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320

Central

220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320

Inner corner
-180
220 230 ?'.O 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320

Outer corner
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M674 Time = 53.9207 Ts = 208K

750

f

^J Inner corner configuration
600

Hpiofi

•/ N

I

300
VptofS

160

10-May-2000

Inner diwrlor

80
100
Outer divGrtor

1400

120
E.GAUTHIER

Shot 40494 Hot Ion mode
discharge
T profile and energy
deposition
Peak power flux is shifted
inward of about 5cm and
outward of about 20 cm
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major radius
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Centralconfiguration
• Peak power flux is
shifted inward and
outward of about 15 cm

J±l

1400

. 100 -120
Oilier divetfov-

Shot 40443 ELMy
discharge

2.3
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Outer corner

"•:: - ZZ
"3K

T profile and energy
deposition
Peak power flux is
shifted inward of about
20 cm no shift outward
1200

H.May-2000

( '.40 Inner di*8rtor> ,

BO'
'100 I.
Outer tjivartor

120'
,
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• Shot 40457 Reversed
Shear discharge
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Normalized ELMs energy

2.7
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3.1

Central
Inner corner
Outer corner
Shift amplitude
depends of initial
strike point position
Energy deposition
is ~ independant of
initial position
confirmed by
Langmuir probes
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Perspectives
J E T : Camera on the IR endoscope
- Return to more open divertor
- Increase Pin & Win <? EELM ~ 2MJ
(required for extrapolation to ITER)
Second camera on JET : Endoscope & top view
Toroidal assymetry, both space and time resolution

New diagnostics under investigation
Infrared spectroscopy

2

dust: 8 = f(^ )

<q^

c

High energy laser beam (IR camera) 10J 100|US IMJ/m 2
Absolute calibration of the power/energy measurement
Material evolution control (profile of codeposited layer)
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Conclusion
Temperature increase >2000°C during type I ELM in JET
Heat flux duration ~ IOOJLIS (JET)
(~ 0.5 ms Dili lmsAsdex-up >lmsJT60)
High resolution time is required
With a 40|um codeposited layer model
Peak energy deposition ~ 0.3MJ/M2
Extrapolation to ITER shows ELMs energy exceeds ablation limits
Most of the ELM energy is going to the divertor
Improvement in measuring power flux to take into account the
redeposited layer pattern
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Characterisation of the separatrix position in the ergodic divertor discharges of the Tore
Supra tokamak
M. Zabiego*, P. Ghendrih, M. Becoulet, L. Costanzo, C. De Michelis, C. Friant and J. Gunn
Association Euratom-CEA sur la fusion, CEA Cadarache, F-13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France

Abstract
The control of particle and heat fluxes at the plasma edge is a critical issue on the path to achieving fusion in a magnetic
confinement device. Over the past ten years, the ergodic divertor was successfully operated on the Tore Supra tokamak to
fulfil this task. In ergodic divertor discharges, a magnetic perturbation, superimposed upon the equilibrium magnetic field,
modifies transport properties by creating open field lines at the plasma edge. The characteristics of the resulting edge ergodic
layer (hence, the induced effects on transport, MHD stability and other physical properties) depend on the features of both the
existing equilibrium and the applied perturbation. Until recently, the description of the ergodic layer was solely based upon
results from numerical simulations which had been poorly validated against experimental data. We report here on the results
of a series of experiments dedicated to this issue, and particularly to locating the separatrix position (i.e., the boundary
between closed and open field lines).
Keywords: Tore Supra; Ergodic Divertor; Stochastic boundary

1. Introduction
Divertors are widely used in magnetic confinement
fusion devices, in order to handle the critical interaction
between the plasma and the in-vessel components. A
possible alternative to the axisymmetric divertor concept
[1] is the ergodic divertor (hereafter ED), a concept
which has been studied in several tokamaks [2,3]. In
particular, Tore Supra successfully operated an ED over a
10-year campaign which ended in 1999 [3]. On the other
hand, Textor should start operating a dynamic ED in 2001
[4].
An ED consists of a set of in-vessel current-carrying
conductors which generate a magnetic field perturbation.
This perturbation, superimposed upon the equilibrium
magnetic field used to confine the plasma, creates open
field lines at the plasma edge, over the so-called divertor
volume, radially bounded by the plasma facing
components (hereafter PFC) on its outer side and the lastclosed flux-surface, also termed the separatrix, on its
inner side. The proper analysis of the physical properties
of such a system (e.g., particle screening effects), as well
as its optimum operation (e.g., minimising the current in
the conductors for achieving a given performance in
terms of plasma edge control), critically depend on the
accuracy of the description of the divertor volume, and
especially of the separatrix position.
The magnetic perturbation induced by an ED is
resonant on specific flux surfaces (labelled by the flux

Corresponding author, email: maxime.zabiego@cea.fr.

function f ) where the safety factor is rational (q = m/n,
with m and n integers respectively termed the poloidal
and toroidal mode number). There it creates magnetic
islands whose radial extent wT is proportional to the
square root of the current IED flowing in the conductors.
For a large enough current in the conductors (a small
fraction of the plasma current lp, though), magnetic
islands resonant on neighbouring flux surfaces can
overlap, thus allowing magnetic field lines to wander
ergodically in between the resonant surfaces, above a
certain threshold in IED. A useful quantity, for
characterising the degree of ergodicity in between two
resonant surfaces x¥l and ¥2, is the Chirikov parameter
cT;2 defined as the ratio of the half-widths sum
(wVl + wY2)/2 of two neighbouring islands to the
radial distance |f2 ~Yi\ i n between the flux surfaces [5].
It is generally considered that the threshold for largescale ergodicity is at a ~ 1.
Given a divertor set-up and the equilibrium it
perturbs, the magnetic field perturbation can be Fourier
decomposed along the poloidal and toroidal directions,
and thus characterised by its spectrum [6], i.e., the
distribution of perturbation amplitudes upon the poloidal
(m) and toroidal (n) mode-number grid, at radius r

SB(r,6,<P)=

£Bmn(r)cos(m6-n<p).

A perturbation with a spectrum involving several poloidal
and/or toroidal Fourier modes, resonant on edge flux

surfaces of the equilibrium it is applied to, can create a
broad ergodic layer with open field lines, provided the
domain with Chirikov parameter greater than 1
continuously extends from the separatrix out to the PFC
that is the closest to the plasma. By designing a concept
characterised by high mode numbers, the radial decay of
the perturbation as Bmn(r)Tm''
ensures that field-line
ergodicity only affects the plasma edge.

15F

1.(0

regarding the effect of ED perturbation onto the tearing
modes. On the other hand, observations on both impurity
screening [8] and heat-load spreading [9] point at
alternative ED operations (with the main resonant surface
deeper into the plasma than at the last-closed flux-surface
and/or lED values short of the maximum 45 kA). These
have been identified in dedicated discharges where either
Ip or IEn was ramped (up or down), in order to vary the
position of the main resonance and/or the ergodic layer
width, for characterising experimentally observed
thresholds on physical behaviours and relate them to the
evolution of the separatrix position as obtained from
numerical computations of the Chirikov parameter profile
with the DIVERGQL code [10]. These analyses, and their
implications on further ED studies (like planned on
Textor), are discussed in the following sections.

2. Experimental results versus modelling
2.1. Dependence on the position of the main resonance

0.75

1.00

Fig. 1. Evolution of the calculated A' and measured island width
w, as a function of the ergodic layer width, for the m/n = 2/1 and
3/2 tearing modes.

In Tore Supra, the conductors geometry was designed
such that, in standard operating conditions (mostly
characterised by a Shafranov parameter Pp+lJ2
of
order 0.7), the broad perturbatiom spectrum is centred at
m <= 18 and n = 6, i.e., with the main resonance at the q =
3 surface [2,3]. The reference ED operation then mostly
consists in setting qa - 3 (at the relevant PFC, i.e.,
generally at the divertor modules) and the maximum
current in the conductors (i.e., lED = 45 kA, for a plasma
current lp = / MA), such that the radial profile of the
Chirikov parameter is monotonically decreasing from the
edge (a ~ 4) towards the core, with the separatrix (<r = /)
at about 80 % of the plasma radius and a divertor volume
of about 36 % of the plasma volume [2,3]. However, it
appears that such a scenario can depart from an optimised
operation. The most critical observation is that, while
Tore Supra demonstrated that the ED opens ways to
MHD-stable operations at moderate IED through its
stabilising effect on the m/n = 2/1 tearing mode, a
disruption can be triggered by exciting the m/n = 3/1
tearing mode above at a higher lE0 [7] which sets a hard
limit to the ED operational domain. This point is
illustrated in figure 1, which shows the comparison of
experimental observations and numerical simulations

Experiments with a /,,-ramp performed at fixed If:D,
allow to analyse the dependence of ED operations on the
position of the main resonant surface. As the plasma
current is ramped up, the safety factor qED at the divertor
modules decreases, so that edge resonances with
decreasing poloidal mode number m are successively
stimulated, thus generating ergodic layers of varying
width at the plasma edge. This quasi-static process is
illustrated in figure 2, which shows the radial extent of
the domain with a>l, obtained from DIVERGQL
simulations with input data from the experiment, as a
function of qED. Then, it is interesting to compare figure 2
with the behaviour of some physical quantities which are
expected (and indeed observed) to abruptly react to the
smooth ergodic layer evolution. In particular, edge
transport properties are expected to change abruptly at the
point where the ergodic layer (i.e., the hatched domain of
figure 2, along a vertical line) connects to the vessel from
deep into the plasma, owing to the transition from
transverse to parallel transport (relative to magnetic field
lines) as open field lines are created. Such a change is
indeed observed on various physical quantities which
provide an interesting comparison between DIVERGQL
simulations and the experiment regarding the prediction
of the open field line transition. One such quantity is the
plasma internal inductance lt, which characterises the
plasma current distribution. At the time when an inner
ergodic layer connects to the vessel, the longitudinal
resistivity in the layer strongly increases from
neoclassical to sheath-like, so that the current is abruptly
expelled from the layer. The signature of this
phenomenon is a sharp increase in /,„ also observed in the

surface loop-voltage Vlocp. This is illustrated in figure 3,
for the / p -ramp considered in figure 2, with a fair
agreement between the predicted and observed condition
for the transition to the open-field-line regime, which also
shows on the parallel heat flux measured by a Langmuir
probe located at a divertor module.

3.15

3.10

3.05

3.00-

2.95

Fig. 2. Radial extent of the ergodic domain as a function of the
safety factor, qEn, at the divertor modules, RFD = 3.17 m, during
a ramp in /,. Inset: same for the Chirikov parameter at the
divertor modules, o~£D.
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QED

Fig 3. Evolution of the parallel heat flux at the divertor modules
Q,f", the surface loop voltage Vlmp and the internal inductance /,-,
as a function of the safely factor at the divertor modules, during
the /p-ramp of figure 2. Inset: radial profile of the Chirikov
parameter at the time of the sharp transition, for q^, «= 4.25.

2.2. Dependence on the ergodic layer width
A series of experiments with an / gD -ramp were
performed at fixed Ip, which allow to analyse the
dependence with respect to the ergodic layer width.
One such experiment is illustrated in figure 1, in
terms of the effect observed on the MHD activity: both
the m/n = 2/1 and 3/2 tearing modes. For the conditions
of this discharge (qED = 3, (5p+ IJ2 = 0.7), it is clearly
seen that there is a MHD-safe operating window for an
ED perturbation with the separatrix as deep into the
plasma as at about 80% of the minor radius, at which
point a disruption is triggered by the sudden growth of
the 3/2 mode, owing to the current redistribution induced
by both the ED perturbation and the sawtooth activity [7].
Over this operating window, the otherwise dangerous 2/1
mode is stabilised, following a scenario discussed in [7],
Threshold effects similar to those discussed in section
2.1 (particularly in figure 3) are observed in experiments
with an /£D-ramp. Again, the related observations are in
fair agreement with predictions of the open-field-line
transition obtained from simulations with the
DIVERGQL code, as illustrated in figure 4 regarding
impurity screening effects, and figure 5 regarding effects
on the parallel heat flux spreading on the PFC.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the brightness of the
spectral line of the NIV impurity ion, at 247 A, as a
function of the ergodic layer width, in a discharge where
the ED perturbation was slowly ramped down during a
continuous N2 gas injection through a divertor module.
The brightness increases as 1ED is ramped down,
indicating a less efficient impurity screening. In contrast
with the otherwise smooth behaviour, a sharp increase is
observed at 10% of the maximum ED perturbation. This
transition corresponds to the loss of the ED impurity
screening effect, in conditions that DIVERGQL
simulations predict to be close to the transition from an
ED to a limiter plasma (vanishing ergodic layer, as shown
in the inset of figure 4).
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the parallel heat flux
obtained from infra-red measurements on a limiter kept a
few centimetres ahead of the divertor modules during an
7^, ramp down. As the ED perturbation slowly decreases,
the heat flux at the limiter increases roughly linearly
(while the flux at the divertor module, not shown on the
graph, decreases exponentially). This is the signature that
the heat flux at the edge changes from focused onto the
divertor modules (qED = 3.2) to focused onto the limiter
(<7iimir«, - 2.45). The parallel heat flux at the limiter is
expected to saturate at a maximum value when the ED
separatrix (o=* 1) reaches the limiter. Such a saturation is
indeed observed, in figure 5, at about 25% of the
maximum ED perturbation, which the DIVERGQL code
predicts to roughly correspond to the vanishing of the

ergodic layer (which only extends beyond the limiter's
head) and its associated redistribution of the parallel heat
flux to the divertor modules.
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3. Discussion
In this paper, we have analysed the effect of the
structure (position and/or radial extent) of the ergodic
layer, in ED discharges, upon physical properties of the
confined plasma : MHD activity, current distribution,
heat flux, impurity screening... We have shown the
existence of both a wide MHD-safe operating domain and
some threshold effects in the physical impact of ED
operations. Threshold effects have be shown to
correspond to a transition from closed to open field-line
confinement at the plasma edge, in fair agreement with
calculations with the DIVERGQL code. This agreement
indicates that the experience gained over the 10-year
operation of the ergodic divertor in the Tore Supra
tokamak now allows some good predictive capability for
further ED analyses and designs.
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Fig. 5. Parallel heat flux at a limiter, kept a few centimetres
ahead of the divertor modules, as a function of the ED
perturbation, in a discharge with an / ^ ramp down. The
saturation at the transition from the ED regime to the limiter
regime occurs in fair agreement with predictions from the
DIVERGQL code (inset) regarding the conditions for having the
ED separatrix ( a = /) at the limiter's head.
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Abstract
We report experiments aimed at comparing several impurity mixtures (C, O, Cl, N, Ne, Ar)
regarding their capability to reduce the power load on the divertor target plates. The divertor
conditions required for each mixture to minimise the parallel power flux are determined, along with
the resulting parameters of the plasma core. The radiation efficiency (ratio of edge radiation to
plasma core contamination) of intrinsic carbon is found to increase with the total injected power. In
the impurity injection experiments, nitrogen is found to be the best choice to reduce the power flux
to the target plates: it has the same characteristics as C/O radiation (low core contamination), and it
can be controlled. The low Zeff observed in this case is attributed to the large value of the screening,
or radiation compression factor, of nitrogen impurity.

Keywords: divertor radiation, impurity screening, power loading.

1. Introduction
Reducing the power load on the divertor target plates to an acceptable value is one of the main
issues of the next generation of tokamaks [1]. In Tore Supra, it is investigated in L-mode ohmic
and radio frequency heated ergodic divertor (ED) plasmas through a series of experiments in which
the divertor electron temperature (T^1V) is chosen as control parameter. Power load reduction is
achieved either in high density low divertor temperature plasmas through intrinsic impurity
radiation, or through purposely injected impurity radiation. In the latter case, a crucial issue is to
optimise the divertor radiation while maintaining a low dilution of the plasma core (Zeff<1.6 is
required for ITER conditions). When ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) is used, and because
of the fact that in the ED configuration, ICRH antennas are located in the divertor volume, good
power coupling, generally, requires to maintain attached plasma conditions with a divertor
temperature ranging from 25 to lOeV. In this paper, several impurity mixtures (C, O, Cl, N, Ne,
Ar) are compared regarding their capability to de-couple the divertor and core plasma conditions.
The divertor conditions required for each mixture to minimise Q;/ are determined, along with the
resulting parameters of the plasma core, namely central dilution and electron density. Previous
experiments done on Tore Supra with the aim of optimising the radiative divertor regime were
reported in Ref. [2].
The experimental scenario used is described in Section 2. In Section 3, the divertor
conditions required to optimise the radiation efficiency (ratio of the edge radiated power to the
contamination of the plasma core) of the intrinsic impurity mixture are determined. In Section 4, the
results of the impurity seeding experiments are reported, and analysed through a simple power
balance model [3, 4] for impurity radiation in the divertor region of parallel transport.
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2. Experiment
Two series of experiments are reported in this paper. The first series, used to analyse the intrinsic
impurity (C, O, and occasionally Cl) radiation and core contamination, consists of about 100 high
density deuterium pulses with no impurity seeding. In the second series, N, Ne, or Ar is injected
into the plasma. In the two series, the standard resonant ergodic divertor configuration is used: Bt =
3.IT, Ip = 1.4MA, R = 2.41m, corresponding to an edge safety factor qv(a) = 3. The current in the
ED coils is set to its maximum value, 45kA, corresponding to an average magnetic perturbation
<8B>/B=1.5 10"3. The plasma is leaning on the ergodic divertor modules (R=3.17m). The total
injected power (PIot) is up to 6.5MW, obtained using 5MW of ICRH in the minority heating
scenario and 1.5MW of ohmic heating. An electron density ramp-up is obtained through a feedback
control of the deuterium gas injection on the divertor electron temperature [5], or on the degree of
detachment [6]. The range of Tediv allowing good ICRH coupling is 25eV -lOeV (Tediv >25eV is
also achievable, but in ohmic pulses). The divertor electron density obtained by this technique
increases with the total injected power, from 0.5xl0 19 rn~ 3 to 2.0xl0 1 9 m~ 3 for Tedlv =18eV. In
impurity seeding experiments, the same feedback control of D2 gas injection is used, with, in
addition, a pre-programmed impurity puff. The level of impurity injection required to reduce
significantly the parallel power flux varies with the impurity species: it is in the range of 600Pal for
nitrogen impurity, which is pumped by the vessel walls, and around 30Pal for neon and argon.
In these experiments, the electron temperature and density on the neutralizer plates are measured by
a set of dedicated fixed Langmuir probes with a fast data acquisition system. The parallel power
flux to the target plate is calculated by Q/; = yneTe3/2. The radiated power is measured by a bolometer
camera array spanning a poloidal plasma cross-section from a midplane port. However, this
poloidal array is located toroidally between two ED coils, and therefore cannot detect possible high
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radiation regions located toroidally just in front of the ED coils [7]. As a result, the power balance
equation, Ptol = Prad + sQw + dW/dt, where s is the neutralizer wetted surface area, is not always
straightforward to verify in our experiments, Prad being often underestimated. The radial emissivity
profiles of the dominant radiating species are measured by a vibrating mirror VUV spectrometer.
The line brightnesses that are monitored are: NV(123.9nm), NeVIII (77.0nm), ArXVI (35.4nm),
CIII (97.7nm) and OV (63.0nm). The neutral carbon flux on the target plates is deduced from an
absolutely calibrated visible imaging system viewing an entire neutralizer plate [8]. The
contamination of the plasma core is estimated from the measurement of the effective charge by
visible bremsstrahlung.

3. Intrinsic impurities
Figure 1 shows the total radiated power and the plasma core contamination obtained from intrinsic
impurities (no seeding), versus the target plate electron temperature, for a low divertor density case,
nglv=0.5 x 1019m~3. Two regimes are observed, depending on the divertor temperature value. For
Tedlv>15eV, the radiated power and core contamination decrease with decreasing divertor
temperature. This is correlated to a decreased neutral carbon flux measured on the target plates by
the visible imaging system [8], which is due to a decreased carbon sputtering. For T^lv<15eV, the
plasma is close to detachment (within the complex pattern of edge Te generated by the ED, some
flux tubes can be detached while others are not). Although the neutral carbon flux measured on the
target plates continues to decrease, the radiated power increases sharply with decreasing
temperature, and two branches are found, depending on the level of chlorine in the plasma. These
two branches are also observed in Zeff. When the plasma is free of chlorine (C and O only, dotted
lines in Fig. 1), high Prad and low Zeff are achieved for 8eV<Tdlv<15eV. In some cases however,

chlorine is observed, and the high radiation level is accompanied by high core dilution (full lines in
Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows the radiation efficiency (Prad/(Zeff-l)) of this C/O/Cl mixture versus the control
parameter Tedlv, for two values of the divertor density, ndlv = O.5xlO 19 irT 3 (full circles) and
1.5 x 1019m~3 (open triangles). At low divertor density, the C/O mixture produces a high radiation
efficiency of about 2.2 for T dlv = 8eV, whereas the case with Cl produces Prad/(Zeff-l) < 1 for
Tedlv = 15eV. At high divertor density (open triangles on Fig. 2), a significant enhancement of the
radiation efficiency of the intrinsic mixture is observed, compared to the lower divertor density
case, for Tediv>15eV.
These experimental results are interpreted with the following picture. For Tedlv>15eV, C is the
dominant impurity (measured from spectroscopic decomposition of Prad and Zeff). Prad and Zeff are
controlled by T dlv , through the level of carbon sputtering. The radiation efficiency is higher at
higher divertor density (or, equivalently, higher injected power), because of reduced carbon
penetration and increased radiation. For Tdlv<15eV, the production of carbon is very low.
However, the radiation per carbon atom is increased [9], which produces the steep increase of
Prad/(Zeff-l) for Tdiv<15ev at low divertor density. At higher n div , and for Tdiv<15eV, the
contribution of O, and sometimes Cl, to Prad and Zeff become significant, and considerably
complicates the interpretation of the measured radiation efficiency of the intrinsic mixture.

4. Injected impurities
a. Experimental results
In this section, the parallel power flux reduction achieved through nitrogen, neon or argon injection
is analysed, and compared to that obtained at low divertor temperature through the intrinsic C/O
mixture (free of chlorine). In these experiments, attached plasma conditions are generally
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maintained (by maintaining Tdlv>10eV), except in the nitrogen injection experiment where a
feedback loop on the degree of detachment is used, and steady state detached operation is achieved.
Fig. 3 shows the plasma core contamination measured in each case for a given Q//; for a total
injected power of 5MW. The lowest achieved power flux onto the divertor target plates is about the
same, ~ 2.5MW/m2, whether nitrogen, neon or argon is used. It is about half that obtained from
intrinsic impurities. However, different responses are observed regarding the corresponding central
dilution. Indeed, while, the plasma response to the nitrogen injection is very close to that obtained
from intrinsic C/O radiation alone (low Zgff = 2.3), neon and argon injections produce a high
central dilution (Z eff = 3.5 and 4.5, respectively). The divertor temperature corresponding to the
lowest Qj, is around 12eV in each case, and the divertor density is around 0.6xl0 I 9 irT 3 for
injected impurities, and a factor 2.5 higher for the intrinsic mixture. Interestingly enough, the
resulting core density is much higher in the case of nitrogen radiation (<ne>=4 x 10 19 irT 3 ) than in
the case of neon or argon radiation (<ne>=2.5 x 1019m~3). In a first analysis, this rather high core
density might be the reason of the low core dilution observed for nitrogen. Note that the values
achieved for Qt/ in these experiments are very low: they correspond to a factor of 10 reduction
compared to lower density conditions with Tedlv = 25eV.

b. Analysis through model for impurity radiation in a region of parallel transport
The experimental data of Fig.3 have been analysed through a simple power balance model, already
used by several authors [3, 4], and that we had also used in Ref. [2]. In this model, the parallel
heat flux on the divertor target plates (Q//o, abscissa of Fig. 3) is linked to the incident parallel heat
flux at the separatrix (Q,,,) by the relation:
^

(1)
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where pe is the electron pressure, constant along a field line, c z0 the impurity concentration in the
divertor volume, K0 the parallel heat conductivity and Lz(Te) the impurity radiative power loss
coefficient. T, and To are the electron temperatures at the last closed magnetic surface and at the
target plate, respectively. Qffl is determined by Q/n = (Ptot - Prca°re)/(27raAerg/3), where Prca°re is the
power radiated inside the separatrix, a the plasma minor radius, and Aerg the width of the ergodic
layer (0.15m). Prca^re is evaluated for each impurity species from the radial emissivity profile of the
dominant radiating ion, by Prca°dre = P ^ X (/QrseP edr//oaedr) (Fig. 4). Note that, from the
measurements shown in Fig.4, nitrogen radiation is almost entirely in the divertor volume, whereas
argon radiation is mainly located in the core region, and that of neon stands in between. Impurity
transport rapid compared to the time to approach coronal equilibrium is assumed to calculate the
expression I(T0) = j | T ' T e 05 L z (T e )dT e . Fig. 5 shows I(T0=10eV) versus neTy/ for C, N, Ne and
'o
Ar, where xn is the impurity parallel life time. It shows that the radiated power predicted for a given
divertor temperature increases significantly compared to coronal equilibrium values when rapid
impurity transport is achieved. In our model, xn is calculated by T/7= L/cs, where L = V(/Snesin(a) is
the distance along a field line covered by the impurity ion between the point where it has been
produced and the target plate, and cs the ion acoustic velocity. v0 is the energy of the impurity
neutral, S its ionisation rate coefficient, and a the angle between the target plate and the field line.
In our experiments, v0 is not measured. Therefore, in the following analysis, it is taken as a
parameter determining the value of nex/r c z0 is also not measured in our experiments; only the
contamination of the central plasma region is measured by Zeff = l+Z(Z-l)c zl , where c zl is the
impurity concentration in the confined plasma. Therefore, to compare Eq. (1) to the experimental
data, we have defined an impurity screening factor fsc = cz0/cz,, and we have replaced c z0 by fsc(Zeff1)/Z(Z-1) in Eq. (1). This screening factor represents the ratio of the impurity concentration in the

region where it radiates to the impurity concentration in the core. It is a 'radiation compression
factor', and is also called divertor exhaust impurity enrichment in DIII-D [10] and Asdex-U [11],
or penetration factor by McCracken [12]. Figure 6 shows the computed screening factor and the
corresponding ionisation length of neutral atoms, for carbon, nitrogen, neon, and argon impurities.
The calculation shown here has been done for the plasma conditions corresponding to the lowest
achieved Q//o. It shows that the screening factor depends very weakly on v0. It is high, close to 10
and 5 for the nitrogen injection experiment and for intrinsic carbon radiation, respectively. On the
contrary the screening factor of neon and argon is low, between 1 and 2. For argon this is due,
despite the short ionisation length of Ar neutrals, to the fact that argon radiates mainly in the plasma
core. For neon, no screening is found because the Ne neutrals are ionised in the confined plasma

The physics interpretation of the experimental results shown in Fig. 3 is therefore the following.
The compression of carbon and nitrogen radiation in the divertor region is high. This is associated
to AjCN < Aerg. Moreover, for these impurities, the improvement in radiation due to rapid impurity
transport is high. The result is a high radiation level, and a low core contamination. On the
contrary, the radiation compression of neon and argon is very low, and there is almost no gain in
radiation compared to coronal equilibrium. The result is a high dilution of the plasma core. The
conclusion is that nitrogen is the best choice to reduce the power flux to the target plates: the
resulting contamination of the plasma core is only slightly higher than that due to intrinsic impurity
radiation, and the advantage is that nitrogen injection can be controlled.

5. Conclusion

Experiments aimed at reducing the parallel power flux to the target plates in ohmic and ICRH
(6.5MW) ED plasmas have been reported. In these experiments, the divertor electron temperature,
or the degree of detachment are taken as control parameter, through a feedback loop on the
deuterium gas injection. In the case of the intrinsic impurity mixture, two radiation regimes are
found, depending on the divertor temperature value. For T^lv>15eV, the divertor radiation and
core contamination are controlled by the level of carbon sputtering. In this regime, the radiation
efficiency is controlled by the divertor temperature and total injected power. For a given
15eV<T^lv<35eV, it increases with the injected power. For T^lv<15eV, the level of C sputtering is
very low, which allows O and sometimes Cl to take an increasing part in the radiation and core
contamination, despite an increased radiation per C atom for these low T^1V. The result, in the case
of a pure C/O mixture radiation is a low Q/f, around 5MW/m2, and a low core contamination. In the
case of N, Ne or Ar radiation, even lower Q/7 are achieved, 2.5MW/m2, but with different
responses regarding the corresponding plasma core contamination (Zeff = 2.3, 3.5 and 4.5,
respectively). These results have been interpreted through a simple power balance model for
impurity radiation in a region of parallel transport. It is found that the radiation compression factor
of N and C is high, and that for these two impurities, the gain in radiation due to rapid impurity
transport is high. On the contrary, no compression of the radiation in the divertor volume is found
for Ne and Ar. For Ne, this is due to a neutral ionisation length larger than the width of the ergodic
layer. On the contrary, Ar neutrals are ionised well inside the divertor volume, but the radiating Ar
ions, are them located much further inside the separatrix. The conclusion is that nitrogen is the best
choice to reduce the power flux to the target plates: the resulting contamination of the plasma core is
only slightly higher than that due to intrinsic impurity radiation, and the advantage is that nitrogen
injection can be controlled.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1: Radiated power (Prad) and core contamination (Zeff) versus divertor electron temperature for
intrinsic impurity scenario. Tedlv>15eV: regime controlled by carbon sputtering. Tedlv<15ev, dotted
line: C/O mixture alone. Tediv<15eV, full line: C/O/Cl mixture.

Fig.

2: Radiation efficiency

versus divertor electron temperature. Full circles:

n dlv =

0.5 xl0 1 9 irT 3 . Open triangles: ndiv =1.5 x 10 19 m" 3 .

Fig. 3: Contamination of the plasma core produced by different impurity species to achieve a
given parallel power flux to the target plates. Ptot = 5MW. Full circles: intrinsic C/O mixture. Open
circles: nitrogen injection. Full diamonds: neon injection. Open squares: argon injection.

Fig. 4: Radial emissivity profiles of the dominant radiating species, for nitrogen, neon, and argon
injection experiments. Full line: NeVIII (77.0nm). Dashed line: ArXVI (35.4nm). Dashed dotted
line:NV(123.9nm).

Fig. 5: Calculation of the integral I(T0=10eV) versus nj,,.

Fig. 6:

a. Screening factor deduced from the power balance model, versus the energy of

the incoming neutrals in the experiments with intrinsic C/O mixture (labelled C, dashed dotted line),
nitrogen (N, dashed dotted), neon (full line), and argon injection (dashed line).
b. Corresponding ionisation length of the neutral atoms.
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Impurity radiation modulations in an ergodic
divertor
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Abstract
The 3-D geometry of radiation losses is investigated in the Tore Supra ergodic
divertor. Measurements from passive bolometers located on the divertor coils show
evidence of toroidal and poloidal radiation modulations. They were interpreted using
a 3-D code solving heat transport equation that give the whole geometry of plasma
radiation in a divertor configuration close to Tore Supra. Results of the code are
in qualitative agreement with measurements and they show that the total radiated
power is underestimated when infered from standard bolometers located between
divertor modules. Maximum of radiation in front of the modules is explained by the
multiplication of radiative zones at this place due to the intersection of field lines
with the vessel wall. This effect leads to non monotonie temperature profiles along
field lines in the boundary plasma.
Key words: Divertor radiation, passive bolometers, temperature profile along field
lines
PACS:

1

Introduction

Power load on the divertor target plates can not exceed a technological limit,
estimated between 5 and 20 MWrrT2, in long time shots. As a consequence,
plasma power deposition needs to be balanced with impurity radiation in the
boundary plasma. In Tore Supra, the radiation loss capability is studied in
the ergodic divertor configuration. The resonant magnetic perturbation, with
poloidal and toroidal main numbers m = 18 and ñ = 6, generates a 3-D
magnetic structure. In this paper, we focus on the radiation inhomogeneities
in order to estimate the exact radiation capability of the ergodic divertor.
Calorimetric measurements have already shown that radiation is maximum
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in front of the divertor modules [1]. Thus the total radiation could be underestimated when infered from diagnostics located between divertors modules,
such as standard bolometry. New results from passive bolometers set on divertor coils show evidence of radiation modulations in poloidal and toroidal
directions. These modulations were simulated using a 3-D code solving heat
transport equation in the stochastic field of the ergodic divertor.

2

Experimental results

Passive bolometers are orthotropic pyrocarbon tiles set back from the wall
protections so that they are out of reach of plasma conducted or convective
heat fluxes. The temperature elevation of these bolometers is only due to incident impurity radiation flux and to collisions with charge exchange neutrals.
The temperature elevation is measured by an infrared camera watching the
divertor. Then the incident radiation flux is computed using a 1-D code that
modelises heat propagation through the pyrocarbon tile. Passive bolometers
are set on divertor coils (see figure(l) left) allowing measurements in inaccessible places for standard bolometry with better resolution.
In figure (1), we compare the radiated power given by standard bolometers
Prad and the incident flux Fps on passive bolometers PB S , figure (1) middle,
and PBni) figure (1) right. PBm is set on the middle of the divertor and PB S
at its side. Prad and FPB are plotted as a function of time for similar shots
with nitrogen injection and 4 MW ion cyclotronic radiofrequency heating.
At the same value of Prad = 1.8 MW, corresponding to an incident flux of
FSB = 2.4 x 10~2 MWm~2, the measured value of incident flux for PBs is
FPB, = 2.8 x 10~2 MWrrT2 and, for P B m , FPBm = 3.8 x 1CT2 MWrn" 2 .
As field lines in the neighbourhood of PBs are more directly connected to
neutralises than in the case of PBm, the incident flux due to collisions with
charge exchange neutrals is greater on PBs than on PBm- The difference
between FPB, and FPBm is due to radiation modulations as FPB, < FpBmThe comparison between incident fluxes on standard and passive bolometers
is difficult because standard bolometers are less sensitive to collisions with
neutrals. However the existence of radiation modulations shows that standard
bolometer measurements are localised and that there is no reason a priori for
F$B to be the mean radiated incident flux on the whole vessel wall.
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3
3.1

3-D Modelisation
Model

In order to simulate radiation modulations, we need to compute the temperature field T(r, 6*, <p) in the stochastic field of the divertor. 0* and <p are intrinsic
magnetic coordinates associated to the ergodic divertor such as d<p/dO* = q.
Temperature is determined by solving in 3-D the energy conservation equation:

= (V,, + </,,) [nX/l{Vi/ + ^//)T] + V x (n Xi V x T) - n2c2FR(T)(l)
n = 1019 m 3 , the plasma density, and cz — 1%, the impurity concentration,
are constant. The parallel conductivity is nx// = K-OT5/2 with K0 = 2 x 1022
m ^ s " 1 , T in eV. The perpendicular diffusivity is Xx ~ ^ rn 2 s~ 1 . The unperturbed gradients, corresponding to the magnetic equilibrium without the
ergodic divertor, are V// = e^/R tor {-l/qd$* + dv) and Vx = erdr +ee'/rde>
where eg, er and e$. are Unitarian vectors in unperturbed magnetic field B, r
and 6* directions; Rtor = 2.38 m is the large radius of the tokamak; the safety
factor q is proportional to r 2 .
Perpendicular heat transport is enhanced by parallel transport typically along
the radial magnetic perturbation via the perturbed parallel gradient V// —
(5Br/B)dr . Equation (1) is solved in the Fourier space associated to 0* and f
coordinates. Poloidal and toroidal main modes of the perturbation are similar
to those of the ergodic divertor of Tore Supra. In the simulation, the perturbation is symmetric in 8* and <£>, in order to minimize the number of modes.
The radial perturbation is exponentially decreasing with r. The perturbation
spectrum is the Fourier transformation of S(Aip)8(A8*) sin fhO* where 8 is a
gate function and Ac/? and A#* the toroidal and poloidal extension of modules,
the toroidal period being 27r/6. We obtain sine cardinal functions, centered on
modes kh = 0, m = fh and m = —m, see [2] and [3]. At a radial position
r such as q(r) = m/(kn), the (m,kn) mode is resonant. Coupling of modes
is possible through the cross product of parallel gradients in equation (1).
Far from the edge, the resonant modes with smallest kh also determine the
poloidal and toroidal geometry.
The radiation function FR(T) — F/?exp(((T - Tmax)/5T)2) modelises plasma
heat losses by impurity radiations, Tmax = 30 eV; ST = 10 eV and FR = 10"31
Wm 3 . These parameters are relevant for carbon impurities in non-equilibrium
conditions [4].

The incoming perpendicular flux from the plasma center is fixed Qx.{rmin) =
7.4 x 103 Wm~ 2 . At the other side, r = a, heat fluxes are deposited on surfaces where the magnetic radial perturbation is maximum, i.e. on neutralisers.
These surfaces are connected to more inner plasma regions via open field lines.
Thus we impose as a boundary condition that temperature is higher on neutralisers. The temperature field at r = a is proportional to the magnetic radial
perturbation in absolute value, (ST/T)a oc \8Br/B\a. The main poloidal mode
relevant to our boundary conditions is also m a = 36.

3.2

Numerical analysis

Symmetries of the perturbation allow to compute only positive modes. The
perturbation and boundary conditions are well simulated with (m, kn) modes
such as 0 < m < 50 and 0 < k < 4. The radial dependence of the radiation, with e-folding length of the order of 0.1 m, impose to compute 100
points between r miri = 0.35 m and a = 0.8 m. High kh modes are filtered
by an additional term of numerical diffusion, introduced in equation (1):
Amm(l/'R2)dv2 T. The numerical diffusivity is Dnum — (TrRtor/Arkmaxn)2Kerg
where Ar is the radial step and Kerg = Q^/dr T is the effective physical diffusivity. The equation (1) is solved by an implicit relaxation method. In finite
differential form the equation is
t

(2)

Here n is the plasma density and A is a 25500 x 25500 matrix. To simplify
the writing of A, mode coupling with parallel conductivity is neglected, thus
the conductivity is computed with the main mode temperature TOo- To obtain
Tt+A\ F R ( T ' ) is decomposed in the associated Fourier space.

3.3

Results

The solution of the equation is a modulated temperature field. In figure (2)
left, the m = 36 mode due to boundary conditions dominates from the edge to
r = 0.79 m. Down to r = 0.72 m, there is a region with island like structures
due to the mix of hot and cool field lines in the ergodic zone. Then the resonant
m = 18, n = 6 mode dominates until perturbation is dissipated. In figure (2)
right, the temperature is calculated along a vertical moving Langmuir probe.
Its trajectory is rcosO = r 0 , 9 being the real space poloidal coordinate. It is
plotted on the left figure. The temperature profile is similar to experimental
data, with larger temperature peaks [5].
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The criterion to evaluate divertor radiation capability is the radiated power
fraction along small radius,

fn2czFR(T)dr

(3)

In figure (3) up, frad is plotted as a function of 8* for ip = 0. We observe
radiation modulations with maxima not just above neutralisers because of
the competition between the m = 36 mode imposed by boundary conditions
and the resonant m = 18 mode. Poloidal structures have a characteristic
length of 0.05 m in the midplane and they are located near the boundary
end in front of divertor modules. So they can be detected only by passive
bolometers. Equivalent places of passive bolometers were plotted in the same
figure, the ratio of radiated power incident on PBm and PBs is 1.28. This
is in qualitative agreement with experimental result FpBm/ Fpss = 1-36. As
the impurity density ncz increases, radiation losses increase and, for the same
boundary limits, i.e. Q±(rmin) = Kj_drT constant, T(r m ; n ) decreases. The
temperature region where plasma can radiate moves inward and go out of the
ergodic zone. As a consequence radiation modulations are attenuated when
impurity density increases.
In figure (3) down, frad the mean radiated power on a toroidal plane is plotted
as a function of </?. Radiation is maximum on the divertor module because
of the boundary conditions. The m = 36 mode dominant in front of the
modules increases the size of zones where radiation occurs. In our simulation,
the effect is small because the m = 36 mode is rapidly attenuated. In the
ergodic divertor of Tore Supra the effect is amplified by particle screening that
leads to a peaking of plasma density and impurity concentration in front of
neutralisers. As a consequence, standard bolometers located between divertor
modules measure a region of low radiation. Thus, at least a fraction of the
difference between FSB and FPB, is due to radiation. Another consequence is
that temperature along a field line is non monotonic as can be seen in figure
(4). The strong dependence on initial point is due to the stochastic behaviour
of field lines. For the brightest curve, temperature fall down to 0 because the
field line is connected back to the vessel wall. At each passage in front of the
modules, the effects of radiation enhancement and mixing of field lines lead
to temperature decrease.

4

Conclusion

We obtained qualitative agreement between our 3-D code and experimental
results from passive bolometers set on divertor coils and a vertical moving
Langmuir probe. Results from the code give the whole geometry of radiation

for a divertor configuration close to Tore Supra ergodic divertor. Also, simulations show that radiation is maximum in front of divertor modules and
temperature profile along open field lines are non monotonic. There are two
consequences for experiment. First, comparaison of raw data from bolometers and the 3-D code proves that passive bolometers are not very sensitive
to collisions with charge exchange neutrals. Second, the total radiated power
when infered by standard bolometers situated between divertor modules is
underestimated.
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PB S

Fig. 1. Left: position of passive bolometers PBm and PBg on the divertor module.
Middle: radiated power measured by standard bolometers Pra(i and incident power
flux on PBm! FpBi as a function of time during shot 28068. Right: Prad and Fpg
for PBm as a function of time during shot 28219.
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Fig. 2. Left: T(r, 6*) for <p = 0, i.e. in the middle of a module. The probe trajectory
is drawn in black. Right: temperature profile along the probe trajectory.
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Fig. 3. Up: radiated power fraction as a function of poloidal coordinate at <p = 0,
i.e. at the middle of a divertor module, ' x ' give the equivalent places of passive
bolometer PBm a,nd 'o' the equivalent place of PBs. Dashes indicates the poloidal
positions of neutralises. Down: averaged radiated fraction in poloidal direction as
a function of <p. The position of the divertor is in gray.

200

Fig. 4. Temperature profiles along field lines. Field lines are computed from initial
points: r 0 = a, <p0 = 0 and, from the brightest to the darkest curve, 6% = 0.25,
OX = 0.26 and OX = 0.27.
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Abstract
In order to assess the capability of the Tore Supra ergodic divertor to retain impurities
in the low confinement edge region, spectroscopic observations of a divertor neutraliser plate
are reported. The neutral neon density is deduced from these measurements; it increases
strongly (up to 1.5 1017 m'3 per injected Pa*l) when the plasma approaches detachment. The
central neon density, evaluated from XUV and CX spectroscopic measurements, is
approximately independent of the plasma edge conditions. A 2D model of the plasma in the
neutraliser plate vicinity confirms the relatively weak measured dependence of the neutral
neon penetration on edge electron density and temperature. Comparison of BBQ (3D scrapeoff layer Monte-Carlo code) results with 1D impurity radial transport modelling suggests a
possible mechanism for the observed weak dependence of core content on edge impurity
influx: enhanced exchange between the ergodized layer of the core and the neutraliser region.
Key words: ergodic divertor, neutraliser plate, neon, spectroscopy
Introduction
Impurity injection [1.2], particularly neon [3]. has often been used to reduce the heat
load on the plasma facing components. The effectiveness of the Tore Supra ergodic divertor
(ED) to retain impurities in a low confinement region at the plasma edge is a key point for its
comparison with X-point divertors. To assess quantitatively this problem, we have used a
series of Neon-seeded plasmas in a wide range of plasma parameters. The neutral sources on
an ED neutraliser plate (NP) have been observed and compared to the bulk impurity content.
The experiments and diagnostics are described in Section 1. Section 2 is devoted to the
spectroscopic measurement analysis. In Section 3 the ad hoc 2D model and the 3D code BBQ
results are presented. The main results are discussed in Section 4.

1. Experiments and diagnostics
The standard divertor configuration has been adopted for most pulses used in this
study, namely plasma current 1.45 MA, toroidal field 3.1 T, major radius 2.39 m, minor

Q-3

radius 77.5 cm, ergodic divertor current IED = 45 kA (maximum perturbation, corresponding
to (5BED/Btot)max = 10"3). In all pulses, after a 0.1 s long Neon puff (between 15 and 30 Pa.l), a
density ramp was performed by deuterium gas injection, allowing to explore the low and high
recycling regimes, up to the verge of detachment. Three series of pulses have been studied: 1)
ohmic heating, IED = 45 kA; 2) ohmic heating, IED = 10 kA; 3) 1-2 MW ICRH, IED = 45 kA.
The n€NP and TeNP ranges corresponding to the three series are shown on Fig. 1. Note that the
maximum neNP for each series of pulses is significantly lower than for non-seeded plasmas, as
was already shown in [4J. When not specified, the study is based on the first series of pulses.
The six ED modules are equipped with 7 NPs each, distributed poloidally on the
module. In ED configuration plasmas, the whole set of NPs withstands about half of the total
particle/heat outflux from the plasma. The best diagnosed NPs are in the midplane. Each of
them is made of four parallel B4C-coated, actively cooled fingers, on which the field lines
connect with an angle of approximately 10°. The fingers are separated by vents designed to
pump the particles out of the plasma, terminated by V-shaped notches on which the field lines
impinge with a direction close to normal. The main diagnostic used for the present study is a
set of four in situ optical fibres (called NP fibres in the following), equipped with telescopes
embedded in the passive part of a midplane NP and connected to a visible range spectrometer
(Fig. 2). They provide four radial displaced lines of sight in front of the NP. The full
numerical aperture of each line of sight is about 0.05, resulting in an approximate diameter of
the lines of sight in the emission region of about 1-2 cm. An additional in situ fibre views the
emitting region of the NP from a top port of the machine, with an angle of 63° with respect to
the NP plane. It is connected to the same spectrometer as the other fibres. This line of sight
(called top line of sight in the following) has been used essentially for Doppler shift
measurements. All lines of sight are absolutely calibrated.
On the same NP, electron density and temperature measurements are performed by a
domed Langmuir probe installed on the NP plane between two fingers (see Fig. 2). The
impurity content in the confined plasma is evaluated by using an absolutely calibrated grazing
incidence XUV spectrometer with a fixed, equatorial line of sight from a low field side
midplane port. The Lya line brigthnesses of the main impurity (intrinsic C, O and injected
Neon) hydrogen-like ions are measured.
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2. Measurements of neon density
a. Neon density and emission velocity on the neutraliser plate
We estimate the neutral neon density on the NP from the Ne I 585.2 nm line observed
by the fibre closest to the NP. The BBQ code (see below) shows that the Ne I line emissivity
eNe i is approximately uniform along the line of sight; the Ne I line brightness is therefore
assumed to be proportional to the neutral neon density. Knowing n e NP and TeNP allows to
determine the photon emissivity coefficient, using the collisional-radiative model included in
the ADAS atomic data package [5]. The neutral neon density nNeo is plotted on Fig. 3 as a
function of TeNP. It shows a sharp increase as TeNP is decreased down to about 12 eV, the
plasma being still attached to the divertor plates. This increase is of the same order on all
fibres, showing that the neutral neon density is globally increased in the NP vicinity, without
changes in its spatial distribution.
At lower divertor perturbation (IED = IEDmax/4.5), the same trend is found, although the
absolute values of neutral neon density are lower by about a factor 0.7. The maximum neon
densities are measured in ICRH scenarios, probably due to the higher edge electron densities.
However, the dominant parameter seems to be TeNP. For the ohmic pulses, the wavelength
shift between the top line of sight and the NP lines of sight (almost parallel to the NP, and
thus used as a wavelength reference) has been used to determine the average neutral velocity
vomeas, assuming a cosine angle distribution for the neon atoms emitted from the NP. At large
TeNP values, we find vomeas = 615 m/s, which corresponds to thermal emission at 500 K. When
TeNP is decreased, vomeas increases up to 3700 m/s at TeNP = 25 eV (and then levels off),
indicating the existence of a fast atom population. The relative contribution and the emission
energy of these fast atoms cannot be determined unambiguously from this single
measurement. However, assuming a fast neutral energy in the range 10 to 20 eV, consistent
with TRIM predictions for fast reflected neutral neon, we estimate the ratio of the fast to slow
atom fluxes to lie in the range 0.4 (low ED perturbation, low TeNP) to 3.3 (high ED
perturbation, low TeNP). This is considerably larger than the particle reflection coefficient
calculated by TRIM for comparable reflected particle energies. This can be due to the
complex geometry of the NP, resulting in a varying angle of the incident flux on the material
surfaces.
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b. Neon density in the core
In order to quantify the divertor capability to retain impurities in the weak
confinement zone, it is necessary to determine the core neon density. The C VI, O VIII and
Ne X Lyoc line brightnesses are measured with the absolutely calibrated XUV spectrometer.
Charge exchange spectroscopic measurements [6] are then used, together with a ID impurity
transport model to determine the position of each ion emission layer and the density ratio
between the emission layer and the plasma centre for the three species. Knowing the electron
density and temperature at the emission location, and thus the photon emissivity coefficient
(PEC), the central impurity density for the main three species can be deduced. The Zeff
measurement is then used to check the calculated densities. While the intrinsic impurity
densities show, as reported in | 7 | , a decrease as TeNP decreases, the central neon density is
approximately constant (about 4x1016 m"3/(Paxl)) in all edge conditions. As a consequence,
the compression factor increases in the same proportion as the NP neon density when the
plasma is led from the low recycling regime (TeNP ~ 50 eV) to the high recycling regime (TeNP
= 20 eV).

3. Modelling
a. Neutral neon distribution calculation with a 2D model
A 2D model calculating the neutral neon density has been used to interpret the results
reported in §2a. The plane chosen for this calculation extends in the direction parallel to the
NP fingers and in the radial direction. We do not model the V-notches, on which the incident
flux is larger, since their surface is much smaller than that of the fingers. The electron density
has been measured to decay exponentially at the plasma edge with a radial e-folding length of
3 cm [4], and the Langmuir probe measurement on the NP observed with the fibres is used as
a reference. For the electron temperature, we use the 3D code MASTOC [8] which calculates
the magnetic field configuration in the ergodised region, and from this, an electron
temperature mapping in the working plane (Fig. 4).
The second step is the description of the neutral neon emitted flux <J>Ne0 and of its
propagation in the (Te, ne) mapping previously calculated. Due to the almost total recycling
property of neon, ONe0 on the NP can be assumed to be proportional to the incident neon flux,
which itself is assumed to have the same spatial distribution as the incident deuterium flux. A
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neNPx(TeNP)1/2 dependence is thus assumed for ONe0. At each emission point the neutrals are
emitted at a given energy with a cosine angular distribution. Propagation of neutrals from
each cell to the rest of the plane is then calculated using the ionisation rate coefficient
provided in the atomic database ADAS. All modelled cases (various neNP and TeNP, various
divertor currents) show a relatively smooth neutral distribution compared to the marked
inhomogeneities of Te, as can be seen on Fig. 5. The model calculates also the neutral
penetration depth, defined as the perpendicular distance to the NP plane within which 63% of
the neutrals can be found (more or less equivalent to an e-folding length in the case of an
exponential decay). Various neutral energies have been used as input to the model, in
particular the thermal energy corresponding to the surface temperature (Eo = 0.04 eV), and the
Te-dependent energies of reflected Ne particles predicted by the TRIM code [9]. The
penetration depth is compared in Fig. 6 to the ionisation length calculated from the local
(Langmuir probe) ne and Te values. In all cases the model predicts that, despite the wide range
of TeNP and neNP values explored in these experiments, the penetration depth increases only
slightly (by a factor 1.6 to 2.2) when Te is decreased, in reasonable agreement with the neon
density profiles deduced from the fibres.

b. Simulations with the 3D code BBQ
BBQ [10] 3D Monte-Carlo neon transport simulations have been made for the NP (with the
detailed 4 needle, 3 notch geometry) (Fig. 7) They show an increasing trend of neon
penetration into the plasma as TeNP decreases. This is matched by a decreasing trend in the
locally re-reposited fraction. (Fig 8) The increased penetration fraction, however, is the flux to
the ergodized region from the scrape-off layer. BBQ / MIST calculations are used to match
the core neon content (NeX Lyoc) using transport coefficients (D, V) previously 'validated' for
IDE = 45 kA divertor current, for shots where intrinsic C and both C and Ne profiles have
been measured by CXS. Thus it is reasonable to use here these D, V profiles. The resulting
impurity flux shows a strong increase in the ergodized region. Injected impurities will
therefore be preferentially expelled from this region towards the NP and there is thus a weaker
connection between edge influx and core than for modes (such as VH-mode or Enhanced
Reverse Shear) where the impurities may actually be drawn into the core, rather than
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expelled. This behaviour is very similar to the effect of ELMs on recycling impurities in Hmode.
Conclusion
It has been shown that the neon core content is fairly insensitive to plasma edge conditions,
despite the fact that the neutral neon density on the plate varies by a factor at least 7. This
indicates that the core plasma is decoupled from the ergodised region. This is indeed
confirmed by BBQ-MIST calculations, showing that most of the neon does not penetrate
further than the divertor region before being transported back onto the NP, due to increased
parallel transport at the edge. The use of a 2D model has shown that despite the wide range of
edge parameters observed in this study, the neutral neon penetration depth does not vary by
more than a factor 2. The neutral neon velocity measurements indicate the existence of two
populations: slow neon atoms emitted by the NP at thermal energy (Eo ~ 0.04 eV) and fast
reflected atoms. Although the latter relative contribution and energy cannot be unambiguously
determined, the measurement does not seem consistent with the TRIM predictions, possibly
because of the NP geometry.
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Figure caption

Figure 1: Trajectory in the (Teedge, needge) plane of each of the three series of pulses performed
for this study (O: ohmic pulses, IED = 45 kA; x: ohmic pulses, IED= 10 kA.; +: 1-2 MW
ICRH, IED - 45 kA).
Figure 2: Diagnostic setup on a midplane neutraliser plate.
Figure 3: Neutral neon density as deduced from the Ne I line brightness and the local density
and temperature measurements.
Figure 4: Teedge mapping deduced by the 2D model from MASTOC and the Langmuir probe
measurement (pulse 27678 at 5.5 s, needge = 2.5 1018 m'3)
Figure 5: Neutral neon density (in relative units) deduced from the 2D model.
Figure 6: Penetration depth deduced from 2D modelling as a function of the global ionisation
length for various neutral energies: thermal (0.04 eV, diamonds), fast (TRIM, triangles) and
measured (squares).
Figure 7: Neutral neon density calculated by BBQ
Figure 8: BBQ calculation of the penetrating (circles) and redeposited (dashed line) fractions
as functions of the NP temperature
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Spectral profile analysis of the Da line in the divertor region of Tore-Supra
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Abstract. The deuterium Balmer line Da in Tore-Supra plasmas has been studied near a
midplane neutraliser plate of the ergodic divertor. Line profiles are analysed with a synthetic
profile method taking into account Zeeman and Doppler effects. This analysis shows that two
deuterium populations with specific behaviours have to be considered: the first one ("cold
atoms") is composed of atomic deuterium coming from D2 desorbed from the NP, while the
second one ("warm atoms") is composed of charge exchange (CX) and reflected D. The
Doppler temperature of cold atoms increases, with the edge electron density, nfge
(1.4 eV< T¿< 2.5 eV). Possible causes for this behaviour are analysed; in particular, the
possible heating of cold atoms by D+ ions is evaluated. On the other hand, the Doppler
temperature of warm atoms is not influenced by edge parameter variations (T^ ~ 22 eV). The
densities of reflected and CX deuterium atoms are deduced from the experimental warm
component brightness, coupled to a collisional radiative model and to the TRIM code ; their
values are in satisfactory agreement with the results of the code EDCOLL.

1. Introduction

Understanding the behaviour of deuterium atoms in the divertor region is important to
control fuelling and pumping in fusion plasmas. The aim of this work is to study the
deuterium-neutraliser plate (NP) interaction in the ergodic divertor configuration, under
various edge plasma conditions, by analysing the Da emission profile. Similar studies have
already been performed in several tokamaks [1, 2, 3]; however, the observed profile shapes
are fundamentally different, depending on the tokamak. Moreover, to our knowledge, the
dependence of the Da profile on edge parameters has never been reported. Therefore, a
detailed study is necessary in order to be able to use the Da line to diagnose divertor plasmas.
The spectral profile of the Da line can be used to retrieve information on the velocity
distribution of the deuterium atoms and on their basic recycling processes. In specific
experimental conditions, Da profiles with unusual assymetric Zeeman CT+ components are
observed. These particular lineshapes are analysed elsewhere [4].
Section 2 presents the spectroscopic diagnostic on Tore-Supra (TS) (2.1), and the fitting
method employed to analyse the spectra (2.2). We discuss the identification of the different
deuterium populations in front of the NP in section 3.1. The physical properties of the
deuterium population (Doppler temperatures, densities) are analysed in section 3.2.

2. Experimental
2.1 Experimental set-up
The measured spectra originate in the edge region of Tore-Supra plasmas of major and
minor radius respectively equal to 2.38 m and 0.8 m, toroidal magnetic field on axis
BT = 3.14 T, and plasma current Ip = 1.5 MA. The spectral lineshape of the Balmer line Da
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has been measured with a visible spectrometer, connected to in situ optical fibers. Two lines
of sight are used for these experiments; the first one (PJ2) is approximately parallel to the NP
and located 1 cm radially away from it, whereas the angle 9 of the second one (Q2I4) with the
NP is 27°. Light from the fibers is focused onto the 50 fim wide entrance slit of a
Czerny-Turner spectrometer, having a focal length of 1 m and a 2000 groove/mm grating
(spectral range 400-1100 run). A 2D CCD camera is used at the exit focal plane of the
spectrometer. The spectra are acquired on the plasma current plateau, at a rate of 10 Hz with
an integration time of 100 ms. When necessary, the spectra are wavelength calibrated with the
Da line of a deuterium lamp. The spectra are integrated over the line of sight, and their
intensities are absolutely calibrated using a halogen spherical integrating lamp. The edge
electron density, n^dge, the edge electron temperature, Teedge, and the saturation current are
obtained with a Langmuir probe located on the NP. The present study was performed in
ohmic and lower hybrid frequency heated discharges (1 MW and 4 MW), with the ergodic
divertor current set to 45 kA.

2.2 Spectral analysis
Under attached edge plasma conditions (4xl0 18 m' 3 <nf ge

< 1.2 x 1019 m"3

;

25 eV >Teedge > 10 eV), the Da profile is governed by the Zeeman and Doppler effects [5].
Therefore, the experimental lineshapes are fitted with theoretical Doppler profiles composed
of a central component 71 and two symmetric lateral ones 0+ having a BT dependent
wavelength separation. The parameters of a Doppler profile are the Doppler shift, AX,
deduced from the unpertubed central wavelength value, the Doppler temperature, TD, deduced
from the full width at half maximum (FWHM), the calibrated brightness, B, and BT deduced
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from the central wavelength separation of the two a components. These parameter values are
varied until the best fit is obtained using the Simplex algorithm [6]. The Ha line is situated on
the red wing of Da, but it is too weak to be treated; therefore, the minimization criterion
ignores the Ha region. The measured apparatus function (FWHMaf) of the spectrometer is
found to be Gaussian to a good approximation. Therefore, the square of the real Doppler
FWHM is equal to the difference of the synthetised FWHM2 and FWHMaf2.
Figure 1 shows the fitting of a normalised Da spectrum observed with the PJ2 line of sight.
The angle of PJ2 with the magnetic field being less than a few degrees, only the a
components are observed on the corresponding spectra. As can be seen on this figure, to fit
correctly the blue wing of Da it is necessary to consider the sum of two components with the
following features : a "cold" component (narrow line), and a "warm" component, underlying
the cold one, with respective Doppler temperatures T£ and Tp .
Helium emission lines are always detected in Tore-Supra. The Hell (n=6->4) line is
located at 6560 A, and could perturb the blue wing of the Da line. However, no proof of its
presence is seen on the lineshapes. Moreover, a detailed study, based on a collisional-radiative
model, shows that its brightness is negligible compared to Da [7].

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Identification of deuterium populations

Three different deuterium populations can contribute to the Da emission : the atoms
provided by dissociation of desorbed molecular deuterium, the reflected part of the incident
D+ flux, and the atoms created by charge exchange (CX).
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The Doppler shift AX of a spectral line is directly related to the mean speed in a given
direction of the corresponding emitting species. The experimental AX values of the cold and
warm Da components have been measured simultaneously on the PJ2 (0 = 0°) and Q214
(9 = 27°) lines of sight. The Doppler shift of the cold component obtained on the two lines of
sight is always less than the AX precision, which is consistent with the D atoms provided by
dissociation of desorbed D2 from the NP. Indeed, the resulting D2 flux has approximately the
temperature of the wall (~ 500 °K), and the dissociation of D2 gives low energy deuterium
products isotropically distributed in space.
The warm component must be produced by the other two possible deuterium populations,
the reflected and the CX atoms. Although this component comprises the contribution of two
different populations, we have fitted it with a single gaussian (this approximation will
introduce additional uncertainties which have not yet been evaluated). Reflected D atoms
produced by D+ reflection move away from the NP with an average speed Vref perpendicular
to it. Since the mean edge electron temperature is 23 eV for this case, the incident ionic
deuterium flux on the NP has an energy of approximately 92 eV, because of the sheath
acceleration. Using the TRIM code energy and particle reflection coefficients [8], we obtain
Vref ~ 60 km/s corresponding to a 0.6 A blue shift on the Q2H line of sight. As can be seen on
figure 2, the far blue wing of Da is more pronounced in the Q2H case than in the PJ2 case,
which corresponds to a 0.5 A average warm component blue shift on Chl4. Since the CX part
of the warm component is expected to be unshifted [2], the reflected contribution of the Da
warm component must mainly contribute to this pronounced far blue wing. The mean
direction of the reflected atoms perpendicular to the NP is confirmed by the warm component
shift on PJ2 close to 0.
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3.2 Neutral temperature and density measurements

The edge electron density dependence of the Doppler temperatures, T£ and T^ , deduced
from the FWHM of the cold and warm Da components, is presented in figure 3 (PJ2 line of
sight). The T£ and T^ uncertainties are respectively estimated to be ± 10 % and ±20 %. As
can be seen on figure 3 (a), there is a clear T£ increase with the edge density n^dge. A similar
behaviour has already been observed in JT-60U [2], but the authors could not reproduce with
a Monte-Carlo simulation of the Da spectrum. Collisional heating of the cold deuterium
population by charged particles can explain this dependence. Indeed, when the edge density
increases, the plasma becomes more and more collisional [9]. Electrons, D2+ and D+ ions are
potential candidates for this type of interaction. However, the electrons are not heavy enough
to have an efficient energy transfer to the cold atom. Moreover, since the D2+ ion dissociates
in a very short time to give D and D+ products, D+ ions seem to be the more appropriate
particles. Under typical edge temperatures, the rate coefficient of elastic scattering between D
atoms and D+ ions [10] is more than twice the ionisation rate coefficient of D [11]. Therefore,
the lifetime of deuterium atoms does not prevent their heating by D+.
It is possible to estimate how efficient the D+ heating of cold D atoms is with a model [3],
calculating the time evolution of the D atom temperature (TD), heated by incident D+ ions
with density no+ and temperature TD+. The contribution of the ion-induced dipole and
quadrupole potentials to the D+-D elastic scattering rate coefficient is estimated considering
the kinetic energy transferred to a test particle. First, it is necessary to determine the
temperature and the energy level of the cold D atoms. A quick overview of the various
processes between D2 and electrons shows that the major part of the produced atoms are in the
ground state [11]. Among these different reactions, an important amount of deuterium
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particles are produced with a mean energy of 0.3 eV [1, 11]. The energy gain distribution per
product atom ranges between 0 eV and 0.55 eV. We shall therefore consider a cold deuterium
population in the ground state with an initial temperature To set to 0.3 eV. The second
important point is the characteristic time of heating. Its value can be estimated to be the ~ 1 (as
time necessary for 0.3 eV D atoms, moving away from the NP, to reach the PJ2 line of sight.
The D+ density nD+ has been deduced from the ion saturation current of the Langmuir
probe located on the NP. In addition, we have supposed that the D+ temperature TD+ is equal
to Teedge. This last assumption is probably invalid in the low electron density range which is
less collisional [9]. The nfge dependence of the resulting D atom temperature TD is presented
in figure 4, showing that this process can noticeably raise the cold component temperature.
The warm Doppler temperature T^ case is more complicated, since the warm Da
brightness is composed of two unresolved components. However, since it is essentially
composed of CX contribution (see below), this temperature must be close to the temperature
of CX deuterium atoms. Indeed, the mean value of T^ (22 eV) is close to the mean electron
temperature Te (23 eV), which can be assimilated to the D+ ion temperature, in a first
approximation.
In order to relate the warm component brightness of the Da line and the densities of the
corresponding emitting species we use the ADAS collisional-radiative model [12]. This
model is not applicable to the cold component because the molecular processes are not taken
into account in ADAS. The total neutral density ntot obtained from the warm Da component is
the sum of the densities of the reflected and CX particles. The density of reflected D atoms
(nref), deduced from the saturation current of the Langmuir probe located on the NP and from
the TRIM code [8], is always lower than ntot- The difference "ntot-nref" is then interpreted as
the density of the CX deuterium particles, ncx (fig- 5). The numerical code EDCOLL [13] is
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used to estimate the densities of the two deuterium populations, 1 cm radially away from the
NP; these densities are also shown in figure 5. As can be seen, the global agreement of theory
and experiment is satisfactory. However, the nfge dependence of the CX density is more
pronounced with EDCOLL than with experimental data. This can be explained by several
approximations made in EDCOLL [13], or by errors possibly introduced by the ADAS code,
due to uncertainties in the cross sections necessary to calculate the deuterium population
equilibrium. The CX density, ncx, is found to be predominant and fairly constant over the
n*dge range; the average value of ——is approximately 10. This must correspond to the
n

ref

relative contributions of reflected and CX atoms to the warm brightness.

4. Conclusion
The Da emission line observed in Tore Supra ergodic divertor plasmas has been studied in
detail in this paper. The relation between the three deuterium emitting species and the Da
profile decomposed in two components has been studied. The first population is composed of
cold D atoms provided by dissociation of D2 desorbed from the NP, and gives rise to the cold
Da component. The corresponding measured Doppler temperature (1.4 eV < T£< 2.5 eV)
shows a clear increase with n*dge, which can be explained with a model, considering cold D
atoms heating by elastic collisions with D+ ions. The second and third populations are the
reflected D atoms on the NP and the atoms created by CX. These two populations contribute
to the Da warm component. The densities of CX and reflected D atoms are deduced using the
ADAS code. It is found that the CX contribution is predominant over the entire n^dge range
(—— ~ 10). These experimental results are in satisfactory agreement with the densities
n

ref

calculated by the code EDCOLL.
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Figures Caption

Fig. 1 : experimental Da (solid line) fit with synthetic Doppler model (dashed line). The
synthetic profile is the sum of a "cold" (x) and a "warm" (<) component. The vertical full
lines indicate the limit of the Ha region ignored during the fit. The vertical dotted line
indicates the theoretical position of the HeII(6—>4) line.
Fig. 2 : comparison of two Da spectra obtained simultaneously with the PJ2 (solid line) and
Q2H (dashed line) lines of sight. The central n component appears only in the Chl4 case,
because of the different lines of sight orientation in relation to the magnetic field.
Fig. 3 : edge electron density dependence of the cold (a) and warm (b) Doppler temperatures.
Fig. 4 : edge electron density dependence of the D atom temperature To, heated by D+ ions
during 1 (as.
Fig. 5 : edge electron density dependence of the D atom densities : experimental total (o) ;
experimental reflected (+); experimental CX (x); EDCOLL reflected (>); EDCOLL CX (<).
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Abstract
On Tore Supra, the mean effective charge Zeff of the plasma is deduced routinely from line
integrated measurements of visible bremsstrahlung. In order to get a deeper understanding of
this measurement, and to obtain high confidence in the data, we have compared the visible
bremsstrahlung data to line radiation of impurities present in the plasma, removing any error
from the processing technique. The paper presents a systematic study of the correlation between
the Zeff derived from the two methods, and the dependence on plasma parameters and
geometrical factors. A good correlation is found, independent of the position of the outboard
pump limiter (OPL). However, the fitting parameter of the empirical method is different for
different plasma currents, due to the variation of the emission profiles. The agreement between
the two methods is good, confirming the role of carbon and oxygen as the main impurities in the
Tore Supra tokamak.

Keywords : Experimental techniques, plasma properties, impurities, carbon
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1. Introduction
Reliable determination of the mean effective charge (Zeff) of the plasma is of the highest
importance for impurity control in fusion devices. On Tore Supra, reliable Zeff measurements
allow to assess the performance of the ergodic divertor (ED) in terms of impurity screening
capability, particularly during injection of impurities such as neon, argon and nitrogen. The
plasma Zeff is routinely deduced from line integrated measurements of visible bremsstrahlung.
Generally, this standard method is relatively reliable, but it has been suspected that certain
discharge scenarios lead to systematic errors in the measurement, and therefore to over- or
under-estimation of the actual value of Zef{. For example, systematically lower Ze{{ values were
found in discharges with advanced outboard pump limiter (OPL). Common error sources of the
bremsstrahlung method include errors in the input data (electron density ne, electron temperature
Te, magnetic flux surfaces), error in the Gaunt factor, calibration errors, unidentified line
radiation and blackbody radiation. An alternative approach is to deduce ZefT from spectroscopic
observations of impurity radiation present in the plasma. Analysis of the coherence of the data
bases and the consistency of the data, particularly taking into account the bremsstrahlung
measurements from all available sight lines, allows to gauge systematic errors of both methods
and also yields information about the chemical composition of the plasma.

2. Experimental set-up
On Tore Supra, visible Bremsstrahlung is observed with 8 poloidal viewing lines (Figure 1) and
one tangential viewing line (not shown) in a narrow wavelength interval, observing a welldefined, restricted plasma volume [1]. The detection system consists of a telescope, which
focuses the incoming light onto 8 optical fibres mounted in a single array, an optical
interference filter and a registration system consisting of photomultipliers operated in counting
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mode, an ICM100 card, and the central TS data storage system. The central wavelength of the
interference filter is 523.8nm with a spectral bandwidth of lnm, which corresponds to the
impurity-line free region in Tore Supra. The diagnostic is located in the proximity of the
Thomson scattering diagnostic, which measures the ne and Te profiles necessary to derive the
Zefr. All fibres end in individual PMs and acquisition channels, allowing for redundant
measurements. The toroidal viewing line uses an m-situ fibre and can be prone to reduced
transmission due to a coating being deposited on the entrance lens. It was therefore excluded
from this analysis. The code which provides the Zeff for the data base uses the density profiles
measured by the Interferometer and the Thomson scattering and the temperature profiles
provided by Thomson scattering and heterodyne radiometry. Figure 1 also shows the sight-line
of the absolutely calibrated XUV spectrometer SIR [2], which traverses the major radius of the
plasma just below the mid-plane. The spectrometer consists of a converted Schwob-Fraenkel
spectrograph of 2m-grating radius operated at extreme grazing incidence (1.5°) angle. It is
equipped with a holographic grating of 600 grooves/mm. Two microchannel plate detectors are
movable along the Rowland circle, and cover 4nm each between l-33nm. Observed spectral
lines in the XUV include Lyman alpha (La) of carbon and oxygen, CuXIX, FeXV, NiXVIII,
ArXVI and NeX. For other elements, a VUV spectrometer can be used to complement the data.

3. Description of the analysis approach
The Zeff value is derived from the line integrated measurement of the observed bremsstrahlung
in the usual way:
7

f
eff

^

dr

0.95-10"13 >Gff{Te,Zeff)-nl{r)T:>\r)
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(I)

'

with Bbrems measured bremsstrahlung signal, gff Gaunt factor, ne electron density, and Te electron
temperature taken preferentially from the Thomson scattering diagnostic. Alternatively, the Zeff
value can be derived from the density of the impurities present in the plasma via their line
radiation:

Z

eff=L

+1

>

W

where Zj is the atomic number and nj is the impurity density. The impurity densities can be
written as expressions of the measured intensities with / = — P E C nen, L (PEC is the photo
ATT

emission coefficient of the considered transition of the emitting ion species z, nz the population
density of the ground state of the observed transition, L the integration length). An exact
treatment requires the observation of all impurity species and the inclusion of all line
contributions in equation (2). In a first step, we concentrated on the contributions of the
weighted sum of the observed OVIII and CVI intensities. These ionisation stages are found
inside the confined plasma and are therefore representative of the central impurity densities of
these species. The PECs were taken from the data base ADAS [3]. For the range of electron
temperatures and densities of Tore Supra plasmas, this reduces (2) to:

where the factor/in front of the brackets is to be determined by linear regression analysis. Note
that the factor/accounts for the numerical coefficients for the two terms in the parenthesis and
also for the variation in PECs and the calibration of the spectrometer.
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4. Measurements
The fitting parameter / from the simple expression (3) was computed for a large database of
deuterium ergodic divertor discharges of the experimental campaign 1999, sorted into data-sets
with equal plasma and divertor currents and OPL position, etc. The analysis concentrated on the
flat top current phase, selecting all discharges for which a full set of diagnostic data was
available (Zeff, Te, ne, impurity data). The discharges analysed ranged from 2-5 1019 m"3 central
ne and l-2.5keV central Te, and from 1-3 1018 m"3 ne and 10-90eV Te in the divertor as measured
by probe 6 of the Langmuir probe system. Linear regression analysis results in surprisingly
small residues, and therefore errors, for the analysed data sets, showing that the simple analysis
approach chosen is valid for a large number of discharges. Different viewing lines of the
bremsstrahlung diagnostic required different fitting factors, but generally the central viewing
lines of the poloidal system are in good agreement, while the outer ones may detect stray light
for some scenarios.
Figure 2 shows the correlation between the weighted sum of the carbon and oxygen signals and
the measured bremsstrahlung signal normalised to the square of the linear density (a) and the
derived Zeff (b), for a series of ergodic divertor shots with a plasma current of 1.5MA, a divertor
current of 45kA, but two positions of the outboard pump limiter at 3.13m and 3.17m. A good
correlation for the bremsstrahlung signal is found, while for Zcff the data fall on two distinctive
curves; for each OPL position a different fitting factor is required to describe the correlation.
This hints at an underlying problem with the plasma geometry when the OPL is used, which
enters the Zeff in the calculation: if the density and temperature profiles are not very well defined
due to errors in the magnetic flux geometry, errors are transmitted to the calculated Zef{. For data
sets with different plasma currents (Figure 3), different fitting factors are found for the
bremsstrahlung as well as the Zeff correlation. This effect is real and not an artefact of the data
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processing. To exclude possible systematic errors in the Ze(T database effecting the analysis, the
spectroscopic data were directly correlated to the bremsstrahlung normalised by the square of
the density, ignoring the weak Te dependence.
Figure 4 a) shows the fitting factor/as a function of plasma current at constant divertor current,
and b) as a function of auxiliary heating (ICRH power). The fitting factor rises with plasma
current, but stays constant if auxiliary heating is applied. The dependence on the plasma current
can be due to a variation of the emission profiles due to varying Te profiles, and therefore an
effect of the divertor, or due to varying ne profiles and an effect of transport. Better
understanding of the empirical method, and an investigation of the effects of the density profiles
and transport, requires the utilisation of an impurity transport code.

5. Transport analysis
To understand the dependence of the fitting parameter/on the plasma current, two discharges
with 1.6MA and 0.8MA plasma current, but the same OPL position, same minor radius, same
toroidal field, have been analysed using the Tore Supra 1-D impurity transport code [4]. The
impurity code describes ionisation, recombination and radial transport of the ions of a given
impurity species in cylindrical geometry. Both time-dependent as well as stationary versions of
the code are available. Input parameters into the code are the electron temperature and density
profiles, Te(r) and ne(r), and the thermal neutral deuterium profile, nD(r). Both diffusive and
convective terms are included in the impurity flux. Running the transport code iteratively
allowed to obtain the concentrations of C and O impurities by adjusting the central impurity
densities to be consistent with the Zefr and the radiated power. It was found that the emission
profiles of the La lines of carbon and oxygen were different for different plasma currents.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the La emission of carbon and oxygen for the two discharges
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at 0.8MA and 1.6MA. Note that the shown normalised emissivities are normalised to the
maximum emissivity of each impurity species. The absolute concentrations were found to be
2.11% C and 0.53% O for the 1.6M discharge, and slightly larger, 2.43% C and 0.61% O for the
0.8MA discharge, which can be explained by the lower electron density in the discharge with
the lower current.

6. Further results
The analysis was extended to include further terms in the sum of impurities (Cu, Fe, Ni, Cl) in
(2). But it was found that their contributions were small, and that the fit did not improve
significantly. They were consequently disregarded in the analysis. The only discharges
benefitting from an additional term in the sum were discharges with extrinsic impurity injection,
such as neon or argon. In these discharges the measured NeX or Ar XVI intensities were
comparable to those of the carbon and oxygen signals, and allowing for their contributions by
including a third term reduced the residuals in the regression.
The ratio of the observed carbon to oxygen intensities in the Tore Supra ergodic divertor
discharges analysed varied from 2.5 to 12, depending on conditioning history and additional
heating. Nevertheless, the simple approach above holds for a large database of ED discharges
independent of the ratio of carbon and oxygen. Using the fitting parameter obtained from the
regression analysis, the contribution of carbon and oxygen to the total Zeffcan be established.
Figure 6 shows the fractions of the spectroscopic Zeffs for carbon and oxygen over the Zeff from
the bremsstrahlung measurement as a function of the divertor temperature as measured by one
of the fixed divertor Langmuir probes. Carbon provides the dominant contribution to the
spectroscopic Zeff for all divertor temperatures, the contribution of oxygen reduces with
increasing divertor temperature. Carbon remains the dominant impurity in Tore Supra, and the

absolute density increases with increasing divertor temperature (Fig. 7). This is in agreement
with expectation as physical sputtering is the main carbon production mechanism contributing
to the plasma pollution [5]. Both radiation enhanced sublimation and chemical sputtering can
produce localised carbon concentrations, but, due to their low penetration efficiency, do not
contribute to the core carbon content.

7. Conclusions
The Zeff measured by bremsstrahlung was compared to a Zeff derived from the weighted sum of
La emission of the dominant intrinsic impurities. This simple empirical approach works well
for a large data base of ergodic divertor discharges. In the experimental 1999 campaign, the
main contributors to the Zeff in Tore Supra ergodic divertor plasmas were the light impurities
carbon and oxygen, with the ratio of C and O depending on the actual vessel and discharge
conditions, but carbon being the dominant contribution for all discharges. Other impurities, such
as metals, contribute only a small fraction to the total Zeff and can therefore be neglected.
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Figures:

Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Viewing lines of Zeff and XUV diagnostics on Tore Supra.
Fig. 2: Correlation between a) spectroscopic and bremsstrahlung measurement, and
b) spectroscopic measurement and Zeff for different OPL positions.
Fig 3: Correlation between a) spectroscopic and bremsstrahlung measurement, and
b) spectroscopic measurement and Ze(f for varying Ip.
Fig. 4: Dependence of fitting parameter/on plasma current and auxiliary heating.
Fig. 5: Carbon and oxygen emission profiles for discharges at 0.8MA and 1.6MA.
Fig. 6: Relative contribution of carbon and oxygen from the La emission to the total Zeff.
Fig. 7: Carbon and oxygen density normalised to the electron density.
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Figure 1: Viewing lines of XUV and bremsstrahlung diagnostic on Tore Supra.
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Figure 2: Correlation between a) spectroscopic and bremsstrahlung measurement, and
b) spectroscopic measurement and 2^ff for different OPL positions.
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Figure 3: Correlation between a) spectroscopic and bremsstrahlung measurement, and
b) spectroscopic measurement and Zeff for varying Ip
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Figure 4: Dependence of fitting parameter on plasma current and auxiliary heating.
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Figure 5: Carbon and oxygen emission profiles for discharges at 0.8MA and 1.6MA.
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Abstract:
The paper describes a recent extensive experimental study of impurity production and
penetration for various density regimes. Deuterium and carbon emission near a neutraliser
plate (NP) of the Tore Supra Ergodic Divertor (ED) has been measured with an absolutely
calibrated visible endoscope, for high and low-density plasma regimes. From these radiation
measurements, we have deduced an effective particle flux, and arrive at an order-ofmagnitude estimate of the NP erosion: 50 ^im for the fall 1999 experimental ED campaign (=
500 shots). Combining the measured carbon and deuterium fluxes, we deduce a global
experimental sputtering yield for the NP in the range 2*10"2 - 3*10"', for ohmic pulses. We
have used the 3-D Monte Carlo code BBQ, recently adapted to the ergodic divertor [1], to
compare models for sputtering rates with these endoscope data.
Keywords: carbon and deuterium radiation, flux measurement, sputtering, redeposition
1.

Introduction

The impurity screening effect and radiation efficiency at the plasma edge are
intimately connected to impurity generation and transport. In order to understand and control
these effects in the Tore-Supra Ergodic Divertor scenario, it is necessary to start with a study
of the behaviour of the impurity production and penetration for various density regimes [2]. A
recent extensive experimental study of these phenomena is the object of this paper.

Radiation measurements and flux particle calculations (using an imaging system),
concerning the region in front of [3, 4] and behind [5] the Outboard Pump Limiter (LPM),
have been described in the past. This diagnostic has proven useful to investigate the spatial
localisation of radiation near a material structure [6]. We have therefore used an improved
version of this diagnostic to study the region in front of a target plate of the ED [7].
The ED creates a small peripheral magnetic perturbation by means of six toroidally spaced
octopolar field coils ; as a result, the edge magnetic field configuration is ergodized, and the
extracted ion flux is concentrated onto adapted B4C target plates. Seven actively cooled NPs
are poloidally arranged on each of these modules ; most of the recycling (D+—>D, or D+—>D2)
and sputtering (physical, D—>C, or chemical, D+—>CxDy) processes occur in this region. The
present visible diagnostic is dedicated to one of the equatorial plane ED target plate
neutralisers. During the fall 1999 experimental campaign, we obtained a complete set of CCD
pictures for several radiating species (D, C+, C1"4", CD), in various divertor plasma regimes.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental set up,
consisting of a visible imaging system (using an endoscope) and Langmuir probes. In section
3, we discuss the localisation and the behaviour of the radiation close to the observed NP, for
two experimental scenarios with a density ramp (ne ed8e =0.2-lxl0 19 m"3; Teedge=60-10 eV).
From the absolutely calibrated endoscope images, we calculate, in section 4, the deuterium
and carbon fluxes originating from this NP. Finally, in section 5, we use the 3-D Monte Carlo
code BBQ [8] to compare these experimental evaluations with simulations.
2.

Experimental set up

The main diagnostic used in this study is a visible endoscope, located in a top part of the
torus, enabling views of the internal components of the machine (LPM, antennae, or NP).
Light is guided to the endoscope imaging system by a movable mirror (inside the vacuum
vessel), and an optical sleeve consisting of a sapphire window and relay lenses. Outside the
vacuum vessel, light is divided by a beam splitter for simultaneous measurements by a CCD
camera (high spatial resolution, 5mm/pixel, low spectral and temporal resolution), and by a
set of optical fibers connected to a visible spectrometer (low spatial resolution, high spectral
and temporal resolution). The CCD camera is equipped with interchangeable interference
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filters, allowing to measure (on a shot to shot basis) the Da (6561 A), CII (5145 A), CIII
(4647 A) spectral lines, and the CD band (4307 A). To enhance the CCD dynamics, the
integration time is set by an asynchronous controller, adapting the integration time to the
actual brightness value (100 ms has been generally used). The other path from the beam
splitter leads to three optical fibers, providing spectral resolution for selected zones of the
endoscope field of view. These fibers have been used to determine the absolute calibration of
the CCD images at the wavelengths of interest (the system transmission did not decrease
appreciably during the relatively short experimental campaign discussed here). The total
(systematic and statistical) uncertainty of the brightness measurement is estimated at 30%.
In order to deduce the impurity influx from brightness measurements, it is necessary to
know the local electron temperature and density; they are measured by a set of fixed
Langmuir probes installed in a vent of the NP [9] (the neutraliser studied here is equipped
with one probe, as shown on Figure 1). It is also necessary to know the photon efficiency
coefficients of the relevant transitions ; they have been calculated using the atomic data base
ADAS [10].
3.

Radiation in the region near the NP.
3.1. Localisation of the radiation.

Since the NP geometry is not strictly planar, it is necessary to look at its influence on the
radiating map. The NP is made of four identical fingers, separated by three vents, designed for
particle collection. These vents are terminated by V-shaped notches (also named V-point),
consisting in a material surface where the field lines arrive with an incidence angle close to
normal ; consequently, the incident flux is higher here than on any other region, such as the
fingers. Another region of intense plasma surface interaction is the Langmuir probe, located
in the central notch ; indeed, the domed probe [9] penetrates slightly more into the plasma
than the surrounding material surface, resulting in peaked recycling and sputtering in this
region. A CCD image (Da wavelength), on which we have superimposed the NP geometry
and the six different chords used for the data in this paper (along the needles, Li,L2,L3, and
perpendicular to them, 1|, b, b), is shown in figure 1. No chord along the fourth finger has

been taken, since the magnetic shadow of the nearby LPM (~2.5 m upstream) is cast upon this
region (see figure 1).
Figure 2 shows the Da brightness profiles along the six chosen chords (the two dotted
vertical lines on figure 2a delimit the neutraliser region from the CFC briquette structure of
the ED modules). Figure 2a (chords across the fingers) shows that the average brightness
from the NP is at least a factor of two higher than from the surrounding structure. The li
profile has three radiation peaks, due to the V-point structure in each vent (light grey
shadowed regions in the figure). The Da radiation enhancement on the lower V point, not
affected by the probe shadow (contrary to the upper V-point) or by the LPM, is only 20 to
30% of the radiation from the neighbouring finger, and comes from a relatively small surface
of roughly lcm 2 ; this enhancement, as well as the relevant surface, is smaller for the CII
radiation. The radiation increase on the h profile, at the probe level, is more pronounced, and
comes from a larger surface (with a linear dimension of approximately 4 cm). The effect of
the probe on the edge radiation is clearly important in this area. Finally, on the I3 profile,
which is farther away from the NP notches, the V-point and probe effects are attenuated.
Figure 2b shows the longitudinal profiles parallel to the finger structure ; the radiation
profiles increase approximately linearly along the fingers, up to a maximum just before their
upper portion (indicated by the full line). The lowest chord LI is not affected by local
phenomena, such as V-point or probe, contrary to the L2 chord, where the effect of the
Langmuir probe is clearly seen. The linear decrease occurs on a distance of approximately 17
cm, which can probably characterise the extent of the "wetted zone" of maximum incident
flux. Combining the observation on figure 2, we can experimentally estimate the wetted
surface of the NP from the radiative behaviour of Da : Swet - 17*10 cm2.
3.2. Evolution of the radiation with the electron density.

The ED configuration is characterised by the existence of three density regimes : (1) the
linear regime, at low plasma density, with n e edge « <ne> ; (2) the high recycling regime, with
needge oc <ne>3 ; and (3) the semi-detached regime, with needee decreasing with increasing <ne>.
Two equivalent ohmic pulses with a density ramp have been selected, in the low density
regime (# 27627, 27632), and in the high recycling regime (# 27633, 27644). Generally, the

Da, CII, and CIII brightnesses increase with the electron density. The Da and CII profiles
remains essentially unchanged in shape over the entire density range. However, some
difference is found between the CII and CIII profiles. Figure 3 compares the radiative CII
profiles (along chords li and Lj, normalised to their peak value), at low and high density
(needge=0.2*1019 and l*10 19 m"3), with the CIII profiles. While the Da and CII radiation
remains attached to the neutraliser structure, with no profile spread or elongation as the
density increases, the CIII radiation appears to be more spread out (Figure 3), presumably
because of ion transport along the field lines.
4.

Flux and sputtering yield estimations.

4.1. Flux calculation.

The next step in the data analysis is to calculate the D° and C1+ influxes from the
endoscope images, on which it is easy to select a region non-polluted by local effects, such as
shadowing, probe, or V-point, for the present study. Our work area is a rectangle of
approximately 2cm , located under the Langmuir probe, above the first notch departing from
the low side. The standard equation to evaluate the flux from the spectroscopic signal is [11] :

O 1 " = 471. brightness . (S/XB)

The absolute brightness is given by the endoscope images of the selected region. The ratio
S/XB represents the number of ionisations per photon for the atom or ion transition of interest
(S is the ionisation rate, X the excitation rate, and B the branching ratio); it is a function of rie
and Te, and is directly calculated using the atomic physics database ADAS [10].
With the assumption that the wall is saturated by deuterium, we shall first estimate the
global deuterium balance between the incident ions coming from the plasma and the emitted
neutrals resulting from the recycling process. Figure 4 compares the incident D+ flux (4>out),
measured by the Langmuir probe, and the neutral deuterium flux (4>in), measured, via the Da
radiation, by the endoscope system, for two ohmic pulses, respectively at low (#27632) and
high density (#27644). A reasonable agreement between the two estimations is found
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(especially as far as the temporal trend is concerned); the factor of 2 difference in the low
density case may be due to the large Zeff value of this plasma [12], possibly resulting in an
important carbon contamination in the incident flux detected by the probe. Moreover, a recent
comparison between the Da endoscope measurements and the results of a simulation using
the code ED-COLL has also shown a satisfactory agreement [13].
The deuterium and C1+ influxes, measured by the endoscope system, are plotted as
functions of the edge electron temperature in figure 5. The emitted D flux exhibits the same
dependence as the incident ion flux on ne and Te, (O m c °= need8e.VTeed8e) down to Te=15eV.
Below this value, the flux decrease indicates the transition to the semi-detached regime. On
the other hand, the carbon influx decreases strongly with the edge temperature. This is
expected at low temperatures (high recycling regime, f? points on the figure), since the
physical sputtering yield decrease, for Te < 30 eV, is steeper than the incident flux increase (in
this temperature range the sputtering yield varies as YPhys <== Te3 [14]). In the same figure, we
compare the predicted influx of neutral carbon, calculated by BBQ, including only physical
sputtering, with the experimental influx measurements. The difference at higher temperatures
(0 points) is possibly due to self-sputtering processes (Cn+—>B4C), becoming more important
with increasing edge temperature. Indeed, the self-sputtering yield formulae, for B4C
irradiated with monoenergetic carbon ions at normal incidence [15], show that carbon selfsputtering becomes more important than deuterium sputtering at approximately Tee

ge

= 20

eV. Even if the carbon redeposited flux remains smaller than the deuterium incident flux, selfsputtering can play an important role for carbon generation at the largest values of the edge
temperature ; in this range, the Zefr value is quite large. Self-sputtering in the experimental
conditions described here is at present under study with the BBQ code. Note that it was not
possible to have images of the NP in the neutral carbon light (9080 A interference filter),
because of its low brightness. However, since the neutral carbon ionisation rate is very large
for our plasma parameters, we have assumed that the C I+ flux represents the carbon source
(this a priori assumption is validated a posteriori by the BBQ code). Finally, the carbon flux
from the NP fis, for 10 < Teedge < 60 eV, in the range

7-1020<O'c" < 6-1021 part. s'\m -2
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4.2. Erosion measurements.

With the reasonable assumption that the carbon flux measured by the endoscope
originates from the B4C coated surface, we can estimate the boron carbide erased thickness
over the entire fall 1999 campaign. Considering only ohmic shots (NShOt=517), we obtain an
effective erosion of approximately 50 um; this must be compared to the 10 ^im value directly
measured by ultrasonic probe measurements after the end of the experimental campaign [ 16]
(which, however, included also a relatively small number of shots with moderate additional
power). Given the approximations involved in our evaluation, and the fact that we have
neglected redeposition, this order of magnitude agreement can be considered satisfactory.
4.3. Sputtering yield estimation.

With the discussed assumptions, taking the measured D flux as representative of the
incident D+ flux, the ratio of the C1+ and D° flux measurements gives an estimation of the total
carbon sputtering yield ; this is plotted on Figure 6, as a function of the impact energy (which
has been calculated from Teedge, using the sheath theory [17]). Figure 6 also shows the
theoretical physical sputtering yield [16] (note, however, that the theoretical sputtering yield
assumes an incoming D+ flux at normal incidence ; in the experiments, the average incident
angle on the B4C coated NP is in the range 12°>a>6°). The experimental curve (0 points) is
clearly higher (and has a different dependence on the impact energy) than the theoretical
physical sputtering values above an incidence energy of 100 eV. As discussed before, this is
attributed to the predominance of self-sputtering in this energy range. Below 100 eV, the
experimental values are approximately 50% larger than the theoretical values. Although this
difference may be explained by the experimental (and theoretical) uncertainties, it can also be
due to the difference in incidence angle in the two data sets, and/or of an additional
contribution of chemical sputtering (note that, in these experiments, CD radiation was below
the detector noise level).

5.

Conclusion.

We have described here an extensive study of radiation from the equatorial NP of one of
the ED modules. The endoscope data show that the radiation of deuterium neutrals and of the
carbon impurity source is localized on the NP, in the sense that the radiation from this region
has always a considerably larger intensity than that from its surroundings (note that
discharges in the semi-detached regime have not been discussed in this paper). From the
endoscope images, we have evaluated the deuterium and carbon fluxes from the B4C coated
NP. Jn spite of the assumptions inherent to these evaluations, the D flux is in reasonable
agreement with the D+ incident flux measured by the Langmuir probe. The total carbon flux
shows a strong dependence on the edge electron temperature (decreasing with Teedge), which
seems to point out at C self-sputtering as an important C production mechanism at Teedge
values higher than 20 eV; its importance is also apparent in the calculated carbon yields. BBQ
simulations, at different T e edge ( and, consequently, needge) values, show a factor of two
difference in C redeposition between low and high recycling regimes (in the right direction).
These behaviours, for impurity production and redeposition, confirm that the high recycling
regime is favourable from the point of view of impurity production, as seen when studying the
dependence on Teedge of Zeff and of the carbon concentration in the confined plasma [12].
Finally, we have evaluated, in the limit of non-redeposition, the total carbon erosion during
the fall 1999 campaign ; although the estimated value of 50 (im is 5 times larger than the
value measured in a post mortem analysis of the NP, the evaluations presented here seem to
give the right order of magnitude for the thickness of the eroded layer without any redeposition.
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Tore Supra divertor screening efficiency during density regime.
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Abstract.
The Tore Supra Ergodic Divertor (ED) screening efficiency has been investigated
density regime experiments. The ED screening efficiency is analysed by using the 'tightness'
concept, which is the ratio of the density on the ED neutraliser plates to the volume averaged
plasma density. Tightness is studied as a function of different plasma edge parameters, such
as Tdiv, ED magnetic perturbation (A), plasma composition, location of recycling source, and
additional power. Tightness is shown to increase with A, PdivO55/(l-fr)'22, and l/Taw05- These
trends are well explained by a simple 0-D model, where the particle confinement time in the
ergodized peripheral region is very small. Finally, tightness increases with the power
conducted onto the ED plates; since ED plasmas have low Pdiv, their tightness value remains
low compared to that obtained with axisymmetric divertors, for Pdiv is considerably larger.
Increasing Pdiv will result in an improved tightness and a better particle control.

1) Introduction
In a fusion reactor, two plasma edge major goals have to be realised at the same time : a
large conducted power (up to 10-20 MW per m2) must be exhausted on target plates, and the
recycling fluxes, proportional to the exhaust particle fluxes, must be controlled. In this
perspective, divertors tokamaks are actually the best candidates, since they have proved to be
able to sustain reactor relevant conducted power values. Moreover, due to the diverted plasma
properties, the recycling surfaces are more distant from the last closed flux surface, compared
to limiter plasmas; the plasma core is, therefore, more decoupled from recycling. Practically,
the best divertor will be capable to decouple completely the core plasma from the edge.
However, in these conditions, the gas core fuelling will be non-existent, and neutral beam or
pellet injection will be necessary to fuel the plasma.
Tore Supra is equipped with an ergodic divertor (ED); it is an open divertor, which has
proved to be efficient to control particle recycling fluxes. Indeed, the gas fuelling efficiency
of ED plasmas is lower than 5%, whereas in limiter plasmas it is approximately 20% [1].

In order to characterise the ED edge-core plasma decoupling, we use the tightness
value, which is the ratio of the edge density, measured on the ED neutraliser (Ndw), to the
volume averaged plasma density (<n>).
In this paper, the ED tightness is studied during density regime experiments in which
the central density is increased through gas injection. In Tore Supra, as in the other divert or
devices, density regimes are studied through the Ndiv evolution when <n> is increased. Three
density regimes are found [2] : linear, high recycling, and detached regimes. The ED tightness
is evaluated during these density regimes as a function of different plasma edge parameters,
such as the ED intensity perturbation, the position of the recycling sources with respect to the
ED neutralisers, the external pumping device, the intensity of ICRH heating, and the plasma
particle composition.
However, before presenting all the experimental results, a simple screening model will
be introduced, allowing to write the ED tightness as a function of the relevant plasma edge
parameters.

2) Modelling the Ergodic Divertor tightness
The following equations are expressed in the frame of the a simple 0-D model,
presented in [2], and are straightforward modifications of this initial presentation.
The ED target electron temperature is written as :
Tdiv = Pdiv / Fdiv

(1)

where P^v and Fdiv are the impinging energy and particle fluxes on the ED target.
If <n> is the volume averaged plasma density, the particle core outflux is given by <n> V/xp,
where V is the confined plasma volume and xp the particle confinement time.
At equilibrium, the plasma core outflux is related to the particle target flux through the
following expression :
<n> V/xp = rdiv Sdiv exp(-A/Xi)

(2)

where Sdiv is the target surface?, exp(-AA,i) ts a flux amplification factor, A the radial extent of
the low confinement region due to the ED perturbation, and Xi the ionisation mean free path.
Since
Nd, v * Tdlv

= Tdiv,

(3)

it follows that
Ndiv/<n> = V/Sd,v l/xpexp(AAi) l/TdiV1/2|
Tightness increases with the ED perturbation and when Tdiv decreases.
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(4)

Using the L-mode Tore Supra scaling law and assuming that xp is proportional to
one has
T p oc<n> 0-4

where P is the core plasma power. From ( 2 ) :
<n>"' x exp(-A/(0.6 Xi)) (N d i v a 6 Tdiv/Pdiv)06 P U 2

(5)

Multiplying (5) by Ndiv, since Ndjv oc P djv TdiV3/2 and Pdiv - P(l-Fr), where Fr is the radiated
fraction, we finally obtain
Nd,v/<n> oc P d i v 0 5 5 (1-Fr)'1-2 T d i v ^

(6)

Tightness increases with P d i V , the conducted power onto the ED target.

3) Ergodic Divertor tightness studies
In the following, the plasma edge measurements (NdjV, Td;v) come from domed
Langmuir probes, located on the neutraliser of the ergodic divertor [3]. During Tore Supra
density regime studies, gas injection is feedback controlled on TdiV to avoid plasma
disruptions [4]. Tdjv is determined by taking the average value deduced from 2 separated
domed probes, in order to attenuate the effects of temperature inhomogeneities (which are
observed near the ED target). The usual plasma operating scenario is to decrease Tdiv by
means of a large D2 gas injection, leading to an <n> increase and a tightness modification
presented in Fig. 1-a (tightness is plotted versus Tdw, for a series plasmas, leaning on the ED,
with maximum ED perturbation). Tightness varies from 0.1 at 60 eV to more than 0.4 at 10
eV, which is the limit of the attached regime with the open Tore Supra divertor. In Fig. 1-b,
tightness is plotted versus l/TdjV1/2; and the this data can be linearly fitted, in agreement with
equation 4. This linear behaviour with 1/Tdjv1/2 shows that TdiV controls the tightness decrease,
and that the factor exp(A/X.O does not play a significant role (due to an almost constant and
small X; compared to A in this range of temperature).
a) with the ergodic divertor perturbation intensity
In Fig. 2, tightness is presented versus the intensity of the ED current (Ied) for two
divertor temperatures, 17.5 eV (open circles) and 22.5 eV (filled dots). The radial extent of
the ED perturbation (A) is proportional to the intensity of the ED current. As shown in
equation 4, tightness increases with A, e.g., when the plasma edge volume perturbed by the
ED increases. For the same value of A (ocIED), tightness increases by a factor of 2 when Td;v
decreases, as shown in Fig. 1-a and predicted by equation 4.

1 AC\

When led (A) varies at constant TdiV, tightness changes, because <n> decreases more
rapidly than Ndiv when the ED perturbation increases (see Fig. 3). <n> decreases by 50%
when led varies from 25 kA to 45 kA for the same plasma edge temperature ; it becomes more
difficult to increase the plasma core density at large ED perturbations. This is confirmed by a
the much lower fuelling efficiency value during ED shots (<5% without active pumping) than
during limiter shots (-20% without active pumping). Therefore, a "good" ED leads to a high
core-edge plasma decoupling and pellet (or neutral beam) injection should be used to
compensate for the observed low fuelling efficiency.

b) with recycling and impurity injection
In Fig. 4, tightness is plotted versus Tdiv for D2 shots (same case as in Fig. 1-a) and for
pure He shots. Helium is a recycling particle, and NdiV is lower during helium shots than in the
deuterium case for the same central density ; tightness is much smaller in the He case. The
sharp increase observed at 10 eV for the D2 case is not observed in the He shots, and
detachment is not observed in He [2],
In the case of Neon injection (Fig. 5), tightness is also lower than for a pure deuterium
case. At low temperature, tightness is three times higher without neon injection than with
impurity injection. For the same Tdiv and Ndiv, values, X{ for neon is much larger than for
deuterium [5] and, according to equation 4, screening will be lower.

c) With active pumping and localisation of recycling source
The outer Tore Supra pump limiter (OPL) can be inserted in the plasma edge radially
ahead of the ED modules. The OPL ducts are therefore in the ergodized volume. However,
the tightness evolution with Tdiv does not seem to depend on the activation of the OPL
turbomolecular pumps : active pumping does not affect tightness [6].
Fig. 6 shows the influence of the OPL position on the density regimes (circles
correspond to the OPL placed ahead of the ED and stars to the OPL placed behind the ED). In
both cases, pumping is not active. Tightness is higher for the removed OPL case, for which
better core-edge plasma decoupling is obtained. This is a consequence of the fact that the
recycling sources Recycling source are closer to the separatrix when the OPL is in the
ergodised zone, and, at the same time, A is lower. Detachment is obtained at lower <n> values
if the OPL is far from the separatrix, due to higher Ndiv / and lower Tdiv.
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d) during Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating
Tightness is also studied when additional heating is applied to the discharge. In Fig. 7,
tightness is plotted versus Pdiv^/O-Fr)1'22 for a constant divertor temperature (18eV) ; and
the behaviour predicted by equation 6 is found. Tightness increases with the divertor
conducted power and with the additional coupled power to the discharge. The ED tightness is
low compared to that of axisymmetric divertors [7], due to lower Pdiv values. Increasing PdiV
will lead to a better particle control with the ergodic divertor.

4) Conclusions
In this paper, tightness, representing the ED ability to control recirculating particles, is
studied as a function of different plasma edge parameters, such as TdiV, ED magnetic
perturbation (A), plasma composition (D2, He, and D2+Ne shots), position of recycling source
in the plasma edge, and additional power.
Tightness increases with increasing A, PdiV°55 /(l-fr)' 22 , and ef 1/Tdiv°5- These trends are
well explained by a simple 0-D model, in which the particle confinement time in the
ergodized plasma edge is very small (zero in the model).
The best divertor is the one capable to decouple completely the core plasma from the
edge. However, this leads to a decrease of <n> when the intensity of the ED perturbation
increases. This is indeed observed at in Tore Supra ED plasmas, and is correlated to a low
fuelling efficiency during ED experiments; increase of the core <ne> will require the use of
pellet (or/and neutral beam) injection.
Finally, tightness increases with the power conducted onto the ED plates. In the ED
configuration a, Pdiv is low and tightness remains at a low level compared to axisymmetric
divertors, where Pdiv is considerably larger. Larger P^v values will result in an improved
tightness and a better particle control.
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Figure captions:
Fig. 1 :
(a) tightness as a function of Tav for a series of plasma shots. Maximum ED
perturbation and plasma in contact with the ED modules.
(b) tightness as a function of 1/Tdiv1n for the same cases than (a).
Fig 2 :
Tightness versus ED current for two ED electron temperatures. The ED current varies
from 15 to 45kA (maximum possible value).
Fig 3 : Divertor density as a function of volume averaged plasma density for different ED
currents. Ndiv and <n> are plotted for a constant ED temperature.
Fig 4 : Tightness versus T^v for helium and deuterium plasmas.
Fig 5 : Tightness as a function of Tdiv for deuterium and deuterium + neon plasmas.
Fig. 6 : Tightness versus <n> for two plasma series, with the OPL inserted in the ergodized
volume (o), and with the OPL placed behind the ED modules (*)
Fig. 7 : Tightness as a function of P ^ V O - F r ) 1 2 2 , for Tdlv ~ 18 eV.
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Abstract
The particle exhaust in Ergodic Divertor (ED) configuration has been enhanced by inserting
the outboard pump limiter (OPL) in the ergodic layer. The influence on the edge parameter
(electron density and temperature) induced by the insertion of the OPL at different positions in
the ergodic layer is reported in this paper. The strong additional pumping delivered hv the OPI.
is shown to improve by about 50% the plasma density control while low impurity (Carbon)
core concentration, characteristic of the ED shots, is recovered for high plasma densitv in spite
of proximity of the OPL to the bulk plasma. Finally, helium exhaust from a D-He plasma
mixture has been performed by the OPL which allows for the same exhaust ratio of D-He the
plasma mixture.
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I - Introduction
Previous experiments with the ergodic divertor (ED) in Tore Supra have shown ihat for
deuterium as working gas, the particle exhaust becomes efficient in the high recycling regime
obtained at large plasma density and/or auxiliary heating [1, 2]. The understanding oi' the
impact of strong particle exhaust is essential since both the radiation efficiency and good
coupling of waves from ion cyclotron resonance heating (1CRH) power in me 1;D
experiments are governed by the density in the divertor volume [3] The particle exhaust can
be enhanced by inserting the outboard pump limiter (OPL) in the ergodic layer. In addition to
the resulting effects of the enhanced pumping capability on the global particle balance, the
additional pumping delivered by the OPL (>30irrs~') also allows for the investigation of the
"puff and pump" technique [4]. These experiments are also a good reference for the cKnannc
ergodic divertor (DED) which will be installed on TEXTOR [5].
The first section of this paper investigates the effects on the edge plasma parameters as a
function of the OPL position in the ED layer. The resulting effects on the divertor particle
flux and the resulting neutral pressure in the ED plenum are discussed. The second section is
devoted to the global particle balance and fuelling efficiency. Particle screening at the edge is
also discussed in terms of carbon concentration in the plasma with and without the OR.
Finally, in the last section the collection efficiency of the vented structure of the ED
neutraliser plates and of the OPL are discussed for a D 2 /He mixture.
In this paper, for all the reported experiments, the ergodic divertor is at its maximum
current (Idiv = 45kA) with an edge safety factor, qedge, always very close to 3 ensuiing the
maximum edge perturbation [6]. The standard resonant ergodic divertor configuration used
is: B, = 3.1T, I p = 1.4MA, R = 2.41m.
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II - Effects of the introduction of the OPL on edge plasma parameters
The reported experiments have been carried out in ohmic plasma conditions with the OPl.
inserted at three radial positions in the ergodic layer. The modules of the ED are located ai a
radius of 3.17m. The ergodic layer having a radial extension of about 15cm for the
considered experiments. The OPL has been located successively at a radius of 3.1S. 3 14 and
3.11m. The influence of the OPL position on the edge electron density, n. .,;.„. and
temperature,

Te edge, particle flux measured

on the vented

structure.

L,,,. and

the

corresponding neutral pressure, P, behind the vented neutraliser plate of the ED modules has
been investigated over a plasma density scan. The measurements were performed with a set
of Langmuir probes located on a vented neutraliser plate [7] of a module which is not
magnetically connected to the OPL. Figure 1-a displays ne ei\ec and Figure l-b T .,;., as a
function of the volume averaged plasma density <no> for the three radial positions of the
OPL. For the three OPL positions, the edge plasma regimes [2] with <t\

(linear, hmh

recycling and detachment) are recovered except when the OPL is located at 3.1 Im . at ihis
position, no detachment is observed. This is due to a too low plasma density which, in this
configuration, corresponds to a larger edge temperature. In Tore Supra the detachment
process occurs for Tc

cdge

~8-10eV. Plasma density higher than <nc>= 3.8 10'"m" is necessary

to obtain this threshold for an OPL position of 3.11m. Moving the OPL from R > 18 to
3.14m has little effect on the edge density and temperature, except that the detachment
threshold drops by 10% from <ne> ~ 3.3 10 19 irf to ~ 3.0 10 l9 rn'\ This is in accordance with
the fact that the dominant part of the recycling flux takes place in the 3-4 cm of the laminar
width [6] and that since the OPL is located inside the laminar zone, there is IHMII. no
modification of the edge ergodic layer. In contrast, strong edge modifications are recorded
when the OPL is located at 3.1 lm (7cm in front of the ED modules) in the stochastic zone
Both ru edge and Te edge are significantly affected. For the same plasma density, n, ,,k,, is
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is increased by about 50%. However, tor the >

considered shots, the corresponding parallel heat flux Q//=y n,. aigcT

2
C c^

(where y is the

heat transmission factor), remains constant within ±15% over the investigated plasma density
range. For a given plasma density, the insertion of the OPL in the ergodic layer allows to
obtain larger plasma density before the detachment. The OPL is closer to the confined plasma
and this leads to a larger recycling flux on the head of the OPL which is a favourable situation
for the plasma fuelling. As a result, for the same plasma density the required edge density is
lower.
As for rie edge and Te_edge, the particle flux on the divertore plates ( a Is;il) is not affected
when the radial OPL position is greater than 3.14m (Isat a nc c a g c^/^

</Vl

) Since the resulting

neutral pressure, P, behind the neutraliser plates of the ED modules is proportional lo
ge

, the best pumping capability is obtained for the largest particle rlux winch

occurs for the high recycling regime as shown on figure 2. It is worth noting thai there is
neither degradation nor improvement of the particle collection with the particle flux mtensir.
When the plasma detaches, Isat and P decrease in the same proportion in contrast to the
axisymetric divertor where the resulting pressure still increases even for detached plasma j s |.
In terms of particle exhaust capability, the pressure decrease in the plenum of the \ented
neutraliser plates resulting from the insertion of the OPL into the ergodic layer is laigeK
compensated by the OPL pumping capability. On the OPL the particle collection is ensured
by throats which have been demonstrated to deliver a particle collection efficiency about 4 to
5 times larger than the vented structure [9,10]. For the reported experiment, the neutral
pressure in the OPL plenum of 0.3Pa is obtained for <n l >=3.5 10''m° when the OPL is
inserted at a radius of 3.1 lm.
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HI - Particle balance for the two confteurations
The reported experiments are the t w o ohmic shots previously described with a) FD alone
(the O P L being retracted at 3.18m) and b) with the OPL inserted in the ED at a radius o!
3.11m (mixed configuration). The particle fluxes are plotted as a function of time on liizuic vi
and 3b. With the E D alone, a semi-detached phase occurs at t - 5 s resulting in a reduction ot the
gas injection, Oinj, to about 0.7 Panfs' 1 for steady state conditions and compensated by the FT)
pumping. A feedback on the gas injection is used to control the Degree of detachment (Dod)
[11]. When the O P L is at 3.11m, a very strong O inj of 6 Panrs" 1 is required to increase the
plasma density. This injection is nearly compensated by the OPL exhaust (Fig }b> ihe i.D
exhaust representing about 15 to 2 0 % of the total particles pumped
The global particle balance, defined by the equilibrium between the injection, exhaust, the
plasma

and

wall

(respectively
//

' '"""7 -Exhaust:
dt

— = O. . dt
mj

N p i asma

and

Nwaii)

can

be

expressed

as

where 'Exhaust' is the total pumped panicle Ikix b\
\ v v
.

both the ED and the OPL pumps.

At the end of the plasma (t~12s), the global particle balance exhibits an excess ox 5 Pain tor
Nwati with the ED alone while a deficit of 5 Panr is recorded with the mixed configuration For
the medium position of the OPL (3.14m) the balance is equilibrated. In terms ot' particle
control, the strong additional pumping allows for a significant increase of the plasma density
control as well as for a possibility to control the evolution of the wall particle content
Characterisation of the pumping efficiency can also be performed by the "classical global
dN
particle balance

t^L-^,
dt
"V

N
El^am. where t p * is the apparent characteristic particle
r*
P

Nth PSl ('oufinwv.

*
life time defined by r
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rp
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where xp is the particle confinement time and R the global

recycling coefficient. Such a definition does not permit to separate the pumping by the wall
(passive pumping) and by the pumps (active pumping) but it allows to quantify a comparison
between two shots. Figure 4 displays the time evolution of <nc> and the corresponding :,
There is nearly no variation of the pumping efficiency as a function of time (or

n.

since the

density increases with time) for the mixed configuration with xp* - 0.4-0.5 s as far as <!>„„ is
maintained and an increase up to xp* ~ 2.0 s after t=7.6s when the gas injection is cut oft' For
the ED alone, xp* ~ 0.65s (~ 40% larger than for the mixed configuration) as far as the plasma
remains attached. When the plasma detaches at t~5.5s, xp* increases up to about 2 s. indicating
a reduction of the plasma density control. The oscillations in xp* observed at t (\4 (•> S and
7.6s are induced by the feedback control on the gas injection for the Dod control At these
times, the gas injection is turned on within a time constant of -0.1s which is significantl-.
smaller (about 10 times) than xp*. Vice versa, the increase of xp* at t

6 (x "" A\K\ ~ (>s

correspond to the gas injection cut off.

The fuelling efficiency, Feff, is also a parameter which allows to characterise the particle

cIN
screening for a given plasma configuration. Fert is defined as /•'

=

xj (

—

where

O pump is the pumped flux. Figure 5 displays Fen- as a function of * i v for the 2 sinus . three
phases can be distinguished. For density lower than 2.0 10 10 nv\ F.n is significantly lower tor
the ED configuration suggesting a better screening of the particles at the edge (tig

la) The

OPL at 3.11m represents a dominant source for the plasma fuelling via the recycling llu\ on
the OPL's head. A second phase is observed between 2.2 and 3.0 lO'Vf" where F i; exhibits
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the same behaviour for both configurations. This shows that the gas injection has to become
much larger than the strong exhaust in order to increase the plasma density Finally, the third
phase corresponds to the detachment for the ED case ; Fety increases very abruptly while lor the
mixed configuration the plasma remains attached with a constant Fdr around

10° o

A low Fefffor D2 can also be interpreted in terms of tightness [13] as well as a signature of
the particle screening (D2 and impurities) at the edge plasma and characterised by the
effective charge of the plasma Zeff. The behaviour of Fdi- and Zcn as a function of

11. are

very similar and the three phases of Feff are also reproduced for Z,.n.
On figure 6 the carbon concentration in the bulk plasma (CVI) is displayed as a function o\'
Te edae for the two considered shots. It can be seen that the carbon concentration in the
discharge depends strongly on the OPL position particularly at large Tc C(|,JC (low density).
However, it is worth noting that for the mixed configuration there is a very strong decrease
of the carbon concentration in the plasma as a function of Tc c j y ,.. For the lower T

,

the

same concentration is even recovered. Such an effect cannot be attributed to the screening of
the ergodic divertor only, and is also the result of the strong additional pumping bv the OPL.
equivalent to the "puff and pump" already performed in other machines like DI11-D 13 \

IV - Helium exhaust for the vented structure and the throats.
Experiments of particle exhaust with a mixture of D 2 /He have been carried out 111 order to
investigate the helium collection efficiency of a vented structure (ED neutraliser plates) and
throats (OPL) [9, 10]. The scenario of the shot includes a density increase (D : gas injection)
up to about 3.5-3.8 10 19 nr and at t=3.5s 2MW of ICRH heating are applied. At t -<vs a helium
gas puff is applied for a duration of 100ms. This corresponds to a total of 0.225Pam of helium
compared to the 8.8 Pam 3 of D 2 injected and the 5 Pam" pumped by the OPL (4.5 Pain') and
the ED (0.5 Panr5). At this time, the global particle balance leads to a helium concentration m
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the discharge o f - 5%. Figure 7 shows the corresponding partial pressure of helium. I): and
their ratio (VuJVm) in the OPL plenum. Owing to the same particle collection efficiencv for I)
and helium for the OPL, the resulting

PHC/PD2

is estimated to be 6% This is in accordance with

the spectroscopic measurements of Hel performed on the ED vented neutralise!' plates uhich
gives a ratio Hel/<n,> of 1.5-2% corresponding to a concentration of Hell of 5"o | I4J The
ratio of the collection efficiency of the vented structure for D^ and helium is estimated to he
-1/6. The partial D2 pressure in the vented plenum is - 5.10"2 Pa and using a particle collection
model, [14] a partial helium pressure o f - 8.10"' Pa should result but this is very close to the
detection threshold of the measurement system.

V - Conclusion
The investigation of the impact of the insertion of the OPL in the ergodic layer has shown
that when the OPL is located inside the laminar zone (-3-4 cm), there is ne.uK no
modification of the edge ergodic layer. In contrast, when the OPL is located in the stochastic
zone of the ergodic layer(~7 cm in front of the ED modules), the edge plasma parameters
(ne edge, Te edge as well as fuelling screening efficiencies) are significantly modified

Howe\ei.

at this radial location, the strong additional pumping delivered by the OPL allows to increase
significantly (by - 50%) the pumping efficiency, the exhaust being ensured by both the ED
and the OPL with a contribution of 20% and 80% respectively Also, the strong additional
pumping contributes significantly to recover the carbon screening initially obtained with the
ED alone. Finally, pumping efficiency of a mixture He/D 2 (5/95%) can be ensured in OPL
and vented structure in the same proportions.
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Figure Caption

Figure 1 : a) n<; edge and b) Teedge as a function of the volume averaged plasma density
<rie> for 3 positions of the OPL inserted in the ergodic layer.

Figure 2 : Resulting neutral pressure behind the vented neutraliser plate as a function of
the particle flux for the three edge density regimes ; linear (L), high recycling(HR) and
detached (D).

Figure 3 : Particle fluxes as a function of time for a shot a) without OPL pumping and b)
with the OPL inserted in the ED layer.

Figure 4 : Evolution of the volume averaged plasma density <ne> as a function of time
and the corresponding xp* for a shot without OPL and with the OPL inserted (and pumping)
and in the ED layer.

Figure 5 : Evolution of the fuelling efficiency, Feff, a function of volume averaged
plasma density <rie> for a shot without OPL pumping and a shot with the OPL inserted in
the ED layer.

Figure 6 : Evolution of the carbon concentration (CVI/<rie>) as a function of Te edge for
two shots with and without the OPL pumping inserted in the ED layer.

Figure 7 : Time evolution of <ne>, ICRH heating, partial pressure of Helium, D2 and
their ratio in the OPL plenum as a function of time ; helium is puffed at t~6s.
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Measurement and simulation of edge flows induced by ergodization in Tore Supra
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Abstract

Test particles simulations are used to model edge flows in the ergodic divertor of Tore Supra.
The field line tracing code MASTOC is used to calculate the full 3D magnetic geometry. The
model assumes ballistic guiding center motion along the magnetic field lines with cross field
transport represented by a random walk process. Large flows of alternating direction are
found in the laminar zone. The flow pattern displays the m=18 poloidal mode number
imposed by the divertor coils. Some of the flow is due to magnetic connections to neutralizer
plates, while some is due to preferential channeling of particle flux from the ergodic layer.
The measured radial extent of the flow pattern as well as the apparition of flow reversal at the
Gundestrup probe location is well described by the simulations and is simply related to the
connection length map. The flows should influence impurity transport via the drag force: we
present preliminary test particle simulations of impurity ion transport within the 3D flow
patterns. Divertor operation leads to a factor 10 improvement of impurity screening with
respect to the limiter case if the impurities are ionized within the laminar zone.

Six octopolar current coils mounted on the outboard wall of Tore Supra generate radial
perturbations of the magnetic field that destroy the outermost magnetic flux surfaces
(0.8<r/a<l), leading to degradation of energy and particle confinement in a region known as
the ergodic layer [1]. A schematic of the ergodic divertor is shown in Fig. 1. Ergodization
induces changes of global plasma characteristics such as impurity screening [2], fuelling
efficiency [3], and radiation efficiency [4], phenomena which are governed by mean free path
effects and charged particle lifetimes with the 3D flow patterns. Understanding of global
behaviour is enhanced by detailed local measurements that reveal the complexity of the
transport response to the 3D magnetic structure. Langmuir probes have been particulary
helpful in this respect [5]. In this paper we apply simple modelling to establish the main
features of the flow patterns. The measured profiles of parallel Mach number obtained by a
fast-scanning Gundestrup probe [6] located on top of the machine exhibit the features of the
predicted flow patterns, including strong flow reversal in some magnetic configurations. The
influence of the flow on impurity screening will be addressed.

The first step to understanding the effect of ergodization on edge flows is to produce a
connection length map [7]. We use the following procedure. Two poloidal planes are defined
at <f)=±30° on either side of a divertor module centered at §=0°. A grid in r and 6 (Ar=2 mm,
A9=l°) is laid down over each plane. A geometrical toroidal system is used with major radius
R=2.38 m. Each grid point is fed as an initial condition to the MASTOC field line tracing
code which solves the field line equations for one toroidal transit A<j)=60° across the sector.
The final point and field line length are stored to build up the mapping function (r,0)—>(r',0').
If the field line intersects the divertor module before reaching the second plane, that
information is also stored. Maps are generated for both the downstream (positive poloidal
turn) and upstream (negative poloidal turn) directions. Once the map is complete, we can map
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a field line from any arbitrary initial position by making a magnetic flux-preserving
interpolation between neighbouring grid points. The length of a given field line is then
calculated by repeatedly remapping the transformed initial point back onto the starting plane
until connection occurs, or an upper limit of the connection length is reached (in order to
distinguish unconnected field lines within small magnetic islands for example). A typical
connection length map for the magnetic equilibrium of shot 28033 at 5.6 s is displayed in Fig.
2. The m=18 mode structure induced by the coils is clearly visible, as well the characteristic
"trellis" pattern that often appears on visible TV pictures of the edge plasma, especially on the
high field side bumper during semi-detached discharges [8]. The dark zones correspond to a
connection length of one poloidal turn. Each one of these flux tubes is like a standard
axisymmetric SOL which is fed in power and particles by cross-field transport; these zones
are characterized by minima in the electron temperature. Other flux tubes with longer
connection lengths channel plasma directly onto the divertor via parallel transport. It is
believed that this laminar flow is largely responsible for the high recycling properties of the
ergodic divertor [9].
In a first approximation we anticipate that large parallel flows should appear in
magnetic flux tubes that connect directly (within a few metres or less than half a poloidal
turn) to the divertor structure. In Fig. 3 we represent the connection lengths in the vicinity of
the Gundestrup probe in a manner appropriate to this problem. "Cold" field lines that connect
at both ends after one poloidal turn are indicated in black. "Hot" field lines that connect
downstream within a few metres but which wander into the ergodic layer on the other end are
indicated by grey; these field lines comprise the laminar layer. Field lines of the ergodic layer
that may or may not connect on more than one poloidal turn in either direction are indicated
by white. Along the radial probe trajectory then we expect to find large flow towards the
divertor. At deeper radii the flow will diminish because the field lines are no longer
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connected. This is illustrated by the Mach number profiles in Fig. 4. With the divertor turned
off, there is no appreciable flow because there is no connection. With the divertor on, the field
lines at the probe location are diverted outward and connect to the divertor structure, setting
up standard presheath flow in a flux tube which in this case is about 6 cm wide.
The connection length map is the basis of the particle simulation. We generate
particles (deuterium ions) on the grid and follow their guiding center motion along field lines.
Two populations are generated, one moving downstream with the plasma current at 50 km/s
and one moving upstream against the plasma current at 50 km/s. Cross field motion is
simulated by a random walk in the perpendicular direction. The average step size is chosen to
be consistent with a diffusion coefficient Dj_=0.5 m V . The birth location is chosen to be in a
layer 2 cm thick situated in front of the divertor modules . This choice is dictated by
measurements indicating that the plasma fueling is principally controlled by deuterium
recycling on the neutralizer plates. In Fig. 5 is shown a calculation of the total ionization rate
in front of one midplane neutralizer plate. The outflux from the plasma is the sum of the total
recycling ionization source in the volume above the target plate and the incident flux Tup
arriving from upstream.
sina

= Jdsrup + j d v S i •

TARGET

The total outflux is estimated by taking the local ion flux measurement by plate probes as
being representative of the average particle flux in the connected flux tube. We multiply by
the cross sectional area of the flux tube as calculated by the MASTOC code:

TARGET

with

ATUBE=0.0023

m2 for neutralizer plate D on module PJ2. The ionization source is

estimated by integrating the two-dimensional D a brightness profile over the entire neutralizer
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plate in order to estimate the average emmissivity, and assuming

SXB~10

ionizations per

photon for the typical temperature range obtained on this shot (10-30 eV):
jdVS,«47rS XB (T e ){dsB Da
The error bar on the spectroscopic measurement is estimated at ±30% due to uncertainties in
the calibration [10]. Within the error bars the two estimates are of the same order of
magnitude, indicating that the particle source is principally localized at the neutralizer plates.
The upstream flux entering the ionization zone is presumably small, but we have no
measurement of it (we would need to have a fast-scanning probe on the bottom of the
machine). The calculated source rate, when extrapolated to all 42 neutralizers, is at least an
order of magnitude greater than the external gas injection rate.
Test particles that hit the divertor are neutralized and dropped from the system, and
particles that strike a certain magnetic radius (r/a=0.7 in this case) are reflected back into the
simulation domain. The system evolves until a steady state is reached, and the density
distribution is averaged until decent statistics are obtained. The particle flux is the difference
between the upstream and downstream-flowing particle densities (Fig. 6). As expected, we
find large flows towards the divertor in connected flux tubes. Unexpectedly, large flow
reversal occurs between connected flux tubes. For example on the right hand side of the figure
(9~5) the white zones indicate flow towards the nearby divertor wheras black zones represent
flow coming up from the divertor. The reverse is true on the left hand side of the figure. The
explanation of this effect is simple: high density plasma from the ergodic layer is diverted
outward when passing in front of the divertor modules, and if it is not collected, it continues
upstream, opposing the less dense plasma arriving from the opposite direction. Flow reversals
are sometimes measured, and their appearance is consistent with the calculated magnetic
geometry. In Fig. 7 are shown Mach number profiles for different values of edge safety factor
obtained during a scan of plasma current with ergodic divertor (shots 28275-28280). The

1 C1

highly non-resonant shots are essentially limiter shots with no magnetic connections and the
flow speed is low. The calculated Chirikov parameter and quasilinear field line diffusion
coefficient are shown in Fig. 8. As the resonance is approached, a large flow reversal is seen
before the standard profile of presheath flow to the divertor is recovered in the resonant shots.
The particle simulations were run for two of these equilibria (q=2.8 and q=3.8). The results
(Fig. 9) seem to explain the measurements. For the pre-resonant shot (q=3.8), the probe
moves through an unconnected zone of dense, diverted, upstream-flowing plasma.
The principle features of the ergodic divertor flow patterns have been illustrated by the
test particle simulations and confirmed by measurements. Via the drag force between
impurities and the background deuterium these flows should have an effect on edge impurity
transport. The slowing down time of impurities is typically shorter than one poloidal transit
time, so we can model impurity flow by assigning to it the local deuterium parallel drift speed
obtained from the simulations. The slowing time of C+ ions in a plasma having temperature
20 eV and density 5xl0 18 m~3 is Ts~0.1 ms compared to a poloidal transit time of

TTRANS~(50

m)/(50 km/s)=l ms. We study two cases: one with the divertor current set to 40 kA and one
with the divertor current turned off. 10000 impurity ions are generated at different distances in
front of the divertor and allowed to move along the magnetic field at the local deuterium flow
speed until they are collected or penetrate to the central plasma. The fraction of impurities that
penetrate to the core is plotted against the birth position in Fig. 10. Impurities that are born in
the flowing laminar zone are almost instantly swept to the divertor, yielding a factor 10
improvement of the screening efficiency. // is the deuterium flow that is responsible for the
improvement. If the heavy impurity ions were simply allowed to move at their slow thermal
speed, cross field field diffusion would carry them to the separatrix before completing a
poloidal turn. In other words, slow moving impurities do not see the radial deflections of the
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field lines. To confirm this we ran a simulation of carbon ions with the background flow
reduced a factor of 10: the results were essentially identical to the zero divertor current case.

Conclusion

The laminar zone of the ergodic divertor can be characterized by parallel plasma flow at large
Mach numbers. The flow arises in magnetic flux tubes that are connected to plasma-facing
components, and in diverted flux tubes that do not connect but which channel dense plasma
radially outward from the ergodic layer. The flows should play an important role in edge
impurity transport. Test particle simulations show a factor of 10 reduction of impurity
penetration for particles born within the laminar layer.
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Figure captions

1. Schematic of the Tore Supra ergodic divertor showing a field line having a connection
length of 2 poloidal turns. The fast-scanning Gundestrup position is indicated.

2. Connection length in poloidal turns for shot 28033 (Ip=1.6 MA, Btor=3.4 T,

IED = 40

kA).

3. Connection map. Black field lines connect at both ends on 1 poloidal tum. Gray zones
connect downstream to the divertor, but upstream the connect after more than 1 poloidal tum.
White zones do not connect on either end within 1 poloidal turn. The probe is indicated in
white.

4. Mach number profiles for shot 27970 for which the divertor current was turned off (solid
circles) and on (open triangles).

5. Total ionization rate in front of a neutralizer plate as estimated by probes (dotted curve) and
visible imaging (solid curve) for shot 28031.

6. Parallel flux from test particle simulations. The values are normalized to ncs.

7. Mach number profiles for different magnetic equilibria. A flow reversal is detected at
q=3.8, just before the principal resonance (q=3±0.5). We see the characteristic large flow
towards the divertor at resonance. The divertor front face is at roughly r=0.79 m. The large
flow at r~0.8 is artifical: the probe is connected to the top of the divertor module about 1 m
away.
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8. The Chirikov island overlap parameter is shown in the top panel for different values of
edge safety factor. In the bottom panel are the corresponding quasilinear field line diffusion
coefficients. The magnitude of DFL is a measure of the average radial excursion of field lines
per parallel length.

9. The left panel shows the calculated particle flux for an off-resonant equilibrium in which
the probe measured flow reversal (see Fig. 7). The right panel shows a standard resonant
equilibrium with flow from the probe to the divertor. The colour scheme is the same as Fig. 6.

10. The left axis if the fraction of impurities that penetrate to the core plasma for a limiter case
(IED = 0

kA, open circles) and a divertor case

(IDE = 40

kA, solid circles). The right axis is the

ratio of the two escape fractions. We find a factor of 10 improvment in a zone about 4 cm
thick, which is roughly the radial extent of the flow patterns in front of the divertor.
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Feedback control on edge plasma parameters with ergodic divertor in Tore Supra
J Bucalossi, J P Gunn, A Geraud, P Ghendrih, C Grisolia, A Grosman, G Martin, D Moulin,
J-Y Pascal, F Saint-Laurent
Association EURATOM-CEA, Departement de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlee CEA
Cadarache, 13108 St Paul lez Durance, France
Abstract
In order to control highly radiative plasmas with the ergodic divertor, feedback procedures
based on real time Langmuir probes measurements have been implemented in Tore Supra.
The prediction of the detachment density threshold, which leads to disruption, is a major
experimental difficulty. Several factors such as the impurity content and the amount of
injected power have a large incidence on it. On the other hand, it has been observed that the
edge electron temperature limit, measured by probes, is quite reproducible in many different
operating scenarios (10±2eV). Therefore, feedback procedures on the edge electron
temperature have been developed. Temperature signals are exploited either as a security, to
attenuate or cut off the gas flow required by the pre-programmed core density, to prevent the
temperature from falling below a programmed limit, or, directly, in a proportional loop, to
control the gas injection according to an edge temperature reference curve. When the plasma
reaches detachment, the fuelling efficiency abruptly increases and the feedback loop can
become unstable. A detachment criterion, defined as the ratio of the saturation current of the
probes scaled from the high recycling regime phase to its current value, exhibits a similar
dynamics in many cases. Computed in real time, this Degree of Detachment can be used in
combination with any other feedback control, to manage detached plasmas. These techniques
have been successfully used in Tore Supra discharges with ergodic divertor for the study of
edge density regimes and plasma detachment in ohmic, ICRH heating, and impurity seeded
experiments.
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1

Introduction

Controlling plasma-wall interaction is one of the major issue toward steady state operation in
magnetic confinement devices. The ergodic divertor of the superconducting tokamak Tore
Supra is dedicated to the organisation of the interaction [1]. Six octopolar current coils,
regularly distributed toroidally on the low-field side of the vessel, generate helical magnetic
perturbations which are resonant at the plasma edge. Outermost magnetic surfaces are thus
destroyed and a stochastic layer is created. This low confinement region, dominated by
parallel transport and atomic processes, acts both as a strong impurity screener and as a stable
radiator [2]. In the next step devices, highly radiative plasma regimes are considered to be a
good solution to reduce the excessive conducted power on plasma facing components. In this
context, discharges which radiates a large fraction of the total power have been investigated.
High level of radiation is reached when appropriate conditions are met at the edge of the
plasma : adequate concentration of intrinsic or extrinsic (injected) impurities, high electron
density and low electron temperature. Therefore, to increase the radiated power fraction, one
has to increase the edge density and lower the temperature (by gas puffing) or inject impurity.
The control of such discharges through the usual gas injection feedback on line-averaged
density is troublesome because it is very difficult to predict the density threshold that leads to
disruption. This threshold depends very sensitively on several factors such as the amount of
neutral gas, the radiating impurity content both conditioned by the state of the wall, and the
amount of injected power. In the other hand, the study of the edge density regimes [3], with
divertor probes, has revealed some reproducible features in the behaviour of some edge
parameters like the edge electron temperature. According to these observations, new feedback
controls of the density, that allows one to monitor the state of the edge plasma in order to
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avoid disruption and handle plasma in a particular edge regime, have been implemented in
Tore Supra [4].

2

2.1

Real-time Langmuir probe measurement at Tore Supra

Divertor Langmuir probe system

Tore Supra ergodic divertor is equipped with 14 CFC graphite domed probes (hemispherical,
5 mm diameter) installed between the fingers of some of the vented neutraliser plates. The
probes are biased in single probe mode with respect to the machine ground and currentvoltage characteristic are swept out in 1 ms. Standard analysis technique of strongly
magnetised probes are applied, meaning that finite Larmor radius or sheath effects are
neglected and a hard ion current saturation is assumed [5]. This kind of analysis can lead to an
overestimation of the electron temperature when Te approaches 100 eV, which is not a
concern in our case for the relevant physics of highly radiating plasma occurs at low edge Te
(-10 eV). Two of the 14 probes may be selected to obtain an I-V characteristic every 8 ms for
which analysis is performed in real time just after each acquisition. The calculated density and
temperature of both probes are transmitted to the reflected memory via a SCRAMNet card
where they can be accessed by other control units [6] (Fig. 1).
2.2

Edge density regimes with ergodic divertor

Like in axisymmetric divertors, three edge density regimes have been identified. At low core
density a linear, sheath-limited regime is observed for which the edge electron density has a
linear dependence on the core density. During this phase the radiated power is usually less
than 50% due to the low density and to the high temperature in the divertor volume. At
intermediate core densities, the edge density increases rapidly with the core density, obeying
approximately a cubic law while the edge electron temperature drops to the neighbourhood of
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10 eV : this is the conduction or high-recycling regime. As the core density is further
increased in response to gas injection, the edge density suddenly drops whilst the edge
electron temperature remains in the 10 eV range. This is the detached regime in which the
power is mostly radiated (85-95%). Detachment phase is generally followed by a radiative
limit disruption. A too high line-averaged density reference value is mostly at the origin of the
disruption either because of a bad estimate of the density threshold, or because of a sudden
decrease of the density threshold due to an unexpected loss of ICRH power coupling. If the
density threshold varies with the operating scenario, the edge electron temperature, on the
other hand, tends to stay constant around ~10 eV when the plasma moved to detachment
regime. Likewise, the behaviour of the ion current saturation at the roll over is qualitatively
reproducible. This particular edge properties has been used to improve plasma density control
as described in the section 3.
2.3

Measurement reliability issues

Edge temperature and density signals calculated in the Langmuir probe diagnostic unit are
then smoothed in the feedback algorithm using a sliding average method in order to reduce
the intrinsic probe measurement noise and the potentially ICRH induced one. The averaging
time window duration is of the order of the gas injection system time constant (-50 ms). The
probes are placed in isolated locations on different divertor neutraliser plates, so they are
subject to poloidal and toroidal asymmetries. Furthermore, temporal variations in the
magnetic equilibrium cause the flux deposition patterns to sweep over the probes. For
example, during current ramp-up, when the safety factor reaches 80-90% of its nominal value
for resonance with divertor, plasma begins to strike the divertor plates and the Langmuir
probes record the passage of several high-temperature spikes before the equilibrium is
reached. They corresponds to the deposition of hot flux tubes, fed directly by parallel
transport from hot plasma originating in the ergodic layer, as opposed to cold flux tubes fed
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by cross field diffusion and characterised by short connection length to the wall. To minimize
the influence of the ergodic structure of the edge, probes signals are averaged from two
carefully chosen probes.

3

Feedback control on edge parameters

Usually the gas injection is proportional to the instantaneous difference between a preprogrammed reference density and the measured density, with the system response controlled
by a pre-programmed multiplicative gain :

O(/) = G«4«U(0-«eW0]

(1)

At low density the fuelling efficiency, defined as the rate of increase of the central density
with respect to the gas injection rate, is very low in the range of 1%, due to the screening
property of the divertor. During density ramp-up, the fuelling efficiency abruptly increases
when the edge temperature comes close to -10 eV (up to 20%) as the ionisation mean free
path of the deuterium atoms through the cold edge increases [7]. If the gain waveform of the
feedback loop is not properly set, the large gas influx required to raise the density in the
beginning may lead at higher density to excessive core fuelling, uncontrolled density rise and
radiative limit disruption. Since the central density limit is very difficult to predict, this
method inexorably involves some trials and some disruptions when highly radiative regimes
are to be explored. Feedbacks on bolometry signals have been attempted in the past [8] but
Langmuir probes signals appear more promising to solve this problem.
3.1

Feedback on line-averaged density with security on edge temperature

The edge electron temperature is a good candidate to manage the problem of density limit
since its value at detachment is reproducible in many operating scenarios (10 eV±2 eV). A
simple modification of the feedback algorithm permits this feature to be used. When the high
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recycling regime is entered the usual gain is multiplied by an attenuation factor, as a function
of the temperature, in order to attenuate the gas injection as the fuelling efficiency increases
and to cut-off the gas injection when detachment is reached :

0(0 = Gn/t) ^S(T(t)) 4«eW(0 " »,W ) J

(2)

Above an upper threshold temperature Te\ the factor equals unity, so that the gas injection
proceeds normally. Between Te\ and a lower threshold temperature T&, the factor decreases
linearly according to
T-T

and below T& the gas flow is completely cut-off. Independently of the pre-programmed core
density reference value, the feedback loop is able to detect that the edge is too cold and stop
the gas injection, letting the pumps and the wall absorb some of the excess gas and thereby
move away from the density limit, returning and maintaining the high recycling regime which
is thought to be optimal. The experiment displayed on the Fig. 2 shows the ability of the
program to control the edge temperature and respond to unexpected events. The plasma
current is / p = 1.5 MA, the toroidal field Bj = 3.14 T and 1.5 MW of ICRH is requested. In
this typical scenario for ICRH power coupling, the security is switched on at t = 3 sec. At that
time, the edge temperature Te is below T& and gas injection is immediately stopped. When
ICRH power is coupled, the conducted power into the edge increases and Te slowly increases.
At ? = 4 s , the density reference is ramped up while the Te threshold reference values are
ramped down. The gas injection is still inhibited by the security until Te rises above a lower
threshold value. Then, Te is maintained between the two threshold values by attenuation
algorithm as the pre-programmed density value is actually far above the density limit. Despite
the loss of ICRH coupling when the plasma reaches detachment limit, the gas injection is
controlled and density limit disruption is avoided.
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3.2

Feedback on line-averaged density with security on the Degree of Detachment (DoD)

In deuterium discharges, once detachment begins, the edge temperature levels off and remains
independent of the core density and thus cannot be used to control detached plasmas. In
contrast, a sudden drop of the ion saturation current is observed. The dynamics of the ion
saturation current has been used to define the Degree of Detachment (DoD). Defined as the
ratio between a theoretical ion current, extrapolated to high density from the high recycling
regime, and the measured ion current:
£>aP= /sAT - SCALED

(4)

•'SAT.MEAS

the DoD equals unity in the high recycling and increases non-linearly during detachment. The
JET definition of the DoD is based on a simple two-points model that predicts /SAT = c <n^>2
for constant input power in the high recycling regime [9]. Such an expression is too sensitive
to be reliably applied in real time to experimental data, so we have decided to use a linear fit
of experimental data points in the high recycling regime to extrapolate /SAT above the highrecyling regime. The fitted ion current /SAT.FIT -fin^t) is calculated from the average value of
data points whose temperature lies between two predefined values Te\ and T& (13 eV and
18 eV for the examples shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) according to the following formula :

i<t&Tet<T,<Te2

The DoD is undefined until the temperature falls into this range and typically reaches values
between 2 and 2.5 at the density limit. Easily adapted for real time calculation, this method is
very robust since the computed value of the DoD is not too sensitive to the choice of Te\ and
Te2 as far as they corresponds to high recycling regime temperatures. Once the DoD is
defined, the security algorithm attenuates the gas flow at lower threshold DoDi and cuts off at
upper threshold D0D2. In Fig. 4, we report a shot for which the DoD was used to prevent a

disruption. In this ohmic discharge, the plasma current is / p = 1.4 MA and the toroidal field
Bj = 3.03 T, the threshold values for the security function are DoDi = 1.2 and D0D2 = 1.8. At
t- 5 s, a density ramp is requested and the gas injection increases driving the line averaged
density upwards and cooling the edge. At t ~ 6 s, the DoD is defined as Te enters the domain
of definition of the DoD. Half a second later, a spike in the DoD curve is observed
corresponding to the penetration of the fast scanning probe into a flux tube that is connected
to one measuring probe. At t ~ 7 s, the DoD rises and the characteristic increase of fuelling
efficiency that coincides with the beginning of detachment is clearly observed. The gas flow
is strongly attenuated by the DoD security algorithm and the system reaches an equilibrium.
The plasma is detached and controlled in a steady state.
3.3

Feedback on edge electron temperature with security on the DoD

Since the edge temperature appears to be a critical control parameter of the discharge it is
natural to use it for feedback control instead of line-averaged density :
O = GT{f)<r\TeMEJt)-

T ^(t)J

(6)

This has been performed successfully in a large number of shots in ohmic, ICRH heating, and
impurity seeded experiments with deuterium and helium plasmas. In the example shown on
the Fig. 5, a high current plasma, /p = 1.8 MA, is slowly driven from linear regime to
detachment. The edge temperature Te follows accurately its reference curve until plasma
begins to detach at t ~ 7.3 s. Then the DoD security comes to life and attenuates the gas flow
to keep plasma under control. The detached plasma is maintained during 0.5 s until current
ramp down when the transformer flux reserve is exhausted. It should be noted that the Te gain
has been cut off at t = 7.5 s which explains the absence of gas injection when the DoD drops
back below its higher threshold value.
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4

Discussion

The experiments reported here belong to the last campaign of the ergodic divertor in Tore
Supra (year 1999). The upgrade of the tokamak (CIEL project) which consists of the
installation of new first wall components, designed to sustain high power load in a steady
state (up to 15 MW of conducted power) is currently underway. Plasma-wall interactions will
take place at the so-called Toroidal Pumped Limiter (LPT) that is fully equipped with a set of
Langmuir probes [10]. As the edge physics in limiter mode is different to that of a divertor
mode, the feedback techniques presented here will not be relevant. However one can imagine
to control the incoming flux on the limiter tiles and neutraliser plates using real-time
Langmuir probe measurements, as a security, in complement to the infrared cameras. The
power load measured by the probes could be attenuated whenever it reaches design limit
values with an algorithm similar to the one we used for the DoD. In addition, in axisymmetric
divertor experiments, these feedback techniques on edge temperature and DoD could be
profitably implemented for ELM-free regime studies (RI modes, ITB) since the edge physics
is very similar [11].

5

Conclusion

The edge temperature measured by Langmuir probes has been identified as a reliable control
parameter of ergodic divertor discharges in Tore Supra. Independently of the level of impurity
radiation or additional heating power, the feedback algorithm detects the cooling of the edge
plasma that typically precedes a density limit disruption, and consequently attenuates the gas
injection. The degree of detachment has been used to maintain stable detached deuterium
plasmas close to the density limit. Finally, proportional feedback on edge temperature has
been applied to deuterium and helium discharges. These feedback techniques, extensively
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used as an operational tool during the ergodic divertor last campaign, have significantly
improved the efficiency of these experiments.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Principle of the Tore Supra plasma density control system and feedback loop that
could be used to control the gas injection by reacting upon the line-averaged density
(interferometry), the edge density and the edge temperature (Langmuir probes).

Fig. 2. Example of feedback control on line-averaged density with security on edge
temperature, (a) Plasma line-averaged density nel (central chord), pre-programmed nj
reference waveform (dashed line), and plasma current 7P as a function of time, (b) ICRH and
radiated power, (c) Measured edge temperature Te, pre-programmed temperature threshold Te\
and Te2 waveforms (dashed curves), gas injection <J> and gas flux that would have been
injected without Te security (dotted curve).

Fig. 3. Edge density regimes with ergodic divertor and Degree of Detachment (DoD)
definition. The ion saturation current density

JSAT

is traced as a function of line-averaged

density nj. The crosses are the data points used for the linear fit, they corresponds to data
points for which the edge temperature lies between 13 eV and 18 eV.

Fig. 4. Application of the security on the Degree of Detachment (DoD). (a) Plasma lineaveraged density nj (central chord), pre-programmed nj reference waveform (dashed curve),
and plasma current 7P as a function of time, (b) DoD (computed from measurements), preprogrammed threshold DoDi and D0D2 waveforms (dashed curves), gas injection 4> and gas
flux that would have been injected without DoD security (dotted curve).
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Fig. 5. Example of feedback control on edge temperature with security on DoD in an ohmic
discharges at high current (1.8 MA), (a) Plasma line-averaged density nel (central chord) and
plasma current / p as a function of time, (d) Edge temperature, pre-programmed edge
temperature reference waveform (dashed curve), and proportional gain of the feedback loop
(c) DoD, pre-programmed threshold D0D1 and D0D2 waveforms, gas injection G> and gas flux
that would have been injected without DoD security (dotted curve).
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Abstract
Two alternative schemes to distribute the energy flux over larger surfaces are proposed and
tested at Tore Supra, i) A good sharing of the energy flux to the pump limiter and the ergodic
divertor is achieved at a reduced stochasticity. ii) The operation at highest densities with the
plasma leaning on the high field side is characterised by the same screening properties and
achievable densities as for the standard operation. The results indicate that an efficient heat
reduction and screening of impurities can be reached under ergodic divertor operation. These
experiments have partly been carried out in order to test special aspects of the dynamic
ergodic divertor at TEXTOR.

1. Introduction

The ergodic divertor produces a series of resonant radial magnetic perturbations at the plasma
edge [1,2,3]. This configuration is intended to spread out the energy flux over a large surface
to increase the performance capability of the tokamak. However, it was found that regions of
high heat flux evolve during the operation of the ergodic divertor. These regions can be
related to the so-called laminar flow, where the parallel transport is the dominant feature [4].
Therefore, the standard configuration of the ergodic divertor at Tore Supra is such that the
energy flux is channelled to high heat flux components. These neutraliser plates are included
in the ergodic divertor coils. The operation under these conditions is consistent with the
requirement to screen out the wall outflow of particles by the use of a divertor, and to offer
the possibility to optimise a radiative layer.

' Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 2461 61 3903; fax: +49 2461 61 3331; e-mail: g.mank@fz-juelich.de.
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The dynamic ergodic divertor (DED) at TEXTOR-94 [5] will try to overcome the problem of
the directed heat flow by rotating the perturbation field at different frequencies. In view of the
DED experiment two alternative configurations of the ergodic divertor of Tore Supra have
been investigated both theoretically and experimentally.

The paper is divided in two sections, each describing one possible alternative scheme. The
first following chapter will describe a configuration which can be achieved by choosing a new
operating window. The second part will describe a "TEXTOR-DED" operation like regime
which has been tested at Tore Supra.

2.1. Sharing of the energy fluxes to the ergodic divertor and limiter

A detailed description of the Tore Supra ergodic divertor is given in [6,7,8,9]. Six equally
spaced toroidal octopolar coils are used to create the perturbation field. The perturbed
magnetic field is characterised by the stochastic behaviour [10]. This can be best understood
by the use of the Chirikov parameter , o, which describes the island overlap as a measure of
stochasticity [11].During the plasma current ramp-up-phase, the Chirikov parameter will
change depending on the chosen conditions for the ergodic divertor current, magnetic field,
and plasma current. The local Chirikov parameter depends on the plasma positioning. Figure
1 shows the Chirikov parameter versus the safety factor q at the edge. During the ramp up
phase of the plasma current the q decreases, and as the ergodic divertor is turned on, the
Chirikov parameter changes depending on the plasma current. The change between limiter
configuration and ergodic divertor configuration is reached at qed e = 3.8. At this time the
Chirikov parameter is one at the plasma edge. By the further increase of the plasma current
the magnetic islands which are centered at the resonant surfaces overlap up to a Chirikov
parameter of 4. These operation conditions are reached at qed e = 3.2 . A further increase leads
to a reduction of o.

The change of the operation condition has direct impact on the heat load pattern of the plasma
facing components and the influx of impurities [12]. Under some experimental conditions the
edge diagnostic can test the different features of the ergodization. In particular the size of the
heat flux structures e.g. due to the laminar flow [13] can be measured with infra redthermography. We have chosen to analyse the resulting heat load pattern on the outboard
pump limiter (OPL)[14]. Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the temperature increase on
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one leading edge of the outboard pump limiter. The poloidal extension of the OPL is marked
on the left side of figure 2b by a black line. The equatorial plane is indicated by the horizontal
dashed line. The false colour picture shows the temperature distribution on the leading edge.
The movable module has been inserted to R=3.12 m, which is 5 cm in front of the ergodic
divertor module. First, the plasma is in limiter configuration as it can be noticed by the
highest temperatures in the middle of the OPL. After 2 seconds a change in the pattern is
noticed and after 3 seconds the highest temperatures can be found below the midplane of the
limiter. Figure 2a shows the highest temperatures on the OPL during the first 3.5 seconds of
the discharge. With increasing plasma current Ip and increasing density the temperature
increases. The ergodic divertor current IED is set to 38 kA for this discharge and is turned on at
Is. After 2 seconds the maximum temperature decreases and the pattern is much more
irregular. When the final operation conditions are reached at 3 seconds, the maximum
temperature rises again. The operation window between 2 and 3 seconds may be of interest
for future experiments at other tokamaks, as a better sharing of the heat load is observed at
this time.

The variation of the heat load can be understood by analysing the location of the o = 1
surface, depending on qedge- For an easier comparison the time scale for the above evaluated
discharge is included in figure 3. Up to 2 seconds (qedge u3.8) we find that the plasma is still
in limiter configuration. But a further feature can be noticed: between qede u5.5 and
qede u3.8 the ergodization takes place in the inner part of the plasma as marked by the
shaded area. If any plasma facing component (PFC), like the OPL positioned for this
experiment at /?=3.12 m, is inside this region the ergodic zone touches the surface and a
higher diffusion of impurities is possible. Indeed an increase of Ze^is noticed between 1.5 and
2.1 seconds. This increase results e.g. from iron which can be found in. the holding structure
of the OPL. However, other PFC's, as e.g. the ICRH antennas, can be also responsible for the
increase of the impurities if the OPL is retracted. At qede u3.8 the ergodic zone breaks up
and a more uniform heat load can be observed. It has to be noted that this is not the usual
operating regime of Tore Supra, as the overlap of the magnetic islands is not at its optimum.
The heat load structure is more difficult to understand and the zones of high heat load can
switch to other parts of the OPL if there is only a small change in the plasma current. This
configuration may open an alternative scheme for the TEXTOR-DED where the ALT-II
toroidal belt limiter is the main PFC. Furthermore, it is found out that the pump-rate of the
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OPL increases during this time which is advantageous for the particle control of the discharge
[15]. However the time resolution of the total pumping system is not high enough to correlate
the pump-rate directly with qedge.

2.2. Heat load control on the high field side limiter

A variety of plasma properties can be influenced by the presence of islands and/or stochastic
layers [16]. Of main interest in the context of this investigation is the plasma detachment, the
properties of MARFEs and their onset, and the edge radiation profile. It has been shown that
MARFEs can be triggered by magnetic islands and stochastic layers. They can be used as a
method of protecting the strike point region of a divertor from thermal overload [17]. The
possibility to transfer this to the future TEXTOR-DED has been tested at Tore Supra.

The operation configuration of the ergodic divertor at Tore Supra has been chosen for this
experiment in such a way that main features have similarities to the TEXTOR-DED magnetic
configuration. The plasma is limited by the toroidal limiter located on the high field side at a
major radius R=1.56 m. This is similar to a possible operation scheme at TEXTOR where the
curved divertor tiles on the high field will be used as plasma limiting elements. The divertor
current at Tore Supra is chosen to 45 kA for this experiment. In this case a Chirikov
parameter of about 3 is achieved on the surface tangent to the inner limiter. A qed e u 3 is
maintained on this surface by reducing the toroidal field to BT =1.5 Tesla. The dependence
of the Chirokov parameter and the qedge versus the gap gED of the ergodic layer to the surface
of the ergodic coils is shown in figure 4. The gap gED =3.17-(/? + <?) [m] with R as major
and a as minor radius can be varied by a different positioning of the plasma. If the gap is
increased the parallel heat flow to the divertor is reduced. For the experiments performed the
parallel heat flux Q is less than 0.1 MW/m2 ensuring a decoupling with the ergodic divertor
coils.
For a constant R - 2.32 m a density ramp has been performed. The edge temperature is
controlled not to be less than Te = lOeV to prevent a disruption during the density ramp phase
[18,19]. The plasma detaches at a Greenwald number nGWjne

0

= 0.8, where

n<3W

= Ip/m2

in

units 1020 m3 (plasma current Ip in MA, a in m, ~ne o is the line averaged density). For this
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discharge Zeff decreases from 4 at nGIV/ne0 = 0.3 to 1.8 at the highest achievable density. For
a plasma shift to the high field side and the full perturbation current (45 kA) the Chirikov
parameter has about the same minor radius distribution as the one for a normal plasma
position and / £ £ ) =18 kA. A density ramp which is performed for this condition is
characterised by the same screening properties and density limit.

If the plasma is positioned against the high field side the laminar flow region will be observed
by the Ha emission originating from recycling hydrogen on the bumper limiter [4, 12]. These
structures can be observed by the tangential CCD camera for high density operation and
detached plasma and for optimised ergodic divertor conditions if the recycling is sufficiently
high. The width of the laminar zone changes depending on the positioning of the plasma
relative to the ergodic coils. Figure 5 shows an analysis following the discussion in [4]: in this
qualitative model the emission is taken constantly along the flux tubes connected to the border
of the ergodic zone with a homogeneous neutral density. The H a light reveals the structure
where the transport is of laminar type. The pattern is a footprint of the magnetic connection in
co- and counter-direction to the ergodic zone and does not show a magnetic island structure.
The width Ax of the pattern depends on the positioning of the plasma. If the plasma is in the
center position (major radius with respect to the ergodic zone Rde=2.365 m) the experimental
width is about 0.045 m. The plasma is moved to the high field side, thus the radius of the
plasma decreases and the center location with respect to the ergodic zone decreases. The gap
between the ergodic zone and the divertor increases as given by the triangular symbols. In
total the width of the laminar zone shrinks if the Chirikov parameter on the minor radius is
kept constant by increasing the divertor current. The measured value Ax=0.028 m at
Rde u2.325 m agrees well again with the model.

2.3. Application to the TEXTOR-DED

At TEXTOR the ergodic coils will be mounted on the high field side of the torus. The coils
are covered by curved carbon tiles which are located at a minor plasma radius of r=47.5 cm.
The surface of the toroidal pump limiter ALT-II [20] is located at r=46 cm 45° below the
equatorial midplane and, unlike in the case of Tore Supra, the limiter can not be moved
further out of the plasma volume. The resonance layer at TEXTOR will be at r=42 cm for
optimum ergodization. According to the results at Tore Supra channels of high heat and
particle flux will be directed towards the belt limiter.
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2.3.1. Heat spread and pumping

Particle recycling and heat deposition are very sensitive to the laminar transport which will be
dominant at TEXTOR [21,22]. Therefore, an alternative as proposed in this paper may be
useful to increase the region of high heat flux. Furthermore, gas fuelling at lower levels of
ergodization should be easier and pumping with the toroidally more uniformly located ALT-II
limiter might be better. Both properties are found at Tore Supra for the period between the
limiter configuration and the full ergodization.

2.3.2. High density operation at TEXTOR-DED

The second scheme is similar to that of the TEXTOR-DED. The plasma is limited by the
inner bumper limiter, and the parallel heat flow to the divertor coils on the low field side is
reduced. It has to be noted that densities well above the Greenwald density have been reached
at TEXTOR for additional heated discharges [23] and for radiative improved (RI) mode
discharges [24]. The operation of RI mode discharges together with the improved radiation
pattern due to the application of the ergodic divertor is of major interest for the TEXTORDED.

If the density is further increased and the plasma detaches, the heat load on the high field side
limiter will be reduced by a factor of 4 and the heat flux will be distributed more uniformly.
This configuration is repeated with an inserted outboard pump limiter coming close to the
experimental set up at TEXTOR. Again it should be noted that at TEXTOR-94 the MARFE
formation could be stabilised by the use of additional heating [25,26], and consequently the
use of the TEXTOR-DED might open new possibilities of operation.

3. Summary

Two alternative schemes of power deposition during ergodic divertor operation on Tore Supra
have been presented. It is possible to distribute the heat load on the toroidal limiter at Tore
Supra more uniformly under a condition of reduced Chirikov parameter and reduced
stochasticity. This scheme may be an alternative to the rotating perturbation fields which will
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be applied for the dynamic ergodic divertor at TEXTOR. Strong screening of heavy
impurities has been observed at this operation condition. The second scheme opens the
possibility of high density operation at TEXTOR without using the external fuelling by pellet
injection.

Both results show that efficient reduction of heat deposition can be achieved at the dynamic
ergodic divertor of TEXTOR. These operation regimes can be coupled with the dynamic
aspect and can help to keep improving the experiments on radiative edges at TEXTOR.
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Figure captions

Figure 1: Chirikov parameter a versus the safety factor qedge at the edge for the usual
operating conditions at Tore Supra.

Figure 2: a) Maximum temperature on the outboard pump limiter, depending on the plasma
current Ip and the divertor current IEDb) Two dimensional false colour picture of the time dependence of the temperature increase
on one edge of the outboard pump limiter. The temperature scale is from 100° C to 500° C.
The poloidal extension of the outboard pump limiter is marked by a vertical bar, the
equatorial midplane by a horizontal line..

Figure 3: Radial location of the Chirikov parameter a = 1 versus qedge-

Figure 4: The Chirokov parameter and the qedge versus the gap gED of the ergodic layer to the
surface of the ergodic coils. The gap gED = 3.17 - (R + a) (R major and a minor radius) is
varied by different positioning of the plasma. The parallel heat flow Q\\ drops with increasing
gapFigure 5: The width of the laminar zone (cirles) decreases with reduced mayor plasma radius
Rde and increasing distance to the ergodic divertor modules (triangles). Experimental values
are given by rectangular symbols.
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Abstract
Poloidal impurity emission profiles measured with the Tore Supra
grazing incidence duochromator exhibit a complex spatial structure during
ergodic divertor operation with an outboard poloidal guard limiter. Previous
measurements with inboard-wall limited plasmas have shown that these profiles
give important information about the ergodic field structure, so the contribution
of local neon recycling from the limiter to the measured signal has been
modelled to discriminate the limiter-induced plume from core transport effects.
The BBQ 3-D scrape-off layer code calculates the asymmetric contribution and
MIST 1-D simulation gives the symmetric part. A systematic increase is
observed in the decay rate of neon emission after injection as the ergodic
divertor strength is increased. The calculations permit identification of the
limiter plume contribution to the profile structure, and, with this identification,
the effect of the divertor to enhance impurity efflux can be seen from the decay
data.
1. Introduction
In addition to the fundamental importance of helium transport and
exhaust, the detailed particle balance of recycling impurities advanced scenarios
using neon, argon and krypton to ameliorate high heat fluxes in future reactors is
being explored on several machines. A workable advanced tokamak radiative
scenario will require efficient impurity cleansing from the core, and an efficient
use of extrinsically injected radiating impurities. The utility of advanced
tokamak scenarios, such as internal barrier plasmas, may be limited by increased
particle confinement, which has negative implications for helium exhaust in
reactors [1]. The transition to improved confinement regimes encompasses both
reduction in core transport and changes in scrape-off layer transport. Thus the

delineation of the relative contributions of improved scrape-off layer screening
versus reduced core diffusivity is an important issue.
As part of a Tore Supra campaign to prepare for strong radiation
experiments, systematic poloidally-resolved spatial profiles of neon impurity
emission were obtained using a grazing incidence VUV duochromator [2]. The
experiments were carried out in ohmic conditions, and were primarily intended
to study screening of relatively small amounts of injected neon, not to optimise
the radiation. For these preparatory experiments the Tore Supra low-field side
ergodic divertor was used, at varying strength, and the outboard poloidal limiter
was placed in advance of the divertor, to reduce divertor heat flux
The conventional assumption in core impurity transport modelling is that
the impurity sources at the edge enter as neutral impurities. In fact, especially on
larger tokamaks, impurities are multiply ionised as they enter the core region,
and they are distributed poloidally and toroidally. The presence of the guard
limiter in these experiments, located relatively near to the duochromator,
provides a potentially traceable local source of impurities in the scrape-off layer
whose interaction with core transport can be studied.
We first describe the physical layout of the duochromator and the space
and time dependence of the profiles, which were observed during a scan in
ergodic divertor current. We then proceed to analyse the components of the
complex duochromator profiles, describing the part due to symmetric emission
from the core using the MIST radial impurity transport code and the asymmetric
part, describing the scrape-off layer impurity ion source, with the BBQ scrapeoff layer impurity transport code. The comparison of the model with the
observed signal is then made. The comparison allows an interpretation of the
components, and the discrimination of scrape-off layer and core components.
The systematic variation of these components as the ergodic divertor current is
scanned allows us to assess the impurity cleaning effects for the ergodic
divertor.
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2. Experimental conditions and duochromator data
The duochromator scans the plasma cross section poloidally, from the
equator past the tangency radius of the emitting impurities [Fig. la]. The
outboard limiter, which was positioned 5 cm in advance of the divertor radius
for the experiments to be analysed, is located in the same toroidal port as the
duochromator, and is also situated on the outboard mid-plane [Fig. lb].
With ergodic divertor operation the duochromator signal is complex,
showing both the familiar, Abel-invertible annular peak near the tangency
radius, where the chords intersect the plasma flux surface with the peak density
of the ion in question and a second significant peak near the equator. Figure 2a
shows the poloidal emissivity distributions for NelV, V, VII and VIII for fixed
ergodic divertor current at fixed electron density (<ne>=2 1019 m"3, IDE = 45
kA.). The higher charge states have a larger equator peak, and the annular peak
moves systematically inward, with fixed amplitude, for higher impurity charge,
moving as expected toward regions of higher electron temperature. Figure 2b
shows the signal as the ergodic divertor current varies from zero to the
maximum value of 45 kA. The strength of these peak signals also shows
systematic variation. Elucidation of the behaviour of the equator peak is one of
the objectives of the simulation.
The duochromator signals have a slow decay after injection, due to
residual background turbo-molecular pumping, and this can be used to provide
impurity decay estimates (t1/e). Figure 3a shows the decay of the equator and
tangency peak features for NeVII emission, with <ne>=3 1019 m"3 and a variation
in divertor current strength IDE from 0 to 45 kA. The decay rates show a
systematic increase with IDE for the equator component, possibly due to an
increasing total efflux of neon to the limiter. The tangency peak decay is similar
for all values of IDE- Figure 3b shows the variation of the (possibly limiterinfluenced) equator peak with ion charge for fixed divertor current, showing
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here also a systematic increase in the efflux, this time for increasing ion charge.
This would mean that the equator peak is a measure of the increased impurity
efflux for more highly charged (thus hotter) ions in the periphery, which can
leave the plasma on the ergodised field lines. If this interpretation is correct, the
duochromator signal is a characteristic of the limiter recycling source. Before
this identification is possible, however, the origin of the equator peak has to be
identified. We must separately consider the axi-symmetric and the asymmetric
contributions to the measurement, then discuss the relative magnitudes of the
components.

3. Scrape-off layer and core simulation
To simulate the poloidal impurity emission profiles, a combination of 1D radial, flux-surface averaged impurity transport with 3-D scrape-off layer
impurity transport has been used. The symmetric contribution is found by
matching MIST [3] radial impurity transport calculations with data. The
measured Te and ne radial and time-dependent profiles from Thomson scattering
are used, and edge profiles (in the region p>0.86, where Thomson measurements
are not available) are estimated from ECE measurements of the variation of edge
Te with IDE which have been made by M. Becoulet [4]. The MIST calculation
was validated with a case in which relative charge-exchange recombination
(CXS) profiles for both carbon and neon is available [5]. This allows the
determination of the anomalous diffusivity and pinch velocity for the case with
the strongest ergodic divertor current (IDE = 45 kA). For this case, the MIST
time-dependent analysis uses the anomalous diffusion coefficient DAnom= 0.335
m2/s for p = 0.0 - 0.75, and DAnOm = 1 m2/s for p > 0.75; the inward pinch
velocity VAnom increases from 0 to 240 m/s for 0 < p < 0.75, and VAnom - 240
m/s for p > 0.75. The rise in DAnom and VAnom for p > 0.75 is reduced linearly as
the divertor current decreases. The MIST validation case compares the carbon
and neon content from the CXS measurements with the absolute emission from
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the 33.4 A CVI Lya line, the 40.27 A and 40.73 A CV R and I lines, the 18.97
A OVIII Lya line, and the NeX 12.1 A Lya line (seen in the second order); the
absolute intensities of all these lines have been simultaneously measured by an
extreme grazing incidence soft x-ray spectrometer. The carbon and oxygen
contributions to the total radiation are matched before neon injection, and the
incremental radiation due to neon injection is matched using radiation rates from
the ADAS database.
Using these transport parameters, the core neon density evolution in
discharges for an ergodic divertor current scan has been simulated using MIST
to calculate, in parallel, the oxygen, carbon and neon space- and time-dependent
evolution. The total radiation from each species is then added to match the
observed level in these shots. The resulting neon emissivity measured by the
duochromator is evaluated using photon emission coefficients

recently

calculated by Fournier et al [6]. This gives the axially symmetric contribution to
the duochromator signal.
The MIST calculations also use an improved boundary condition, in that
impurity influxes are not treated as neutral carbon, oxygen and neon but a
distribution of ion charge states entering the core plasma is assumed. This
distribution is found from 3-D scrape-off layer calculations, which are described
next. The BBQ SOL transport code [7] is used to calculate the poloidally and
toroidally asymmetric contribution to the duochromator signal due to recycling.
Starting from an assumed flux recycled impurity neutrals, the scrape-off layer
transport code follows the impurities as they are emitted from the limiter (with
an energy distribution determined in part from TRIM reflection coefficients [8]),
and undergo transport and ionisation to higher charge states in the scrape-off
layer. The particle tracking is stopped when they have penetrated 1 cm into the
core plasma, and the resulting fluxes, charge distributions, and poloidal
distributions are used as input to the MIST calculations. The asymmetric
contributions to the emissivity for the neon ion charge states measured by the

duochromator are calculated using the BBQ distribution of ion densities n z

(k)

(r,

G, O) (k=ion, r=radius, 0=poloidal angle, O=toroidal angle) to integrate over
the duochromator sight lines, using the photon emission coefficients for the
relevant line from [6].
Since both the MIST and the BBQ contributions to the signal are
proportional to the same quantity (the recycling flux at the outboard limiter) the
relative scale of the symmetric and asymmetric contribution to the duochromator
signal is thus fixed.

4. Simulation of the duochromator signal
The asymmetric contribution due to neon recycling from the limiter is
peaked at the equator, but the resulting contribution to the duochromator signal
is slightly shifted from the zero in poloidal angle because of the toroidal
displacement of the duochromator with respect to the limiter and the resulting
rotation of magnetic field lines. Figure 4 (a-b) shows the resulting match
between the MIST/BBQ model and the data for Te-dependent (An=l) lines of
NeVII and NeVIII for shot 21982. The MIST/BBQ predicted composite signal
for the relevant line is compared with the measured profile. The agreement is
reasonable and allows the interpretation of the equator peak as due to recycling
from the nearby limiter.
This comparison does not follow the detailed structure of the ergodic
field in this region, and it is expected that detailed 'fine structure' in the poloidal
profiles is an indicator of the ergodic field variation. This was found in the
earlier case of inner wall-limited plasmas in Tore Supra [2], and will be the
subject of future study.

5. Conclusions
The use of the duochromator signals for impurity transport studies is thus
justified, since the edge recycling from the outboard limiter is a plausible source
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for the equator feature. The signal from the equator peak is thus indicative of the
total efflux from the core plasma, and comparison with other core data should
provide useful information about the relation between core and edge
confinement. Thus, the systematic decrease seen in the duochromator decay
times with increasing divertor current (Fig. 3a) can be interpreted as the
response of the total impurity efflux. Similarly, the increase in the equator peak
with increasing divertor current (Fig.2b) is a reflection of the enhanced edge
recycling caused by the ergodic layer. The core confinement, by contrast, is
relatively unchanged as the divertor current is increased (Fig. 3a). Thus the
ergodic layer may play a role similar to that of ELMs in axi-symmetric divertor
experiments.
The VflST/BBQ model is thus able to provide both a qualitative and, in
some cases, a quantitative prediction of the duochromator signals.
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Figures
1. (a) Poloidal geometry of the duochromator, (b) toroidal geometry of the
duochromator
2. Measured duochromator poloidal profiles: (a) dependence on ion charge with
fixed divertor current, (b) variation of NeVII emission profile with divertor
current
3. Time decay of equator and tangency peaks (a) with a scan in divertor current,
and (b) variation of the equator peak with ion charge at fixed divertor current
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(top), measured signal decay for different ion charge, and (bottom) variation of
the inferred 1/e decay time with ion charge.
4. Comparison of MIST/BBQ model with NeVII and VIII signals for the IDE =
45 kA case.
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Abstract
The magnetic deflection of field lines to dedicated wall components in the ergodic divertor of Tore Supra
generates complex patterns of power deposition. In this paper we analyze the energy flux deposition on
neutralizer plates as measured by infrared cameras and Langmuir probes. Three derived features will be
discussed : (1) the energy deposition during helium shots is as much as twice that for deuterium shots, for a
given input power level. (2) The sheath heat transmission factor, deduced experimentally by comparison
between probe and infrared measurements, increases with input power independently of the working gas from ~
7,5 ( PTOT = 1 MW) to ~ 10-11 (for P TO T = 5 MW). In ohmic discharges, the standard value of 7 is recovered

except specific cases in helium where y can decrease to 2 or 3. (3) These anomalous values put in doubt the
validity of edge temperature measurements in detached plasmas and have led to the development of a promising
"infrared" degree of detachment.

Keywords : Parallel heat flux, Ergodic divertor, Plasma sheath heat transmission factor, Degree of detachment

1.

Introduction

For the design of the next-generation fusion devices, it is critical to estimate and to control heat loads to the
objects in contact with the plasma, such as limiters and divertor neutralizer plates. In Tore Supra, the ergodic
divertor configuration generates specific patterns of power deposition and allows better control energy and
particle deposition [1]. A crucial point is the dependence of heat deposition patterns on the discharge parameters
(total input power, density, radiation...). These parameters affect the energy flux arriving at the surface and
hence act on the sputtering suffered by the divertor target. The magnetic configuration at the plasma edge
induced by the ergodic divertor results in a significant reduction of the parallel heat flux on the target plates [1],
giving the opportunity to perform discharges at high input power level. This paper concentrates on experimental
investigation of energy flux onto the target plates with a survey of the influence of additional power and a
comparison between working gases (helium and deuterium). The effects of auxiliary heating on the edge density
regimes are discussed in section 2. After a description of the dedicated diagnostics used to measure the heat flux
deposition, section 3 is devoted to the study of heat flux impinging onto the target plates. Section 4 is dedicated
to the discussion of the plasma sheath heat transmission factor, with a comparison between experimental and
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standard modelling. Based on a simple model, an "infrared" degree of detachment is defined providing a
powerful tool with a view to characterize the considered regime (attached - detached) independently of the
magnetic configuration in all divertor discharges. The resulting analysis is addressed in section 5. Finally, in
section 6, we review the conclusions.

2.

Effect of auxiliary heating on edge density regimes.

In the following sections, the reported results have been obtained when the optimum resonant magnetic
equilibrium was established (safety factor qedge~3, plasma current Ip = 1.45 MA and toroidal field B, = 3.2 T).
Experiments have been performed without active pumping (outboard pumped limiter position = 3.18 m, behind
the front face of the divertor) in order to consider the divertor main effects [2]. Edge plasma parameters have
been modified using up to 4 MW of Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH), and by changing the working gas
(helium and deuterium). Density scans are systematically considered for the reported experiments.
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TS 27664 P|CRH = 0.8 MW
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TS 27669

Fig. 1. Density at the neutralizer
plate as a function of the volume
average
density
(deuterium
discharges)
for different ICRH
heating levels.
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Figure 1 gives the evolution of the edge density (rie edge) versus the volume averaged density for deuterium
discharges, rie edge is measured by Langmuir probes mounted on the target plates. The first two classical density
regimes (sheath-limited, high recycling, [3]) are observed : a linear variation of ne cdge for <ne> lower than 2 x
1019 m"3 and then a nearly quadratic dependence for larger <ne> as schematically shown in Fig. 1. At high input
power level, large sawteeth appear leading to strong oscillations of the edge density. From the resulting edge
electron temperature Te edge, a clear shift to high volume density with increasing power level is recorded, Fig 2.
The edge temperature is also strongly affected by sawteeth. In contrast to ohmic shots, the coupling of the ICRH
wave to the edge plasma requires an attached plasma [4], Furthermore, when the power rises, the working
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volume density is widening. Similar experiments have been performed in "pure" helium and the edge plasma
(ne edge, Te_edge) exhibits the same behaviours than deuterium (at higher volume density level).
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Fig. 2. Electron temperature at the
neutralizer plate as a function of the
volume average density (deuterium
discharges)
for different ICRH
heating levels.
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3.

Parallel heat flux

The energy flowing to the divertor target plates can be determined by two different diagnostics on Tore Supra.
Fourteen Langmuir probes are installed on the divertor plates at different poloidal and toroidal locations [5].
Thermographic measurements viewing these neutralizer plates can also be performed simultaneously using 3
high resolution infrared cameras located at 120° toroidal sectors. The target plates are made of copper, actively
cooled and coated with boron carbide (B4C).
The parallel heat flux at the plate deduced from probe measurements can be written :
Q//Probe = Y T/zTeedee

(1)

where y is the sheath heat transmission factor and Yn the parallel ion flux. The standard sheath theory yields y = 7
for deuterium plasma with T, =Te, [3]. It is a key parameter for the modelling since it determines the boundary
conditions for the fluid equations. Section 4 is devoted to this quantity.
The heat flux deduced from infrared measurements can be calculated from the surface temperature :
(2)
es>(. sin a

where AT is the surface temperature variation of the plate, X,B4c m e thermal conductivity (1,5 W/m/K), eB4c the
target plate B4C coating thickness (200 um) and a the incidence angle between the field line and the neutralizer
plate. We assume that the surface temperature responds instantly to temporal variations of incident heat flux. The
time constant of the boron carbide layer is about 5 ms. The IR camera has 20 ms temporal resolution.
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Figure 3 represents the evolution of the mean heat flux (averaged value during the ICRH pulse) as a function of
the total input power
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Fig. 3. Infrared mean parallel heat
flux as a function of total input
power for helium shots (circle) and
deuterium shots (triangle).
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An increase is observed for both gases but it is much higher in helium than in deuterium, the mean level of the
flux being larger by nearly a factor 2 over the power range. This behaviour can be attributed to a better particle
screening effect in deuterium which is one of the most important effects which results from the use of the
ergodic divertor [6], [7]. The neutral density is certainly different and should be taken into account. Presumably,
the radiated power greater in deuterium than in helium plays here a role. But it is difficult to estimate this power
when auxiliary heating is applied [8], [9]. The role of the radiation needs to be investigated further, but is beyond
the scope of this paper.

4.

Plasma sheath heat transmission factor

From equation (1), it can be seen that the sheath heat transmission factor y plays an important role in terms of
thermal exchange between ions and electrons in the sheath. This factor has been investigated under different
approaches and has provided results for a long time [10]. The sheath potential affects the energy flux arriving at
the surface and hence contributes to the sputtering yield of impurities [11]. In Tore Supra, the correlation
between the heat flux deduced from Langmuir probes and infrared measurements allows one to determine an
experimental value of this factor :
Yexp = Q// Infrared I f// Te_edge

(3)

As illustrated on figure 4, a typical increase of yexp from ~ 7.5 to ~ 10-11 respectively for Pt01 ~ 1 to 5 MW is
observed with the total input power independently of the working gas. Such high values of yexp for auxiliary
heated discharges can be interpreted by a T< / Te ratio around 2-3 as discussed later in this section.
The increase in the size of the error bars at high input power is due to sawtooth activity.
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The mixed discharges (He/D2) show similar evolutions than deuterium discharges. Nevertheless, some ohmic
shots in "pure" helium contrast with classic results. The involved evolution is shown on figure 5 where yexp is
plotted as a function of T e e d g e for one characteristic shot in "pure" D2 and one shot in "pure" He. If, for D2 yexp
remains close to 7 over the all Te edge range, for He, yexp as low as 2 or 3 for low edge temperature, Te ~ 10 eV
(<n e >~ 6.1019m"3) are obtained. From Te ~ 15 eV to ~ 30 eV, a linear increase of yexp is observed while for
higher temperature, Te ~ 30 - 50 eV (<n,.> ~ 4 1019 m~3), the standard value of y ~ 7 is recovered.
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Such low values (-2-3) have already been observed on DIII-D without specified clear experimental conditions
neither dominating explanation [12], [13]. While the high values might be expected as a result of an elevated ion
temperature, values of y below 7 are more difficult to explain [3], [12]. From a theoretical point of view, the
complete expression of the floating potential can be written including the contribution of the charge and the
isentropic exponent u [14], [15]:
^ = 0 . 5 In

(4)

where m^, m,., Tj and Te are the ion and electron masses and temperatures respectively.

\x is a function related to the thermodynamic properties of the plasma and is linked to the number of degrees of
freedom for a given plasma species. Specific expressions are valid in different regimes of collisionality : u=5/3
for high collisionality regime, u=3 for the collisionless regime and 5/3<u<3 for intermediate regimes [16]. Z is
the charge and 8e the secondary electron emission coefficient.
Finally, the sheath heat transmission factor is :
y= 2

1

\-S.

--w

(5)

ZT

Figure 6 shows the evolutions of y as a function of the ion/electron temperature ratio, Z and 5e (the mass ratio has
a very weak influence). The proposed theory does not lead to values as low as experimentally obtained. The
lower predicted values are established to ~5 for Tj«T c . From figure 6, one can see that the influence of the
secondary electron emission coefficient is weak in contrast to the temperature ratio. Furthermore, it implies that
high values of y would correspond to a temperature ratio greater than 1 at the edge when auxiliary heating is
applied in contrast to the T, / Te around 1 in ohmic case.
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The analysis leads to different possible explanations for the low values recorded for yexp. One of these
explanations could be related to an overestimation of the electron temperature given by the Langmuir probes.
Langmuir probe measurements are based on the assumption of a Maxwellian electron distribution. An energetic
electron tail can affect the value of the sheath potential. The non-Maxwellian tail can significantly affect plasma
diagnostics, parallel heat fluxes, plasma-neutral and plasma-impurities interactions. This tail of electrons can
result in an overestimate of the temperature by probes by at least a factor 2 [17]. An alternative explanation is the
role played by the momentum-changing collisions (elastic scattering and charge-exchange collisions) of the
plasma ions with neutral gas. These collisions reduce the ion energy by transferring it to the neutral gas. Since
the plasma ions arrive at the wall with lower energy, the power transmission factor is reduced [13]. However, the

impact of the collisions is not strong enough to explain by it such values [18]. Obviously, a combination of the
latter effects is probable.

5.

"Infrared" degree of detachment

Feedback algorithms using edge measurements to control the gas injection into the discharge have long played
an important role in Tore Supra, [19]. The density limit in deuterium discharges is preceded by detachment and
a MARFE-like phenomenon. On Tore Supra, the detachment signature is usually characterised by a fall of the
edge temperature below 10 eV. All the feedback algorithms discussed here define an empirical degree of
detachment, [20]. Two methods of defining detachment already exist on Tore Supra : one based on local
measurements obtained with the Langmuir probes [21] and one using integrated measurements from edge
bolometry [22]. Nevertheless the technological and operational constraints are stressed by the doubts concerning
the interpretation of some probe temperature measurements. The present study proposes a third way able to
qualify the detachment. The model used here is based on the variation of the parallel heat flux on the plate
derived from the infrared signals (when the detachment occurs, the energy flux on the plate vanishes). The
procedure to calculate the heat flux on the surface is based on the resolving of the heat conduction equation :
.

-

(?)

dt
where p(T) is the B4C volume density, c(T) the heat capacity and K(T) the heat conduction coefficient.
The resolution of equation 7, using a numerical solution of a differential equation for 1-D heat transport into a
semi-infinite solid, leads to the time dependence of the heat flux deposition expressed as :
dz
\(TS (t) - Ts(r))
+ 2r" 2 (Ts (t) - Ts (0))
&•(') = -

(8)

where Ts is the surface temperature.
The different detachment criteria are displayed on Fig. 7 as a function of the time for a shot with a feedback
control on the Dod (deduced from the probes) with the gas injection.
For the attached regime, the infrared Dod remains very close to 1. At the time of detachment, the Dod increases
clearly. As illustrated on the figure, the comparison between the different curves shows a quite good agreement.
It should be emphasized that this method has a major advantage in term of spatial resolution (comparing to the
very local probe measurements) especially in regard with the peaking factor of the power flux [1], [23]. Finally,
the infrared signals cover a wide range of temperature analysis from maximum technologically authorized
temperatures to low detachment temperatures.
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Conclusion

During ergodic divertor operation on Tore Surpa, the energy deposition on the target plates is nearly twice as
high in helium discharges than in deuterium discharges for a given line average density. The sheath heat
transmission factor has been determined experimentally by comparing infrared heat flux measurements with
probe flux and temperature measurements. A typical increase from y ~ 7.5 (for Ptol = 1 MW) to ~ 10-11 (for Pt01
= 5 MW) is observed with the total input power independently of the working gas. On the other hand, the
standard value close to 7 is recovered most of the time in ohmic discharges as expected in usual theory except
specific cases, particularly in helium ohmic shots. Finally a very promising "infrared" degree of detachment has
been developed. Such useful tool will significantly advance the control and the understanding of the detachment.
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abstract:
The effect of the ergodic divertor on the plasma edge in Tore Supra is to enhance the
perpendicular transport through ergodisation of the magnetic field lines '.
Nevertheless, the hot spots observed on the divertor plates during ergodic divertor operation
indicate that the cross-field transport driven by the fluctuations is still playing an important
role, although measurements by CO2 laser scattering and reflectometry show a decrease of
the turbulence level [2'3]. In order to gain more understanding, fluctuation level and poloidal
velocity have been measured with a movable Langmuir probe biased to collect the ion
saturation current (jsat)

an

d with a CO2 laser scattering diagnostic. Though the relative

fluctuation level behaves as previously observed at low density, a new interesting result is that
this picture is gradually modified when the density is increased. Both diagnostics observe an
increase of 8n/n with density in the ergodic region, which is not the usual behavior observed
in limitor configuration. This increase is detected on both sides of the Er inversion radius and
is therefore also affecting the plasma bulk. Finally, the confinement time is found to follow an
L mode law at all densities indicating that the ergodic divertor does not change the global
confinement properties of the plasma.

Experimental setup:
Two fluctuation diagnostics are used for this study.

The diagnostic Altair, based on coherent forward scattering from an infrared (10.6 u.m) CO2
laser, gives a signal proportional to the density fluctuations. The laser beam is aligned on a
vertical chord with a scattering wave vector tuned to be ke=10 cm"1 in these experiments.
Using the pitch angle variation of the field lines and an adequate orientation of the analyzing
wave vector some partial vertical localization is obtained. It uses the fact that density
fluctuations are known to be mainly perpendicular to magnetic field lines'41. As a consequence
the scattered signal is coming from a region where

the scattering wave vector is

perpendicular to magnetic field lines. In these experiments, the scattering volume is reduced
to approximately a third of the vertical chord, and set to measure the top of the chamber. A
heterodyne detection allows the determination of the poloidal velocity of the fluctuations in
the laboratory frame.
The fluctuations are measured with a 5 MHz acquisition module which stores 32 kBytes per
trigger. The movable Langmuir probe is of the Gundestrup type and is described in reference
5. It is composed of 6 collecting areas distributed around a 2 cm diameter cylinder and
separated by 60 °. It is used to measure the polar diagram and the fluctuations of the ion
saturation current together with the density, temperature and floating potential. All these
quantities are measured simultaneously on the probe by different probe tips. The Gundestrup
probe is located at the top of the chamber on a chord at R=2.62 m, and the maximum
displacement is 30 cm. The fluctuation profiles have been obtained up to 7 cm away from the
divertor plates in the plasma. The profile is recovered by a RMS circuit while the fine details
of the turbulence are obtained by a 1 MHZ acquisition triggered at a selected probe insertion
radius and which stores 16 kBytes per plunge. The probe data analyzed here are obtained by
using tips facing the ion parallel flux direction with probe collection lengths of at least several
tens of meters.
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Plasma Conditions
A typical plasma scenario is represented in figure 1. The plasma conditions are as follows:
The density is varied during the shot from nl=l to 5 1019 m2, as the density reaches this value,
the plasma becomes detached. The plasma current is 0.74 MA and the security factor is about
3.2 at the edge. The minor radius of the plasma is 0.77 m and major radius R=2.39 m. Data
from some other shots presented in this paper are obtained with different plasma currents but
all are obtained in ohmic heating with the divertor switched on and a value of the safety factor
close to 3 at the edge. The main effect which is investigated here is the change of the density.

Experimental results:

Relative fluctuation levels
Figure 2 shows the fluctuation profile obtained at three different densities for the plasma
scenario presented in figure 1. Several features have to be noted in this figure: The first one is
that for the lowest density ojsat/jsat is found to be very low (less than 5 % at the divertor plate
radial position) on all the measured profile and is in fact lower than in the limiter case. For
the same plasma current, we always find ojsat/jsat to be above 20% at the limiter radial
position, so that the decrease of the fluctuations in divertor plasmas at low densities is
confirmed. The CO2 laser scattering systems does not measure any global change in
fluctuation level at ke=10 cm'1 compared to the limitor case at low density. This is consistent
with the previous measurements which indicated that the turbulence decrease was observed
only at low ke values (ke<6 cm"1). At high density, we have no data available with this
diagnostic for comparison.
The new feature is that the average relative fluctuation level measured by the probe increases
with the line density and becomes very comparable to the one obtained in limiter case at the

highest density. A similar increase of 8n/n is observed by the CO2 laser scattering. Figure 3
shows 5n/n as a function of the line integrated density for two radial regions:
Figure 3a shows the turbulence measured in the outer plasma region located beyond the Er
inversion radius. This region is composed of the ergodic zone and the scrape off layer. The
relative fluctuation level starts to increase from 2.5 to 5 10"19 m"2. As the CO2 diagnostic is
tuned at 10 cm"1, only scales of about 6 mm are observed. The probe data which is sensitive to
lower k values prove that large scales are also increased. Both fluctuation diagnostics show a
continuous increase with the line density, so that a priori this is not a threshold phenomenon.
Figure 3b monitors the turbulence in the inner part of the plasma with respect to the the Er
shear layer. The turbulence increase is comparable to the one shown in figure 3a.
We conclude that as the density increases the turbulence globally increases and overlaps the
Er inversion radius region. One of the key point is that the behavior observed in figures 2 or 3
is different from the one observed in limiter case. In the latter, as the density increases, the
relative fluctuation level measured by the CO2 laser in the inner part of the plasma is always
found to decrease and saturate as shown in Reference 6.
The second feature to be noted in figure 2 is that ojsat/jsat is modulated along the profile for
all densities, the modulation being highest for the lowest density. Figure 4 shows that the
ojsat/jsat profile is in fact closely related to the Te profile (they are found to be in phase).
This suggests that the fluctuation level is sensitive to the geometry of the field lines and
parallel length and velocity effects.

Fluctuation Poloidal velocities
We also measured how the poloidal velocity turbulence profile compares to the ojsat/jsat
profile. This velocity is obtained by calculating the delay in the cross correlation function of
the turbulence signal from two nearby probe tips separated poloidally. The result is shown in
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Figure 5. The poloidal velocity is modulated radially and we find by calculating the
correlation between the velocity and level of the fluctuations, for the lowest density case, that
they are in phase. Note that the poloidal velocity is decreasing as the probe gets deeper into
the plasma. This can be explained by the fact that the poloidal velocity is dominated by the
parallel contribution: ve= v// Be/Bto[ 7.
The mean value of the poloidal velocity is reduced as the line density is increased. This is also
consistent with the CO2 laser scattering measurements in figure 6a which shows a decrease of
the poloidal velocity at ke=10 cm'1 in the outer and inner regions. The values of the velocities
measured in the outer region are in good agreement with the ones measured by the probe.
The difference of velocity between the outer and inner regions plotted in fig. 6b is found to
decrease as the line density is increased as is also observed in limiter case. As a consequence,
the shear at the Er inversion radius may probably also decrease if the radial extent of the shear
layer stays constant. This would allow the turbulence detected at high density to propagate in
the plasma bulk. At low densities, although the shear of the poloidal velocity measured by the
probe can be quite high, numerical simulations, indicated that the large scale structures were
destroyed by the magnetic field line radial separation induced by the ergodic divertor1.
Finally we have checked that the energy confinement time follows the L mode scaling at all
densities. This is illustrated in figure 7 which shows the improvement factor H as a function
of line density. It follows the L mode ITER 96 thermal type mode scaling.

Conclusion :
The basic results obtained in the previous analysis of the divertor have been recovered at low
density, i.e decrease of the large scales of the turbulence and of the global fluctuation level in
the ergodic zone. However, we have measured an increase of the fluctuation level in the
ergodic zone of the plasma but also in the outer region of the plasma bulk when the density is

ifn

increased. The behavior of the turbulence in ergodic divertor (oj/jsat increases with density)
is different from the one the one usually observed in limitor plasmas. The turbulence does not
modify the global equilibrium of the plasma as the confinement time is found to follow the L
mode ITER 96 thermal scaling law.
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Typical Plasma scenario studied in this paper. The three probe plunges are also represented
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density, the plasma goes into detachment.
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3a (top): Change of the relative fluctuation level (in RMS) measured by the CO2 laser diagnostic
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4a: profile of the ion saturation current and electronic temperature measured in the ergodic
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4b: Cross correlation function of the electron temperature and ion saturation current. As the
two profiles are spatially modulated, so is the cross correlation function. The delay of the
cross correlation function relative to the closest maximum corresponds to a radial shift of 4
mm. This is about the tips radial separation. As a consequence, the two profiles are exactly in
phase.
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5a: profile of the ion saturation current and poloidal fluctuation velocity measured in the
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Abstract
Main features and parameters of the particle exchanges between plasma and graphite surfaces
are presented for different Tore Supra plasmas. After reaching the bulk saturation, the particle
exchange between plasma and wall takes place at the expense of surface sorption. Wall
conditioning after high density discharges is performed through one-two discharges done
without gas puff. A few surface layers are removed. Intensive irradiation of the first wall
during disruption initiate formation of a soft a-C:D surface layers trapping deuterium up to
concentration D:C=1.4. Destruction of these layers in the ineer wall X-point region leads to
massive gas release and prevents normal development of discharges performed after
disruptions. Removing of the a-C:D layers up to 2.5nm in the X-point region appears to be
enough for conditioning the first wall. The measures needed for improving particle recycling,
including application of appropriate surface coating and modified helium cleaning discharge
are discussed

1. Introduction.
Impinging particles coming from the plasma can be trapped in graphite walls. Trapped
particles are mainly concentrated in the subsurface layer, corresponding to the implantation
depth. D2 ion implantation in graphite is presented in Fig.l (incident energy of 50 and
lOOeV).
Particles concentration in the layer increases up to saturation concentration. At Tore
Supra wall temperature (350K-400K), saturation concentration in graphite is roughly
(3-i-4)xlO20 particles/m2 for deuterium (energy range ~ 50^-100 eV and ion flux density ~
1014-H1017

m~2). Irradiation fluence at saturation is 2 to 3 times the amount of trapped particles.

Hydrogen saturation concentration in different type graphite are closed to 0.4 D/C which is

the saturation concentration observed in "hard" hydrogenated carbon films. This is due to the
fact that ion irradiation modifies graphite surface and leads to creation of a-C:D layers.
After saturation, irradiation leads only to a slow increase of amount of trapped
particles at expense of their diffusion in the bulk.
Bulk trapped particles are released only by increasing bulk temperature by heating
(thermal desorption). Detrapping is impossible through plasma irradiation. However, surface
trapping characteristics differ substantially from those of bulk trapping. Surface particles
trapped are removed through particle or plasma irradiation processes : cascade (physical)
sputtering, chemical sputtering, ion-, electron- and photon-induced desorption. Sorbed particle
emission yield per one impinging hydrogen atom can become higher than unity and surface
concentration of trapped particles can decrease under plasma irradiation.
Keeping in mind these considerations, the gas exchange processes taking place during
different Tore Supra operating regimes will be described in the following.
2. Gas exchange process during and after normal Tore Supra discharges.

2.1. Deuterium retention in the first wall.
The wall saturation time tsat during normal Tore Supra is :
tSat=F/I,

I=(<n>V)/(xpS),

where: -"n - plasma density (m 3 ), V - plasma volume (25 m3),Tp - particle confined
time (0.2 s), S - entire wall surface area (100 m2), F - fluence required for saturation (m~ ).
tsat varies from 12s at low density to 30s at high density. tsa, is comparable to Tore
Supra shot duration Saturation must be reached after very limited number of discharges since
cornplete particle balance shows that only 20% of injected particles are recovered during and
after the shot. After saturation, wall hydrogen concentration can slightly increase and turns
down to saturation level during and after ramp down. It takes less than one second to establish
this "oversaturation" equilibrium.
2.2. The processes at the first wall surface.
During a discharge, particles are desorbed from the surface through plasma irradiation.
Desorbed particles enter the plasma and contribute to its density. During and after ramp down,
particles which are escaping the plasma, fill the surface traps increasing the surface
concentration. Particle recycling parameters, such as concentration of the sorbed particles
during and between discharges, sorption/desorption flux density, etc. depend on previous
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discharges, on gas prefill parameters, on ramp up/down stages, as well as on surface structure
and relief.
After a high density discharge in which the density is closed to the Greenwald density,
the amount of particles desorbed appeared to be high enough to fill the plasma without any
gas puff. As a consequence, plasma control is lost. At saturation, wall reservoir can contain
100 times more particles than plasma reservoir.
2.3. Wall conditioning after high density discharges.
The aim of the wall conditioning is to restore plasma control ability. This is achieved
with a very few plasma discharges without any gas puff. For example, after a series of high
density discharges

plasma control was lost. Then two discharges

(TS27313-KTS27324)

(TS27325and TS27326) were performed without gas puff. During and after these discharges
3.2xlO19 m~2 deuterium atoms were released and only 1-H4 D monolayer were removed. After
these discharges, first wall pumping efficiency was restored and is here an of very few surface
monolayers. The bulk trapped deuterium does not take part in this conditioning procedure due
to low and constant wall temperature.
3. Disruptions: gas release and wall cleaning.

3.1. Gas release after disruption.
During disruption, plasma density can be deduced from after shot gas pressure
supposing that this pressure comes entirely from recombined plasma. <n> can reach
5xl0 20 in"3, exceeding by a factor of 10 regular plasma density discharges. Particle content in
graphite reservoir is N=1.25xl0 2 2
900H-1200

which corresponds to a heating of 30-r40 m2 up to

K. This is unrealistic. The redeposited/codeposited layers and graphite dust can be

pointed out as the only available source of such huge amount of deuterium. Considering wall
erosion processes during discharges, one can conclude that glow discharge is a main reason of
their formation.
3.2. Wall conditioning after disruptions.
After disruption, intensive gas release from graphite wall during current ramp up
prevents normal plasma operation. Wall conditioning methods have to be used keeping in
mind that glow discharge production are nil in presence of a permanent toroidal field as at
Tore Supra. Therefore, new conditioning technique have been developed which are used in
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presence of high magnetic field. They are routinely turned on at Tore Supra after disruptions.
In the case, rarely observed, of this new conditioning procedure do not succeed to clean
sufficiently the wall to restart operation, glow discharge are turned on but at the expense of
plasma operation time. Indeed, it takes 1 hour to ramp down and ramp up the permanent
toroidal field.
3.2.1. Conditioning discharges.
This technique consists of a series of helium conditioning discharges [2] done at low
plasma current (Ip < 50 kA). A quasi continuous operation is achieved with plasma current
every 200ms for 2s of operation. Then the plasma is stopped for 8s to insure good gas
pumping efficiency. The cycle is repeated for a total duration of 120s and permits to recover
sufficient pumping wall efficiency to restart the operation.
To better understand the mechanism of wall conditioning due to this procedure, let us
firstly analyse some characteristics of one of the failed discharges (TS26122) performed after
disruption. Plasma current was suffocated during current ramp up by a too rapid increase of
plasma density due to a high gas release from the wall. High density cannot be sustained at
low plasma current and leads to a radiative plasma collapse. On the fig.3, comparison of
plasma currents and densities for the discharges TS27325, TS27326 and TS26122 during
plasma current ramp up is presented. TS27325 and TS27236 are normal plasma discharge
whereas TS26122 presents a suffocated current ramp up. Energy requirements for particle
release during TS26122 is one half lower, than that of TS27325 and TS27326
Therefore, due to high particle bombardment during disruption, one can suppose that a
surface layer (a soft a-C:D layer) characterised by a lower particle detrapping energy at the
surface is created on the inner wall. The main features of the soft a-C:D films are [3]:
- D / C in between 1.4 and 1,
- outgasing due to decomposition and removal from the surface,
- outgassing temperature (due to decomposition) : to 500-^600 K (fig.4).
The surface which will be outgassed during conditioning helium discharges must be
estimated. For a rather small plasma current (Ip < 50 kA), the combined poloidal magnetic
field due to the field generated by plasma current and to the field created by the poloidal coils
forms an X-point inside the vessel with its private region on the inner wall on the high field
side. Fig.5 represents the X-point during the first 80ms (TS26122). The realty of the X-points
was demonstrated previously in "premagnetisation" plasma discharge where Ip = 45 kA
(fig.6) [4]. Reconstruction of the magnetic isoflux shows that the X-points is form 40 ms after
plasma break down. In such magnetic configuration, wall particle irradiation is not uniform
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and concerns a narrow band of the inner graphite wall inside the X point private region. The
band area is ~5 m2 and wall surface temperature can increase in this zone. During
conditioning discharges, total gas recover during and after the shots is equal to 1.6xlO20 m"2,
including H2, HD, D2 and hydrocarbons. Such amount of gas can not only come from the
material surface and 16 monolayers have to removed through thermal desorption, sputtering
or/and radiation induced desorption. This allows to recover good working condition for
further tokamak operation.
3.2.2. Glow Discharge cleaning.
Let us calculate the number of atoms (atomic layers) sputtered away during routine
GD cleaning.
Parameters of the GD are the following :
•

Bombarding helium ion energy, eV: 200

•

Bombarding ion current density, m"2xs"' : 6xlO17

•

Sputtering yield, at/ion : 6x10~2

•

Duration of cleaning, hours : 10

•

Amount of carbon atoms sputtered away from lm"2 : 1.3xl021

•

Total number of atoms sputtered away from the wall: 1.3xlO23

•

Thickness of the surface layer removed during GD cleaning, nm : 13

The thickness of the removed layer is much higher than those of the implantation
depth (fig. 1). If only one tenth of the total amount of atoms removed from the wall are then
redeposited as a film or/and dust they can trap sufficient amount of particles to provide the
massive gas reservoir which contributes to huge gas release during disruption.
Moreover, graphite wall bombardment with high energy helium ion during helium GD
leads to other some bad points which are :
1. Helium trapping in the wall in a huge quantity and recover during following plasma
discharges.
2. Metal sputtered and redeposited on graphite surfaces. These metal atoms are observed
in plasmas following GD-cleaning.
3. Production of remarkable damages in the near surface region and creation of sufficient
amount of new traps for deuterium atoms. This results to an easier transfer of graphite
structure to a-C:D film.
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4. Measures needed to provide better particle control.
To improve the effective particle recycling control in graphite tokamak, the sorption
capacity of the first wall surfaces has to be reduced. Two measures can be taken.
1. Modification of graphite material (by coating for instance) which can provide
smooth surface relief,
low porosity - low area of inner surface,
low particle diffusion.
Carbides (for example, boron carbide) may be pointed out as a good candidate for
such a material.
2. Application of better conditioning procedure.
At Tore Supra, an alternative GD using three electrode system (heated cathode,
intermediate anode, anode) is under development. Heated cathode and intermediate anode
allow to maintain the discharge at the pressure 2-3 times less than traditional one and with
anode-cathode voltage not exceeding 150-^250 V compare to lkV used actually. Energy of
helium ions bombarding the vessel wall can be reduced in the range of some tenth of electronvolts by changing the potential of the electrodes to the grounded vessel. The ion current
density depends very weakly on the extracting potential (potential of vessel with respect to
plasma). Such a new hardware allowing low energy bombarding ions and low helium pressure
leads to a sufficient decrease of the above mentioned disadvantages of traditional GD.
The discharge of such kind was successfully tested in the experimental vacuum vessel
"Tank" at Tore Supra. The volume of "Tank" is 1.5 m3 and surface area of wall is 5 m2.
5. Conclusion.
Hydrogen isotopes trapped in graphite bulk during plasma bombardment can not be
released during subsequent irradiation. On the contrary, particle atoms adsorbed in surface
traps can be desorbed due to plasma irradiation.
In Tore Supra, graphite bulk saturation occurs after a very few discharges. After
reaching the bulk saturation, gas recycling comes essentially from gas exchange between
plasma and wall surfaces. Surface traps are filled with particles during prefill sequence,
during current ramp down and after the end of the discharge. The traps release gas and feed
the plasma during current ramp up and during steady state operation. Plasma control by active
gas input is lost when, after series of high density discharges, the surface plasma induced
desorption is higher enough to run the plasma without any gas puff at the plateau.
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Graphite wall conditioning after high density discharges leads to remove and outgase
some surface layers. This can be done with the help of 1 to 2 discharges performed without
gas puffs.
During disruption, total particle content can be as high as (1.2-f-1.3)xlO22. The
redeposited layers and graphite dust formed mainly during helium glow discharge cleaning
can be pointed out as the only available sources of such amount of deuterium.
Intensive particle irradiation during disruptions leads to creation of a soft a-C:D layers
on top of some parts of the first wall surface. Deuterium concentration in such layers can
reach C:D=1:1.4. During current ramp up of the following discharge, the part of this layer,
located in the private X-point region, releases deuterium, overfeeds the discharges and thus
prevents the normal development of the discharge.
The a-C:D layer destruction comes from erosion under intensive plasma irradiation in
the X-point regions, as well as their thermal destruction due to increase of the surface
temperature above 500-r600 K. Estimation shows, that destruction of the a-C:H layers and gas
release occur at the surface measured 2^-5 m2 (2.5 nm).
After disruption, two different procedures are routinely used in Tore Supra for wall
conditioning. First of them consists of a series of short helium discharges with low plasma
current. During these plasma, X point is formed in the high field side region close to the inner
vessel wall and plasma irradiation removes the surface layers which were formed during
disruption. The thickness of the removed layer is approximately 2.5 nm and cleaned area does
not exceed 5 m2. The released and pumped down gas is equal to 8xlO20 particles.
The second procedure is helium glow discharge cleaning. Wall conditioning is provided
at the expense of sputtering away a surface layer of approximately 13 nm. In order to avoid
helium wall trapping, formation of dust and redeposited films, metal sputtering and surface
damaging, helium ion energy as well as helium pressure have to be decreased. As prototype of
the possible alternative to the GD discharge for Tore Supra, the helium discharge with three
electrode system (heated cathode, intermediate anode, anode) have been experimentally
tested. Its allows to lower the energy ions and to operate at low helium pressure. That is why
the disadvantages related to ordinary GD can be sufficiently decreased
For improving particle control in Tokamak, first wall capacity has to be decreased. For
this purpose, two measures seem to be very fruitful.
Material coating will provide :
•

Inner wall surface with low porosity

•

smooth surface relief under ion/plasma bombardment

•

low diffusion
283

Well structured carbides (for example boron carbide) may be indicated as satisfied
material.
At last, application of the proper conditioning procedure will help to control good
plasma facing component surfaces.
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9.8 S

Figure captions.
Fig. 1. Depth distribution of the implanted D ions.
Fig.2. Thermal desorption of CD4 (closed symbols) and D2 (open symbols) molecules from
pyrolytic graphite, Rg-Ti without boron, RG-Ti with 1% boron, USB 15 and TiC
implanted with 1 keV D ions at 400 K with a fluence of 5E18 D/cm2 [1].
Fig.3. Plasma current and plasma density vs. time.
Fig.4. Thermal desorption spectra of a soft a-C:D film [3].
Fig.5 Poloidal magnetic field vs. time TS-26122. 0 - poloidal angle. 0=0 - is a center of the
outer wall.
Fig.6. Magnetic isoflex reconstruction showing X-points formation 40 ms after breakdown
(saturated wall) [4].
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Abstract
The role of high energy charge exchange (CX) particles during radio-frequency (RF) heating
is examined in an attempt to develop a predictive model for wall saturation and desaturation
processes. Tore Supra discharges in which an apparent saturated wall, previously obtained
through a succession of ohmic discharges, was transformed into a pumping wall with the
application of RF heating are analyzed. Direct measurements show the increased mean energy
of the CX spectrum upon application of RF heating. This leads to deeper CX neutrals
penetration reaching the remaining a:C-D unsaturated layer and restoring the wall pumping
efficiency. The conversion from a saturated to a pumping state with the application of RF
heating, and the time-scales for saturation during the ohmic and the heating phase, are
reasonably well explained by several existing models. The deeper particle wall penetration
observed during RF plasma experiments points to a potential mechanism which can increase
tritium trapping in a fusion reactor.

1. INTRODUCTION
Plasma-wall particle exchange in graphite-armored fusion devices plays a crucial role in
tritium retention in present (JET or TFTR) or in future experiments (such as ITER).
Plasma wall particle exchange in a discharge involves both direct recycling from the
plasma-facing surfaces and the CX efflux [1,2,3] which has a similar magnitude. High energy
CX particles can penetrate deeply into the wall, reach a previously unsaturated layer (if preexisting), and thus be trapped for a longer time leading to effective wall pumping efficiency.
The importance of these particles produced during ICRH heating will be examined in order to
better understand wall saturation and desaturation processes. RF heating experiments are
especially useful here since the neutral beam fuelling and accompanying 'halo' CX flux are
absent.

Several wall models exist which combine rates for post-discharge wall equilibration
with semi-empirical rates for plasma-induced particle exchange with a:C-D surfaces. The
testing of several of these models with additional heating is pursued in this paper. These are
referred to subsequently as the JET DTE1 [4], the Tore Supra [5], and the PTE [5] models.
Previous work [5], [6] has led to the formulation of estimates for basic trapping, de-trapping
and recombination rates. Particle-induced desorption (P-ID) has been studied and a semiempirical value for the P-ID rate was tested for ohmic conditions [4], following the model of
[7].
Deuterium retention capacity in a:C-D layer varies as a function of deuterium content
[8]. Retention capability increases for 'soft' films to almost 100% of the carbon density, larger
than the -40% value commonly assumed. Further, as the deuterium content of the a:C-D film
increases, the effective range of energetic particles is increased. Thus previous models must
reflect these properties.
In the following, the degree to which some present wall models exhibit the observed
transition from saturated to pumping behavior when additional heating is applied will be
tested.

2. DISCHARGES WITH ADDITIONAL (RF) HEATING
After boronization, Tore Supra discharge series began with wall loading ohmic
discharges. Here, the Tore Supra ergodic divertor (ED) was used in order to decrease the
plasma edge temperature (down to 25eV) and to saturate the walls more rapidly. Two ED
shots and 19 Pam3 of injected deuterium were required. During a following ohmic shot
(without ED) a detached plasma was obtained without gas injection, which confirms wall
saturation (see Fig. -a).
Following OH saturation, a series of discharges was made, without the ergodic divertor
but with ICRH power varying from 3.8 to 9 MW. The plasma was limited by the outboard
pump limiter and was far from the inner wall (~11 cm). Plasma density decreases indicating
that the wall had returned to a pumping state in spite of its prior saturation (Fig. 1-b).
Moreover, the gas injection needed to reach the same plasma density in the ohmic phase (just
before ICRH) increases from 1.5 Pam3 during the first shot to 4 Pam3 in the third indicating
again wall desaturation. It should also be noted that there is an increase of density observed
when ICRH is turned on for each shot, and this should be explained by the model.
The measured energetic charge exchange flux changes with applied RF power (see Fig.
2). The CX flux (E>1 keV) is relatively low during the OH sequence (26794, Fig. 2-a) but
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increases sharply during RF heating (26798, Fig 2-b). The edge ion temperature (deduced
from CX) increases as expected with ICR heating. (Fig. 2-c,d showing the OH and RF shots
of Fig 2-a,b). The energy distribution is 'hardened', that is the mean energy is higher, leading
to deeper CX flux penetration into the a:C-D layer.
Approach to wall saturation depends on the prior degree of wall saturation near the
region where the ion recycling flux lands and where the charge-exchange (CX) flux is highest.
In this experiment, saturating discharges were carried out using the ergodic divertor, while the
subsequent heating discharges were mainly resting on the outboard limiter. The implantation
area involved in both experiments are not the same and this must be taken into account in the
analysis.

3. MODELING
Implantation area are estimated using a 3-D Monte Carlo code for the transport of
neutral deuterium (D, D2). A detailed simulation of the recycling and neutral transport both
with the ergodic divertor (loading phase) and the outboard limiter (heating phase) has been
developed. The neutral transport model includes the relevant deuterium atomic and surface
physics (Franck-Condon dissociation of D2 and ionization and charge exchange processes for
D) and treats the real geometry of both the ED and the limiter [9]. For the ohmic phase
bounded by the ergodic divertor interacting surfaces, the D2 density is found to be strongly
localized near the ergodic divertor face plates (Fig. 3-b). These plates have a total surface area
~ 6 m2, 1/2 that of the inner wall The Do density is peaked just inside the limiter surface (Fig.
3-a). For the heating phase (plasma on the limiter), D2 is strongly localized just outside the
last closed flux surface (Fig. 3-b) (active surface area ~ 1 m2) whereas Do density is just
inside. During heating, mean energy of the CX particles closed to limiter increases due the
increased sheath energy of the ion flux, and the increased value of Tj throughout the edge
region from 25eV (ED phase) to 150eV (limiter phase).
The time-dependent evolution of the implantation is modeled with the SPUDNUT 1-D
(flux surface averaged) neutral transport code which calculates the CX energy spectrum and
thus, from TRIM range estimates [10], the depth distribution of the deposited charge
exchange efflux spectrum in the a:C-D layer. The deposition model has two parts: first the
fraction of directly reflected particles is calculated, using the TRIM-code fast particle
reflection model [10]. The remaining flux to the wall is then deposited according to the
effective range estimates in [8] for 'hard' and 'soft' a-C:D films. For lower deuterium
concentration in graphite ('hard' films), the effective range of CX particles will be reduced
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compared to latter stages of saturation ('soft' films) in which the effective deposition range
increases [8]. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the total accumulated deposition in the wall for
discharges 26794, -97 and -98, as calculated by the 1-D neutrals model using measured
plasma profiles. Three cases are shown: 'hard' (no D), nominal' (40% D, R=1.5) and 'soft'
(80% D, R=2.0) films. The deposition range (and the size of the effective unsaturated
reservoir) is increased with the increase in deuterium concentration.
A model for hydrogen inventory dynamics in the surface is incorporated in the 1-D
WDIFFUSE code [1-4]. WDIFFUSE calculates the evolution of D 2 , following the space- and
time-dependent evolution of both trapped (t) and solute (s) deuterium under the interaction of
implanted fluxes. The net Do fluxes to the surface are the implantation driving terms which
determine the changes in wall composition and hence in recycling coefficient. In the analysis
we will assume that the properties of deuterium in the boronized layer are similar to those in
an a:C-D layer, based on the analysis of laboratory experiments described in [11].
Wall model equations are presented elsewhere [4] with all the parameters of interest. Here
diffusion processes are neglected since short shots are analyzed. This is not completely
correct during ED saturation experiments since the particle deposition depth is small due to
low ion temperature at the plasma edge. And finally, diffusion must be taken into account for
after shot outgassing and especially during long pulse operation as in next step devices.

4. EVOLUTION OF WALL SATURATION
Various models have been applied to ohmic saturation phase and heating conditions.
Direct exchange surface area in the ohmic phase (~6m2) is higher than for the heating phase
(~lm 2 ). However, simple considerations show that these direct area cannot be the only
interacting surface which has to be taken into account. Indeed with ohmic plasma parameters
or in the heating case, it can be shown that with the above interacting area, saturation is
reached in less than one second in both cases. Thus, only the total vacuum vessel area can
serve as a sufficiently large reservoir to produce pumping with the onset of heating. The CX
mechanism is well suited to use of the whole vacuum vessel area, since the CX particles
illuminate the whole region
Thus, the response of the a:C-D films on the vacuum vessel wall area has been
simulated using all the wall models. Fig. 5-a shows the response to the case which simulates
the ohmic conditions (edge Ti =25 eV) and Fig. 5-b for the heating conditions (edge Ti
=150eV). The recycling coefficient in the ohmic case reaches unity quickly and saturation is
reach. The energetic CX flux in the heating case deposits new particles in a previously
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unsaturated area, so that there is no recycling of this flux. In this case, 15s is required with the
DTE 1 and PTE models to return to a recycling condition.
If a 'soft' film (see Fig. 5-c) is assumed which leads to an increased deuterium capacity,
time required for onset of recycling increases proportionately for the models and becomes
equal to 30s.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The DTE1 and PTE models predict a similar (i.e., pumping) response to an energetic
CX efflux due to the onset of RF heating. This energetic CX flux is deposited in a previously
unsaturated region of the wall, and thus is not immediately recycled. In contrast, fluxes
deposited in the region previously saturated during the lower energy ohmic phase are
recycled, and a continuing detached phase would be expected under these circumstances.
Thus, the energetic CX model suggests a physically reasonable mechanism for an otherwise
puzzling change in the recycling characteristics of the wall.
The instantaneous rise in density with the application of RF power in all the heating
cases is a consequence of the increase in the total flux, of both high and low energy particles.
Because the shallowest layers are always saturated, the increased efflux leads to an increased
recycled flux and thus to higher density. However the more energetic particles are not
recycled, and this produced pumping.
It is obvious, both from the wide range in values of the fundamental wall coefficients, as
well as the lack of a direct quantitative characterization of the hard/soft nature of the a:C-D
films, that this model agreement is qualitative at best and that more wall characterizing
diagnostics are needed. Even so, this means that several model are candidates to predict the
transition and so can be further explored to attain the goal of a predictive model. The present
results also show that the dependence of the wall state on heating should be taken into account
in the design for future burning plasmas, first of all to be able to attain the scenario which is
needed for high plasma confinement performance, but also to determine the source terms for
coupling to possible diffusion of tritium into the bulk.
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Figures caption
la. Density behavior during the ohmic saturation phase.
lb. Density behavior during the first discharges with RF heating, with a previously saturated
wall.
2a. Time dependence of measured energy distribution of energetic (E>1 keV) CX flux ,
G(E),t) for ohmic and RF-heated discharges 2b. Time dependence of edge T i inferred from
CX measurement for ohmic and RF heated discharges.
3a b. Monte Carlo results for neutral Do, D2 radial distributions for ohmic phase (with
divertor, DE) and RF heating phase (OPL) (a) atoms, (b) molecules
4. Total deposition profiles for discharges 26794, -97 and -98 for different assumptions about
retention capability of increasingly soft films.
5 Calculated response of wall diffusion models in the (a) ohmic saturation phase, (b) RF
heating (pumping) phase with "hard" layer and (c) same as (b) but with "soft" layer.
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ABSTRACT
Operation with the actively cooled Inner First Wall of Tore Supra shows that even such a large area limiter is subjected
to anomalous heat deposition where the plasma contacts the limiter. This can be modelled by a parallel convective heat
flux with a e-folding lenght of the order of a millimetre. In some extreme cases associated with lower hybrid heating in
a low density plasma, the situation can degenerate into a runaway situation associated with large carbon influx into the
discharge and ending with the rupture of elements. The analysis of the heat flux deposition on this limiter is
complicated by the need to take shadowing effects into account, which are becoming significant because of the small
scale phenomenon involved. It is shown that only a small fraction of the front faces is wetted by the parallel heat flux
and that very disparate heat fluxes co-exists on each element.

I

INTRODUCTION

The inner first wall (IFW) of the Tore Supra tokamak is a large area limiter located on the high field side of the
vacuum vessel. Its design dates back to the eighties, with small incidence angles on the equatorial plane where the
plasma contacts the limiter. The Tore Supra design, since its beginning, is aimed toward stationary discharges, and the
IFW is actively cooled by pressurised water. Armouring is fulfilled by graphite and carbon fibre composite tiles, which
are brazed to a metallic heat sink. The design, fabrication and upgrade of the IFW have been largely described
previously [1,2] and are not recalled here. The focus is rather set on the gaps and the leading edges of the IFW, which
appeared in the last years to play an important role in the understanding of the temperature distribution on the surface
of this component. The technological constraints caused by the use of stainless steel tubes imposed gaps in the plasma
facing surface. Reliable brazing favours flat bonds and it was decided to avoid overhanging tiles to reduce difficulties
at the carbon/metal interface. The resulting mount is composed of individual units comprising six tiles, all bonds lying
in the same geometrical plane. One flat unit and its six tiles forms a "site" of 80x130 mm. To accommodate the
poloidal shape of the vessel, the sites are arranged in poloidal rows, curved with the minor radius of the vessel. A
poloidal row has the shape of a truncated cylinder, the gaps between two tiles having a constant value of 10 mm. When
assembled along the toroidal curvature, the rows form the toroidal shape of the vessel. The gap between two rows starts
from an initial value of 8 mm in the equatorial plane rising to 45 mm at a poloidal angle of 75° (Fig. 1, gives the
overall view while Fig. 2 gives a better understanding.) There are larger gaps to leave room for the vertical observation
ports, but these are farther from the plasma. This explains the faceted structure of the IFW. The maximum deviation
from perfect toroidal symmetry is 1 mm. As small this may be, each angle between two sites creates de facto two
leading edges separated by the gap. The separation is small when compared to the usual order of magnitude of the
parameters governing the heat flux deposition (1 cm), but the most recent experimental campaigns have proved that
these leading edges had yet to be properly considered.

II

HEAT FLUX DEPOSITION ON THE IFW

The heat flux deposition on the IFW has been characterised by numerous diagnostics : infrared cameras,
thermocouples, langmuir probes, calorimetry. The thermal pattern is composed of a seemingly uniform background
and of localised peaks in the equatorial plane between the toroidal field coils. These hot areas appear during shots with
additional power and particularly with lower hybrid heating. Their location is a consequence of the magnetic field
ripple, although the IFW is on the high field side and the magnitude of the filed line deviation due to ripple here
amounts only to 2 mm [3,4]. The parameters of the heat flux (power density, e-folding length) are evaluated with the
code TOKAFLU. This code takes into account the classical cosine law for parallel (or perpendicular) heat fluxes,
including the perturbing effects of the ripple and of the Shafranov shift [5]. A recent feature of the code is that it allows
to calculate the shadow of one component on others or on itself (self shadowing). On the IFW, two self-shadowing
effects have to be considered: that caused by the local leading edges (which concentrate the heat flux on them and
reduce the heat flux on the centres of the facets), and shadowing caused by the ripple (which reduces the heat flux
beneath the toroidal coils and concentrates it between them). Calculations are rendered quite difficult because of the
many geometrical orders of magnitude necessary to make a correct simulation. On the one hand, the penetration of
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field lines in the gaps is of the order of a few tenths of a millimetre (thus requiring a mesh size of the order of 0.1 mm
if the calculation of the fluxes on the side of the tiles is to be correct). On the other hand, a whole characteristic pattern
of the IFW has to be modelled (2 meter long and 20° toroidal, approximately 1.5 m2) to be able to calculate the heat
flux at the last closed flux surface from the given data of convected power. The IFW is here the main limiter, and a
local calculation produces only the relative profile of the heat flux distribution. Only a normalisation to the total
incoming convective power on the limiter provides absolute values. This requires calculation of the individual power
extracted by each tile with sufficient precision. The mesh thus requires 100,000 nodes and the duration of the run is
counted in weeks.
Firstly, shadowing results show that only 15% of the front faces are wetted by the heat flux. The rest is
shadowed and subjected only to radiative and perpendicular heat fluxes. Secondly, the measured heat flux pattern can
not be reproduced by a single exponential profile in the scrape off layer, and at least two separate contributions have to
be included to obtain a correct simulation. In the case of the shot #23871, the e-folding length in the peaks is calculated
to 2.5 mm (Fig. 2). This small characteristic length is a general feature, which departs a common observation of a 1 cm
scrape off layer width. This component of the heat flux deposition is "abnormal" and its physical causes are still under
discussion (ion finite larmor radius, magnetic pre-sheaths effects, heat transmission factor, funnelling effect [6]). Other
descriptions can be found in the literature, such as an amplification for tangential surfaces, or a minimal angle of
incidence. This abnormal component leads to increased peaking of the heat flux on the surface of the main plasma
facing component.
Other results of the TOKAFLLT simulation show that more than one third (37%) of the convective power arrives
in fact in the gaps, where it is actually received by the leading edges. By considering also the fraction of the convective
power that arrives on the front faces in the vicinity of the leading edge, that figure can even rise to 50%. The
penetration of the field lines into the gaps can reach 1 mm and several mm in the observation ports. This makes the
heat flux pattern on each site very complicated. In fact three orders of magnitude of heat flux arrive on each site :
radiated heat flux in shadowed areas (0.1 MW/m2), convection on the front faces (about 1 MW/m2) and the heat flux
along the field lines on the lateral faces amounting to more than 10 MW/m2. This is shown in figure 3 for one of the
most exposed sites in the conditions of the shot #23871.
As a failure of the IFW ended the experimental campaign of 1999, this unexpected heat flux peaking was
emphasised recently. An excess heat flux on the most advanced tiie led to a crack in the stainless steel heat sink [7].
The other tiles recessed by only 0.2 millimetre are also damaged, but the peaking of the heat flux on this peculiar tile is
a sign of the small scale of the phenomenon involved. The damage is attributed to fast electrons created by lower
hybrid heating at low density. The critical outcome of the situation may have been accelerated by some kind of
runaway situation, signalled by large carbon influx in the discharge
Fig. 4 shows the progression of discharges during the last day of operation before the terminating event. The
incident heat flux on the inner wall, as determined by embedded langmuir probes, did not show significant relative
variation related to the event. The total impurity content as determined by bremsstrahlung Zeff is shown in Fig. 4a. It
showed that a point was reached approximately 10 shots after the beginning of low density operation at which when
Zeff exceeded 6 (the value which can be obtained for pure C). The detailed behaviour during this shot (28335) and
subsequent discharges (for example, 28337) is shown in Fig. 4b. Thus, the large scale C erosion has apparently begun
with shot 28335 and was repeated upon the application of heating thereafter.
To estimate the relation between the two space-scale heat deposition described earlier and the observed C
content, we have modelled the C content with the MIST (1-D radial impurity transport) and BBQ (3-D scrape-off layer
impurity transport) codes. The boundary conditions for the MIST calculation are taken from the 3-D BBQ code, which
accounts for the fact that many impurities enter in the form of ionised particles, not just neutrals, as is conventionally
assumed. This improvement is relevant here because it reduces the C influx needed to match the measured C core
content by a factor 2-3. Fig. 4c shows the fit between the observed C content, here represented by the radiated power,
and the BBQ/MIST modelling. The calculation also matches the emissivity of the CVI Ly a line, which is shown in
Fig. 4d. The BBQ heat deposition model includes the ~lmm decay length component of heat flux and the generation
processes of physical and chemical sputtering and Radiation Enhanced Sublimation (RES). Peak C influxes of 3-1021
particles/s are thus obtained from the fitting the radiated power as shown in Fig. 4c. Estimates of the C production
expected by RES under these conditions suggest that peak rates of 3500 equiv. amperes/m2 can be produced. Other
mechanisms (physical and chemical sputtering) produce much lower peak rates. The RES value is roughly consistent
with the influx rate which needed to produce the observed C content from the small affected area. Further details of the
simulation are to be reported in [9],

III

DISCUSSION

Operation and simulation of the IFW shows that for the parallel power arriving with a small e-folding length, it
behaves like a series of leading edges. The individual hot spots seen on the infrared images are associated with leading
edges instead of sites as was previously admitted. This was not a hindrance at Tore Supra previously because of the
active cooling which limits the temperature excursion on the leading edge and allows long pulse operation [8]. The
IFW extracts up to 2.5 MW in steady state, remaining a factor 2 below its operational limit [3]. A total deposition of
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2.5 MW corresponds to an overall average heat flux of 0.1 MW/m2 if it is spread over the whole 25 m2 limiter, but it
leads to an tile-averaged heat flux of 1 MW/m2 on the most exposed tile and even up to 20 MW/m2 on its leading edge.
The experience with the IFW shows that dealing with leading edges is still very difficult. Infrared thermography
measurements are imprecise because the trade - off between observing a large area with a low resolution and observing
a small area with a high resolution is often settled toward the former. Temperature varies over 1000°K over a few
millimetres and a high spatial resolution is mandatory. On the modelling side, the picture isn't much brighter because it
is complicated by sheath effects, sputtering and evaporation. There is either a redistribution or some amplification of
the heat flux, all parameters being intrinsically linked. The results are that heat flux may change dramatically on a short
distance. The calculation of the temperature of the leading edge is subject to large error bars.
From a design point of view, one tends to forbid leading edges too close to the last closed flux surface. That was
the guideline for the design of the toroidal pumped limiter CIEL, the Tore Supra main plasma facing component for the
future. Gaps are sometimes however unavoidable for diagnostic openings or imposed by fabrication constraints. They
are then treated by chamfering, which should be carefully done because it reduces the wetted area when done too
abruptly. Even with those precautions, the prediction of the behaviour of the leading edges remains uncertain. That is
why when leading edges are unavoidable, they should be carefully diagnosed to avoid accidents and too much
narrowing of the operating window of the component.

IV

CONCLUSION

Self-shadowing is a major feature of the heat flux deposition scheme on the IFW. It is caused by faceting as well
as by the ripple of the toroidal field, although the IFW is located on the high field side where the ripple is low. The
combination of observation and simulation allowed to demonstrate the presence of anomalous heat flux at the tangency
point between the limiter and the plasma, an effect which was also observed on other tokamaks operated with limiters.
Despite their presence, leading edges were not a limitation for the operation of Tore Supra. Due to the active cooling,
their temperature remain stable at a reasonable value, even during long pulses. The limitations encountered come rather
from the technological limits of the component (multi material junction and critical heat flux). In accidental situation,
leading edges may have an aggravating effect, that's why they should still be avoided, and when absolutely inevitable,
the chamfers have to be carefully designed.

V
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Thermography of target plates with near infrared optical fibres at Tore Supra
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First spectroscopic near infrared thermography measurements in the range 0.9 ... 1.95 u.m performed with
optical fibres are reported. Two set-ups served as test-beds for physical and technical questions for a security
system based on fibre optical thermography. It was found that for the interesting temperature range above 600°C
atomic and molecular line emission is negligible in comparison with thermal radiation. The observed near
infrared spectra are however different from simple blackbody radiation curves. They are explained by the
coverage of the surface with dust and flakes. The dust particles are identified by their spectral emissivity falling
off with the square of the wavelength. On one set-up, flakes were identifiable by fast cool down times and
confirmed by post experiment inspection. In the absence of flakes, surface temperatures on a ripple protection
plate were measured, that allowed to determine the mean energy of ripple trapped ions to be 200-300 keV.

Keywords: Near-infrared, Thermography, Spectroscopy, Dust, Flakes, Carbon, Optical fibres, Ripple losses

1. Introduction

Tore Supra will install for the next experimental campaigns an actively cooled and pumped
toroidal iimiter. Below the Iimiter will be target plates, called neutralises, that neutralise the
incoming ions and channel these particles into the pumping ducts. To avoid damage by
overheating ( > 1000°C), a security system is proposed that reacts on the thermal radiation
measured with optical fibres. During the experimental campaign of 1999 two prototype
installations using near infrared fibres were used on Tore Supra to test this concept. The
expected problems were transmission loss of the optics, previously seen to amount to a factor
10, and the presence of atomic and molecular lines. The analysis showed that surface
conditions as dust and flakes play an important role.

2. Experimental set-ups

Plasma conditions close to future operation scenarii were found in the recess behind the
pumped mid-plane limiter (fig. 1). In this recess, an area of 1 cm diameter of the surface was
oberved from outside the vacuum vessel both by an near infrared fused silica fibre transparent
up to 2 urn and an infrared camera working at 3.9 urn serving as reference measurement. The
bulk material of the limiter is pyrolitic graphite of about 3 cm thickness.
In-vessel optics, near infrared fibres and vacuum feed-throughs were tested in an
installation of 5 sight-lines onto a protection plate in an upper port with spot-sizes of 6 cm
diameter. This actively cooled plate intercepts the ripple trapped ions drifting upwards out of
the vacuum chamber into the vertical ports. It is covered with 70 urn ( ± 1 0 urn) of B4C
allowing to convert directly surface temperature into power fluxes [1]. To determine the ion
particle flux distribution a segmented ion collector probe in another equivalent upper port was
used [2]. The intention was to determine the mean particle energy [3] by a measurement
independent from calorimetry which was also performed on this plate and served as reference
measurement.
All 6 fibre measurements were relayed by 60 m of fibres to a low-resolution (3.7 nm
resolution) and a high-resolution spectrometer (0.2 nm resolution) both equipped with 256
channel InGaAs detector arrays working between 0.85 and 1.7 urn or to a single channel
InGaAs detector at 1.95 urn.

3. Experimental results

In situ calibration of the measuring chain was performed during vacuum vessel bake out at
200°C. The measured emission agrees with the corresponding blackbody radiation spectrum
and the transmission measurements of the individual components.
Of the atomic or molecular line emissions in the wavelength range between 0.85 and 1.6
u,m only the He I line at 1.09 jam was strong enough to stand out from the thermal spectrum
above 600°C. Some other smaller lines seen with the high resolution spectrometer are
negligible in comparison with the thermal radiation. The surprising aspect of all spectra
measured with plasma impact on the target plates can be seen on fig. 2, showing a
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measurement on the ripple protection plate during a discharge with ion cyclotron resonance
heating. The observed spectrum can not be described by black body radiation of a single
temperature nor by a weighted sum of several blackbody spectra. Even more pronounced
examples of this behaviour were found on the target plates behind the limiter, as fig. 3 shows,
measured during an ohmic discharge. The spectral luminance measured at 200°C - according
to the reference measurement at 3.9 um - has a maximum at 1.1 um and shows a strong fall
off with the wavelength. At 700°C, the difference between the expected and measured curve
behaves similarly. The spectra correspond to a blackbody thermal radiation onto which a
broad band extra radiation distribution is added, with a maximum near 1.2 um and a rapid
fall-off towards longer wavelengths. We define a colour temperature as the black body
temperature one would deduce from the spectral luminance measured at that particular colour.
Evaluating a series of identical discharges with the limiter as target one finds that the colour
temperatures decline rapidly in the range of 0.9 to 1.95 um from whereon they seem to rest
stable (fig. 4 open circles).
All the measurements on the backside of the limiter (including the reference measurement
at 3.9 um) showed cool-down times (visible on fig. 6) that are significantly faster than a semiinfinite model would allow.
Post-experiment macro-photography of the surfaces revealed that behind the limiter
large flakes are formed, which are almost completely detached from the solid covering
between 50% and 100% of the viewing area. Their thickness reaches 70 (am. The target area
on the ripple protection plate was free from flakes and other large scale ( > 5 um) surface
changes, except for a darkening of the zone of impact.
4. Analysis of measurements

The analysis is first concerned with the effects of dust, which is present on both observation
areas, than with the flakes only found behind the limiter.
The hypothesis that dust or dust-like small grain structures play an important role in
interpreting the data stems from the fact that the emissiviy of dust falls rapidly with the
wavelength for dust particles that are smaller than the wavelength. For graphite dust, the
spectral emissivity is inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength in the range 1 ...

15 \xm [4,5]. This seems necessary to explain the rapid fall-off with wavelength of the extra
radiation on top of the blackbody radiation. Dust of this size is omni-present in tokamaks and
has recently been analysed in Tore Supra [6]. It has been reported, that dust on carbon
surfaces hit by neutral beams may heat up to its thermal radiative equilibrium giving
significant extra radiation for measurements integrating over the wavelength range from 2 to
5 (im [7]. These facts are used here to explain the existence and the spectral shape of an extra
radiation on top of the relatively low temperature blackbody radiation (fig. 2 and 3). We take
the reference measurement at 3.9 p.m as the bulk temperature and fit to the low wavelength
part of the spectrum a thermal radiation distribution corresponding to dust of a certain size
covering a small fraction of the surface. For wavelengths larger than this size the emissivity
for the extra-radiation falls inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength. The slope
of the measured spectrum below the cut off wavelength determines the temperature and the
coverage of the surface (fig. 5) by dust. One finds that the dust-size it not too well fixed by
this procedure allowing also dust sizes smaller than the smallest wavelengths measured, albeit
with higher dust temperatures. The hypothesis of dust with a size of 1.2 jim allows to fit the
measured spectra and to reproduce the observed temporal evolution above 600°C (fig. 6).
The measurements on the ripple protection plate were analysed by ignoring the dust
contribution and determining only the colour temperature at 1.6 jam, since the dust
contribution is relatively small overall and in particularly so at longer wavelengths. The
spectrum corresponding to this particular colour temperature is the 330°C curve on fig. 2. To
determine the mean energy of the particles some spatial unfolding was necessary, requiring
the knowledge of the deposition profiles. The horizontal profile of the deposition distribution
of ripple particles inside the observation area was determined from the visible erosion marks
and the spatial distribution of the remaining radioactivity on the plate as being about 3.6 cm
wide. The electrical ion flux measurements gave the vertical profile and the number of
particles involved. With these data and the measured colour temperature, average energies of
the ripple ions of 200 to 300 keV were determined depending on the discharge conditions.
These measurements agree within 10 to 20% with the estimates of the average energies
derived from the calorimetry [8]. This indicates that in the absence of flakes and the presence
of favourable plasma conditions the measurements at 1.6 \xm may be good enough for the
determination of the temperature.

The rapid cool down of the reference temperature observed on the data taken behind the
limiter is certainly an indicator for the flakes. Here we try to determine their thickness from
the near infrared spectrum by making use of the wavelength dependence of the absorption
coefficient in amorphous carbon, of which flakes are normally made of [9,10]. Firstly a so
called characteristic viewing depth is calculated. This is the depth at which, the 1/e-th part of
light of a given wavelength is absorbed. Plotting the colour temperatures from fig. 4 (open
circles) versus the viewing depths of their corresponding wavelength is used as a first
indication of a temperature depth profile (fig. 4 (closed circles)). The interesting feature is the
sharp temperature decline between 10 and 20 urn below the surface. The heat conduction one
would calculate from this gradient over this short distance is as small as that of air at ambient
condition. This agrees qualitatively with the notion of flakes only loosely attached to the bulk
but is less than the 70 urn deduced from the macrophotography.

5. Discussion

Clearly the presence of the flakes affected the temperature measurement at 3.9 jam and the
depth profiling attempt indicates in which way the spectrum might be influenced. But for the
finer analysis of the near infrared spectra, the dust hypothesis in the form of a postulated grain
size smaller than the wavelength rests indispensable. A possible link between the two might
be, that amorphous carbon will re-crystallise into nano crystals of a size smaller than 20
nanometers [11,12] when heated up to 600°C, a temperature surely exceeded in our case. In
the future one might well try to combine the two ingredients, dust-like addition to the basic
spectra and depth profiling of flakes, but this would clearly benefit from additional
characterisation experiments outside the tokamak using well characterised surfaces with dust
and flakes.
Bremsstrahlung in the plasma which has a spectral distribution inversely proportional to
the wavelength, is normally too small to give a significant contribution at high target
temperatures, but may help to explain the very steep spectral fall-off seen at a reference
temperature of 200°C (fig. 3).

6. Conclusion

The dust hypothesis can explain the main feature of near infrared spectra measured on target
plates as being composed of two different components: a low temperature black body bulk
temperature radiation distribution covering almost all of the surface plus a hotter component,
the dust, on a small fraction of the surface. The presence of flakes complicates the situation,
but there are also indications, that near infrared spectroscopy might allow in situ
characterisation of dust and flakes. In the absence of flakes, temperature measurements are
possible under favourable plasma conditions and for wavelengths longer than 1.5 jam. From
such measurements average ripple ion energies in the range 200-300 keV were deduced. For
the future security system based on thermography with fibre optics was found that atomic and
molecular line radiation will not pose a problem and that the longest possible wavelength
should be used due to the rapid fall of the dust contribution with wavelength, the larger
viewing depth into the solid, and for retaining a chance to eliminate the influence of a
transmission loss of the optics by using multi-colour pyrometry.
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Figure captions:

Fig. 1: Experimental setup.

Fig. 2: Raw data (with dip at 1.4 \xm due to an absorption in the fibre) from the ripple
protection plate and normalised simulations of measurements.

Fig. 3: Measured spectral luminance from behind the limiter at 200°C (2.0 sec) and 700°C
(4.7 sec) together with expected blackbody emisission. The calculation for the 200°C
case coincides with the zero line.

Fig. 4: Coulour temperatures from behind the pumped limiter versus their wavelengths and
their corresponding viewing depths in amorphous carbon.

Fig. 5: Spectral luminance from behind the pumped limiter and fit with combined
contribution from bulk and dust.

Fig. 6: Temporal evolution of near IR radiation and deduced temperature allowing a variation
of the dust coverage.
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Abstract
Dust produced by the last 1000 shots in Tore-Supra has been characterized. The measured mean equivalent
diameter is 2.7 y.m, comparable to other îokamaks. The dust surface density varies from 2000 mg/m2 on the
bottom of the vessel to 15 mg/m2 on the remaining surfaces. The Carbon dust sampling in Tore-Supra revealed
some nano-structures which have been identified as fullerenes.
Introduction
Dust production during D/T operation in a Tokamak is a safety issue mainly for the dissemination of radioactive
material [1]. The redeposition of the eroded material from a carbon first wall can trap large quantities of tritium
in remote vessel areas. Chemical reactivity (for example with water vapor at high temperature) can also be an
issue because of the very large effective surface area of dust.
The quantification and the characterization of the dust produced in large Tokamaks is a first step for safety
engineering and for the understanding of the plasma wall interaction. Sampling has been done in many large
devices and the analysis tends to give a good physical and chemical description of eroded material from the first
wall. [2]. Tore-Supra is presently the third largest Tokamak in operation which has the capability to operate
during long pulse with the specificity of using an ergodic divertor and only RF heating.
Tore Supra has a circular magnetic configuration which can be ergodized at the periphery by 6 resonant divertor
modules. The operation mode is either in a limiter or a divertor regime.
In the limiter regime, the plasma can lean on the inboard toroidal first wall (actively cooled, 22m2 vessel
coverage with 12 m2 of polycrystaliine graphite and Carbon Fiber Composite(CFC)) or on a set of local pumped
limiters (1 horizontal, outboard semi inertially cooled and made of pyrolitic graphite, 4 bottom, made of CFC
tiles semi inertially cooled).

In the divertor regime the plasma is limited on the outboard by the ergodic divertor modules which are covered
with 12 m2 of CFC tiles. Some field lines are also deviated on neutralizing plates made of CuCrZr water-cooled
bars covered with B4C.
After each major opening, the vessel is fully vacuumed before final closure, therefore the dust collected is
correlated with each previous experimental campaign. Characterization of the dust in Tore-Supra was done
through different campaigns with a specific aim. This paper presents the first results on dust distribution and
characterization.
Dust collection
Dust was collected at 4 different occasions.
The first campaign was done in July 98, a few weeks after shot 24 856. Dust was collected with cotton swipes at
the bottom of the vacuum vessel, between cooling tubes. After dissolution, the material was transferred on a
Transmission Electronic Microscope (TEM) grid for observation in FZJ/IWV laboratories (Mich)
The second campaign took place in April 99, during the long winter shut-down after shot 26 820. The collection
was targeted on flakes deposited in two type of locations The first one (A) is directly exposed to under the
parallel ion flux in the scrape of layer, the second one (B) is shadowed from the plasma, able to collect sputtered
carbon (& others) atoms from carbon tiles. Collection was performed by scratching the surface with a metallic
blade, which broke off the slightly adhesive flakes. The material was analyzed in SPAM laboratories (CEA
Saclay) by means of a TEM and chromatography.
The third campaign concerned water collected from a bottom vessel port, following the Plasma Facing
Component (PFC) leak which ended the year 99 experimental campaign (shot 28 353, November 17th) by a
critical heat flux. Five liters of water which had washed the vessel locally was filtered trough a 200 urn mesh
and the alluvium where characterized after drying.
The fourth campaign was aimed at characterizing.the dust distribution around the vessel and took place in
December 99, three weeks after the water leak. Dust was collected via 0.02 um anopore filters by controlled
vacuuming on specifically identified areas in the vessel. Seventy-nine samples were analyzed for mass increase
and particle size distribution. The collection was done following a poloi'dal pattern (12 samples) in each of the 6
vessel modules (figure 1) and also on the horizontal pumped limiter (4 samples), on the Electron Cyclotron
.Antenna (ECRH) mirrors(l sample), on the Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) faraday shield (1 sample)
and on the Lower Hybrid Heating (LHH) launcher guides (1 sample). This characterization was performed at

INEEL laboratories in Idaho Falls and is part of a more extensive collaboration on dust characterization in ToreSupra.
Microscopic examination
The material collected during the four campaigns was examined by optical means to identify the structures and
characterize the particle size distribution.
Figure 2 is representative of the alluvium material collected in the water drained from a bottom port after a PFC
water leak (third campaign). This material presents a very large discrepancy of size and is characterized by an
equivalent diameter (0 g ) . One can identify very large structure as a broken graphite tile ( 0 g 6cm, 50 g), other
large parts of this tile ( 0 g lcm) and the metallic washer, many other chunks of dark (carbon) and shiny
(metallic) materials ( 0 g 1 mm). Increasing the magnification reveals many particles with an equivalent diameter
(0g) in the range of 200 urn. The majority of this material is carbon.
The collected flakes (from the first campaign) on figure 3 have also a broad 0 g ranging from 10 to 500 urn
(optical microscopy). Smaller paniculate were examined by TEM and revealed different type of structures.
Aggregates of globular particles (with a rather regular 0 g = 15 nm) are identified in the dust collected at the
bottom of the vessel in the first campaign. They are assembled as filaments with an extension in the range of 200
to 600 nm. These microstructures have similitude with the ones obtained on the dust taken from an High Heat
Flux (HHF) simulation test on graphite material [4].
The filamentary organization is rather similar but the globular shape is much more regular in the samples taken
from Tore Supra compared to the ones from the HHF simulation.
TEM examination on the flakes collected in position A & B during the second campaign, revealed also
organized nanometric structures. Hollow large paniculate, filaments & globular particles and hollow long
structures are shown on figure 4, 5 & 6. The carbon structure of the long particles of figure 6 can be described as
a hollow segment with identical wall thickness, closed by spherical ends and therefore has many similarities
with nanotubes. The other globular structure could probably be associated with other fullerenes. In order to
ascertain this hypothesis a specific extraction with toluene was done. Then a liquid chromatographic analysis
was performed on a Waters Novapack-Cig column with a diode strip detector (uv-to visible light). As seen of
figure 6, fullerenes (C60 & C70) were clearly identified at 330 nm.
The fourth campaign was more devoted to the distribution of dust in the vessel rather than the microscopic
structure of the particles. The collected weight of dust on each filters has been normalized to the collection area.
The bargraph on figure 8 gives the poloidal and toroidal distribution of this ratio. Particle size distribution was

done on vessel module I & II with an optical microscope, automatic image analysis and a statistical count base
evaluation of a characteristic diameter (Geometric Mean Diameter, GMD) with its standard deviation (GSD).
Those values are reported in table I.
Discussion
The dust surface density distribution is roughly symmetric toroidaly (table I), except for an abnormal value (350
mg/m2) on module I, location 1 which can be explained by the presence of melted copper from an LHH antenna
in the neighboring port. Poloidaiy, the dust distribution follows gravity. On the bottom of the vessel the density
is close to 2000 mg/m2 for location 11 (long nozzle sampling) and 500 mg/m1 for location 12 (short nozzle
sampling). The most realistic sampling must come from the long nozzle, the shorter one not being able to touch
the vessel between the tubes. The mean value for all the other surfaces "seen by the plasma" is close to 15
mg/m2. On the outboard wall (>200 mm from the LCMS), similar values are obtained from the panels lips and
from the surface between the lips (15 mm gap) recessed 20 mm behind, suggesting an homogeneous
"vaporisation".
Values measured on the inner first wall heat sink, between carbon tiles, on surfaces recessed 10 mm behind are
higher (twice) than on the other vessel areas (except bottom), suggesting a larger redeposition close to the
carbon surface interacting directly with the convective flux
The dust collected on stainless steel surfaces (locat. 9) and Carbon plate (loca. 10) have the same size (GMD =
2.7 jam) and standard deviation (GSD) of 2.8 um. The dust surface density is rather higher on the stainless-steel
which is also close to a Carbon interacting surface as the carbon plate (loca. 10) is only a remote protective tile
for trapped electrons. Both locations are at the bottom of the machine and at the same distance from the LCMS.
Statistical analysis of the mean diameter for the dust particles from the 4th campaign follows a lognormal
distribution (from 0.02 to 100 um ) characterised by a Geometrical Mean Diameter (GMD) taken at 50 % of the
population and standard deviation (GSD). The GMD of the collected dust is very homogeneous for all the
locations with a mean value of 2.68 um +/- 2.77. This measure has to be completed by the observation on the
alluvium collected from the water leak showing very large particles in the millimetre range and on the flake size
in much larger range (nanometers to millimetres). The collected alluvium are certainly from a much larger
surface and are weighted by the debris from the broken tile and the flakes were collected by scratching the
surface because of their adherence.

The proportion of nanometric structures such as fullerenes has not yet been measured. Nevertheless these carbon
structures are known for they very large capacity to store hydrogen and therefore could have a strong impact on
the balance control of trapped species.
The GMD values measured in Tore-Supra (2.7 um) can be compared to the CMD (Count Median Diameter) of
other dust sampling in tokamaks, thanks to the lognormal distribution and the definition of the median (50% of
the population). In DIID (low Z PFC) the dust CMD ranges from 0.3 to 0.9 um [5] and is rather similar to a
sampling in Alcator, (high Z PFC) which ranges from 0.3 to 1.1 urn [6] and from TFTR (low Z PFC) ranging
from 1.6 to 2.7 urn [2).
Erosion estimate
If we assume that the carbon dust is mainly produced by the erosion from the PFC, an estimation of the total
mass collected in one experimental campaign should compare with sputtering integrated on all the shots.
A total mass of 31 g has been estimated by assuming that the bottom of the vessel ( 15m2) is covered with an
average of 2000 mg/m2 of carbon dust and the remaining surface (85 m2) with an average surface density of 15
mg/m2. The last experimental campaign went from shot 26 915 (06.22.99) to shot 28 353 (11.17.99), totaling 13
400 s of plasma. An integration on all the representative shots (986) was done assuming the following formula
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Where VPL is the plasma volume (25mJ), n,. the plateau mean density, tchoc the shot duration, xp a mean particle
confinement time (200 ms), Y c the sputtering yield for H & D below 100 eV on Carbon (2 10"2), M c the Carbon
atomic mass (12) and NA the Avogadro number.
The estimation of the eroded mass is 27 g which is surprisingly close to the measured (redeposition) value of 31

Conclusions
The dust surface density varies from 2000 mg/m2 on the bottom of the vessel to 15 mg/m2 on the remaining
surfaces
The dust GMD collected in Tore Supra is rather uniform (2.7 um+/- 2.8um) and comparable to other machines.
The Carbon dust sampling in Tore-Supra revealed some nano-structures which have been identified as
fullerenes. These structures could have a large impact on the hydrogen stored in the dust.

The total estimated carbon mass collected in the vessel (3 Ig) is in the same range as an estimation of the eroded
plasma facing material (27g) for one testing campaign (986 shots).
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Figure 2 Alluvium collected after a
water leak on a PFC

Figure 3 Flakes collected in
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Figure 4 TEM images offtakes
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Figure 5 TEM image of flakes
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Figure 6, TEM images of flakes
Evidence of nanotubes
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Figure 7 Chromatographic detection
of C60 & C70 fullerene structures
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Collection area
mm2
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8
9
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620.0
1550.0
1800.0
689.0
1200.0
600.0
428.0
84.0
294.0
1430.0
160.0
480.0

Module I
GMD (urn)

2.2
3.1
3.1
3.0
2.6
3.3
2.2
1.8
3.1
3.1
1.3
2.0

GSD (urn)

2.8
2.7
2.7
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.7
3.1
2.7
2.7
2.4
2.8

Module II
GMD (urn)

GSD (urn)

2.4
1.9
3.2
2.5
2.9
2.3
3.1
2.8
3.1
3.2
1.5
4.7

Table 1, mean particle diameter et standart deviation for dust collected in different
locations
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Net erosion measurements on plasma facing components of Tore Supra
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Abstract
Erosion of the plasma facing components is a crucial point to investigate for long
pulse operation in future fusion devices. Therefore erosion measurements have been
undertaken in the Tore Supra tokamak. After each experimental campaign, different plasma
facing components have been monitored in situ by non destructive means, in order to evaluate
their net erosion after a long plasma exposure. This paper presents the results obtained over 3
experimental campaigns on the Tore Supra ergodic divertor B4C coated neutralisers and CFC
Langmuir probes. The erosion on the Langmuir probes after 1 year of plasma exposure can
reach 100 (im, leading to an effective erosion coefficient around 5x10" to 10", in reasonable
agreement with values found on other tokamaks. The ergodic divertor neutraliser plates
erosions are lower (10 fim), which is coherent with the attenuated particle flux due to a lower
incidence angle, and might also be due to some surface temperature effect, since the
neutralisers are actively cooled while the Langmuir probes are not. Moreover, the profile
along the neutraliser shows net erosion in zones wetted by the plasma and net redeposition in
shadowed zones.
Keywords : Erosion/redeposition; Tore Supra; Carbon; Erosion yield
1.

Introduction

Erosion and redeposition, related to key issues such as lifetime of the plasma facing
components, tritium inventory and core plasma contamination, are a crucial point to
investigate for long pulse operation in future fusion devices. Dedicated measurements have

already been performed in several tokamaks, such as DIIID [1], JET [2] or Asdex Upgrade
[3]. In Tore Supra, different plasma facing components have been monitored in situ by non
destructive means, in order to evaluate their net erosion after an extended plasma exposure.
This paper presents the results obtained by this procedure, which has been repeated 4 times,
covering 3 experimental yearly campaigns.
2.

Experimental set up
2.1. Description of the ergodic divertor
The erosion measurements have been performed on the ergodic divertor (ED). This

device creates a magnetic perturbation in the plasma edge, which leads to a stochastic
boundary layer where the field lines are open, allowing to screen efficiently the central plasma
from the edge [4]. The ED is formed by 6 modules regularly spaced on the low field side of
the torus. In 1996, an improved version was implemented, with a vented neutraliser structure
allowing an increased heat and particle exhaust capability [5]. This vented structure is made
of 7 poloidally distributed neutralisers, numbered from A to G from the top to the bottom of
the machine (see Fig. 1). Each neutraliser is formed of 2 to 4 elements, called fingers. These
30 cm long fingers are actively cooled, and made of a copper heat sink covered by a 250 (im
coating of B4C (boron carbide). The ED is equipped with 14 Langmuir probes, distributed
around the torus, and identified by the neutraliser and the module number. Moreover, a few
neutralisers are equipped with several Langmuir probes, referred to as a, b, c and d (no
indication means type a configuration). This is illustrated in Fig. 1, showing the ED module 6,
where a large number of probes are concentrated.
2 types of erosion measurements have been performed following each experimental
campaign, starting in 1997 after the first year of exploitation of the improved ED : the length
of the Langmuir probes tips and the thickness of the neutraliser B4C coating.
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2.2. Langmuir probes tips measurements
The Tore Supra Langmuir probes are made of 5 mm spherical tips in carbon fiber
composite (CFC), inserted into a CFC cylindrical shield. The distance between the top of the
probe and the shield (a few mm) has been measured using a Palmer micrometer. The
precision obtained is around 10 (im. In addition to the 14 ED probes, 4 probes of the inner
first wall (IFW), located on the high field side of the machine, have also been analysed. They
are located in the same poloidal section and numbered from 1 to 4, from 5° above to 15°, 25°,
and 45° below the equatorial plane.
2.3. B4C coating thickness measurements
The thickness of the B4C coating on different fingers of the ergodic divertor has been
estimated using an ultrasonic probe. The standard deviation on the measurement is around 5
fim. The study was focused on the ED module 6, where the 2 medium fingers of neutralisers
C, D and E have been analysed. A measurement of the B4C thickness is performed every 2 cm
along each of the 6 analysed fingers. The 0 cm position corresponds to the finger edge,
alternating left and right side to take into account the magnetic configuration (see Fig. 4 for
illustration).
3.

Experimental results
3.1. Langmuir probe erosion
Fig. 2 represents the net erosion (positive values) or redeposition (negative values)

deduced from the distance measured between the probes tip and shield. Both the IFW and the
ED probes exhibit the same behaviour : after a first strong net erosion following the 97
campaign (50 to 150 |im), most probes have experienced net redeposition during the 98
campaign (up to 100 fim), and moderate net erosion/redeposition during the 99 campaign
(lower than 50 |im). This can be related to the different orientation of the experimental

program : while the 97 campaign was aimed at obtaining high power discharges, the 98 and
99 campaigns were more oriented towards highly radiating regimes. Moreover, the 99
campaign was shortened for technical problems A reduction of the effective erosion
coefficient has already been reported in other tokamaks during detached plasma operation [1].
The eroded thickness measured on Tore Supra probes is also comparable with measurements
performed on JET divertor target probes under a same order of magnitude fluence [2].

3.2. B4C coating erosion
The measured B4C thickness profiles are presented on Fig. 3 for one finger of neutraliser
E. The error bars represent the standard deviation on the measurement. Although the erosion
pattern is not as clear on the other neutralisers of module 6 (not shown here), the measured
thickness tends to decrease on the first part of the finger (net erosion) and to increase on the
remaining part (net redeposition). This trend is more pronounced after several experimental
campaigns. This can be correlated with shadowing effects on the neutralisers, which restricts
the zone of the fingers wetted by the plasma, due to the magnetic configuration of the ED, as
shown by theoretical considerations [6] and already observed experimentally [7]. This is
illustrated by Fig. 4 [8], where the distribution of the incident ion flux on the neutralisers of
the ED is reconstructed from Langmuir probes data, using a 3D field line tracing code. It can
be seen that the eroded part of the neutralisers (roughly the first 15 cm of the finger)
corresponds to the region in direct contact with the plasma while the part where redeposition
occurs corresponds to the shadowed region. This feature (redeposition dominating in
shadowed zones) has already been observed on other tokamaks [1]. The erosion profile along
the finger is also coherent with visible spectroscopy measurements [9] : the D a and CII
emissions are concentrated in the zone exposed to the plasma and decrease along the finger as
the erosion profile, while the CIII emission is broader.

The erosions measured on the neutralisers, of the order of 10 urn on average, are lower
than the erosions measured on the probes roughly by a factor 10. This can be explained by the
decrease in the incident flux due to the field line incidence, quasi perpendicular in the case of
the Langmuir probe, while tangential in the case of the neutralisers. The field line incidence
angle, close to 8° on the neutralisers, gives a flux reduction factor of 7 with respect to
perpendicular incidence, in agreement with the observed lower erosion.
Another explanation could be a surface temperature effect, since the neutralisers are
actively cooled while the Langmuir probes are not. The B4C coating temperature lies in the
range 200-250 °C in ohmic discharges and stays below 500°C with additional power. The
Langmuir probe temperature increases constantly during the shot and can reach very high
values, above 1000°C. In the case of erosion of B4C by D+ ions, the sputtering coefficient
exhibits a weak dependence upon the surface temperature below 500°C [10] and is
comparable with physical sputtering for carbon (around 2 10"). In the case of carbon
however, the chemical sputtering is shown to be important between 300 and 800 °C. with a
peak around 500°C, while RES starts above 1000°C. There are therefore cases where the
sputtering coefficient is expected to be higher on the CFC probes than on the B4C coating.
Another effect to take into account could be the covering of the B4C coating by a carbon
redeposited layer, as Tore Supra is a carbon dominated machine. However, below 500°C, the
sputtering coefficient for carbon and B4C is not significantly different.
4.

Analysis : determination of an effective erosion yield
4.1. Effective erosion yield
Using the Langmuir probes data and the erosion measurements, an effective erosion

coefficient Yeff can be determined :

s

\<$>{t)dt

where e is the eroded thickness, Nc the carbon density in the material ', andj Q>(t)dt the
incident particle flux given by the Langmuir probes, integrated over the whole experimental
campaign.
A database has been established by selecting shots where the ED Langmuir probes
were activated : 1006 shots for the 97 campaign, 924 for the 98 campaign and 517 for the 99
campaign 2. However, the number of selected shots can differ quite significantly from one
probe to another, as they were not all activated at the same time. The D2 and B6 probes have
been operated only during the 99 campaign.
The electronic temperature Te measured by the ED probes ranges from 15 to 50 eV,
yielding an impact energy around 75-250 eV for the D+ ions impinging on the neutralisers, if
one assumes Tj = Te and takes into account the sheath acceleration [3]. The electronic density
ne lies between 1018 and 1.5xl019 m"3. This corresponds to particle fluxes between a few 1022
up to 1024 m"V.
The result from the integration of the Langmuir probes data is shown in Fig. 5. The
fluence obtained is if the order of a few 1026 m"2 per experimental year. As already mentioned,
the integrated flux is significantly lower for the 98 and 99 campaign than during the 97
campaign.
As seen from Fig. 5, the toroidal distribution of the particle flux in the equatorial plane
of the ED (probes Dl to D6a) is rather uniform (the discrepancy from one module to another
might be attributed to some misalignment). The D6c probe, located 20 cm away from the
finger edge, is clearly located in the shadowed region, as predicted in Fig. 4.
Atomic data for carbon have been chosen for the calculation : N r = 1.25x102y m 2.
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4.2. Discussion
The effective erosion coefficient deduced from equation (1) is shown on Fig. 6 . It
lies between 5x10~3 and 10"2, in agreement with similar experiments in JET [2]. However, this
net coefficient reflects the competition between erosion and redeposition processes, therefore
the gross sputtering coefficient could be much higher, as expected for sputtering of carbon by
deuterium ions [11]. For instance, simulations have been undertaken to model the carbon
emission around the ED neutraliser as measured by visible spectroscopy [9], leading to
estimated redepositions from 15 to 30%, depending on plasma conditions. Moreover, the
carbon self sputtering could also play an important role, as taking into account a small
fraction of carbon in the incident ion flux measured by the Langmuir probes (considered here
as pure deuterium) can lead to a significant build up of the redeposited layer. It is not possible
to distinguish between physical or chemical sputtering from these global measurements.
Simulations performed in [9] including physical sputtering only have shown a reasonable
agreement with the measured carbon emission. However, evidence of chemical sputtering has
been found experimentally by visible spectroscopy in the CD band for discharges with
additional power, while it is not observed in ohmic discharges, probably due to a surface
temperature effect. This might not be contradictory, as it has been shown in simulations
performed for JET [2] that including chemical sputtering, while increasing the gross erosion
rate, does not affect much the net erosion rate, due to the short mean free path of the
hydrocarbon molecules and their prompt redeposition.

" The analysis has not been carried out for the IFW probes, as they are not systematically activated. A significant
contribution could therefore be missing, yielding misleading results.
Negative values of Fig. 2, corresponding to redeposition, are not processed here.

5.

Summary
Net erosion measurements have been performed over the last 3 experimental campaigns

on the ergodic divertor B4C coated neutralisers and CFC Langmuir probes. The erosion on the
ED Langmuir probes after 1 year of plasma exposure can reach 100 u\m, leading to an
effective erosion yield around 5x10~3 to 10 2, in reasonable agreement with values found on
other tokamaks. The ED neutraliser plates erosions are lower (10 (im), which is coherent with
the attenuated particle flux due to a lower incidence angle, and might also be due to some
surface temperature effect, since the neutralisers are actively cooled while the Langmuir
probes are not. Moreover, the profile along the neutraliser shows net erosion in zones wetted
by the plasma and net redeposition in shadowed zones. The ED neutralisers have now been
dismantled and will be submitted to thorough surface analysis to characterise the redeposited
layers in more details.
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Fig. 1 : View of the module 6 of the ergodic divertor, equipped with Langmuir probes
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Fig. 2 : Measured net erosion (positive values)/redeposition (negative values) on ergodic divertor (ED) and inner
first wall (IFW) Langmuir probes
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Fig. 3 : B4C coating thickness measured on finger 3 of neutralisers E of the ergodic divertor module 6 after
experimental campaigns 1996 to 1999.

Fis. 4 : Map of the incident particle flux on a module of the ergodic divertor, reconstructed from Langmuir probe
measurements, taking into account the magnetic configuration [8]. One can clearly see the dark shadowed region
on each neutraliser.
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Fig. 5 : Particle flux on the ergodic divertor Langmuir probes integrated over the 97, 98 and 99 experimental
campaigns
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Fig. 6 : Effective erosion coefficient calculated for the ergodic divertor Langmuir probes

